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State of the Economy

FOOD SECURITY
-- Nilachala Acharya

With this issue we begin a new column ‘State of the Economy’ that will be published on every second and third issue. The column
will cover important economic topics that will be very beneficial for candidates appearing for various competitive exams.

G iven the persistence of poverty, hunger
and malnutrition in the country, it is

commendable that the Union Cabinet
approved promulgation of an ordinance to
implement the National Food Security Bill
and it has been signed by the President of
India. The country's performance in reduc-
ing the number of people afflicted by mal-
nutrition and hunger has been dismal both
at the household and individual levels; the
National Food Security Ordinance 2013 is
meant to address some of these serious
concerns. This important measure by the
Union Government can prove to be a sub-
stantive step towards making the country
hunger free by enabling its citizens to
access foodgrains at nominal prices.
The history of the Food Security Legislation
in India dates back to 1942 when the Public
Distribution System (PDS) was evolved,
owing to shortage of foodgrains during
World War II.  The then government had
started distributing foodgrains through the
PDS and the intervention had been contin-
ued in major cities and certain food deficient
regions. However, the policy on PDS has
witnessed major changes, with a universal
approach at times and a targeted approach
in certain phases, after Independence. The
Seventh Five Year Plan assigned the PDS a
crucial role by bringing the entire population
into its ambit, and, over the years, it evolved
as an important government intervention
towards ensuring availability of foodgrains
to the public at affordable prices as well as
for tackling poverty. However, a Targeted
PDS (TPDS) for foodgrains has been in
place since 1997. Under the TPDS, the
quantum of provisioning of foodgrains
varies across Below Poverty Line (BPL) and

Above Poverty Line (APL) households with
different prices.
The National Food Security Ordinance
guarantees provisioning of subsidised food-
grains to almost two-third of the country's
population, which would include 50 percent
of the urban population and 75 percent of
people living in rural areas. It requires the
government to provide 5kg of
foodgrains(cereals) per person per month -
at prices of Rs. 3 per kg of rice, Rs.2 per kg
of wheat, and Rs.1 per kg of millets - for a
period of three years from the date of com-
mencement of the ordinance.
Further, the ordinance includes provisions,
like, pregnant women and lactating mothers
being entitled to free of cost meals through
the local Anganwadi centres during preg-
nancy and for six months after child birth,
and maternity benefits of not less than six
thousand rupees. Also, every child within
the age group of six months to six years
shall receive appropriate meal free of cost,
and, those in the age group of six to four-
teen years will be provided Mid-day meals
in all government schools on all days except
on school holidays. Apart from these provi-
sions, measures pertaining to women's
empowerment, grievance redressal mecha-
nisms, reforms in the PDS, food security
allowances etc. are some of the other posi-
tive features in the said ordinance.
With regard to the Food Security legislation,
some observers have been raising con-
cerns about the cost implications for the
government. The amount provided in the
Union Budget every year as Food Subsidy
is paid to the Food Corporation of India
(FCI), which is based on the difference
between the Economic Costs (EC) borne by

the FCI for procuring foodgrains and the
Central Issue Price (CIP) for foodgrains col-
lected through the PDS. Earlier this year,
the Union Budget 2013-14 had projected
that the Food Subsidy to be provided by the
Union Government this year would be to the
tune of Rs. 90,000 crore.  However, in order
to implement the Food Security legislation,
the financial resources required are now
estimated to go up to the level of Rs.
1,25,000 crore (which would be about 1.25
percent of the country's GDP) this year; in
addition to which, the existing budgetary
provisions for the Mid-Day Meal Scheme
and the Integrated Child Development
Services Scheme would also be utilized
towards fulfilling some of the provisions of
the legislation. 
However, several observers and policy ana-
lysts have pointed out that the Food
Security legislation should have been much
more inclusive in terms of its coverage of
population.  For instance, had this legisla-
tion attempted to cover 80 percent of the
total households in the country (i.e. with the
exclusion of only the top 20 percent of the
households) with a provision of 35 kg of
foodgrains per household per month (i.e. 30
kg of rice/wheat and 5 kg of millets per
household per month at prices of Rs. 3 per
kg of rice / Rs. 2 per kg of wheat /Rs. 1 per
kg of millets),at the existing levels of
Economic Costs for procuring foodgrains,
the Food Subsidy bill would have been Rs.
1,65,828 crore a year. Given the persist-
ence of the problems of hunger and malnu-
trition in the country and the scope available
for the Union Government to step up its tax
revenue mobilization, there was indeed a
strong case for the government to expand

the coverage of the Food Security legisla-
tion. In fact, the Global Hunger Index
Report, 2012 has pointed out that "India has
lagged behind in improving its GHI score
despite strong economic growth"; for rural
India, it has been reported that around 50
percent children are undernourished and
more than half of pregnant women suffer
from anaemia.
Further, the ordinance is focusing only on
distribution of cereals, which would address
the problem of hunger but might not be very
effective in reducing malnutrition.
Provisioning of rice, wheat and millets
through the PDS would offer calories to fight
hunger, but a healthy diet requires cereals
with pulses and higher amounts of vitamins
and minerals. Similarly, the gaps in infra-
structure (relating to storage of foodgrains
and transportation etc.) need to be
addressed to make the PDS a robust sys-
tem. Also, a lot more effort would be
required both from the Union Government
and the State Governments for proper
implementation of schemes like the MDM
and ICDS. 
Nonetheless, the National Food Security
Ordinance does seem to have a lot of
potential for addressing the serious chal-
lenges of hunger and malnutrition in the
country, and it could produce the desired
results with proactive measures by the
Union and State Governments for strength-
ening the PDS across the country. 

( The author is with Centre for Budget
and Governance Accountability (CBGA),
a New Delhi based policy research
organization. 
E-mail : nilachala@cbgaindia.org.)

Continued from previous issue

Hundred Years of Ghadr Movement :: History and Ideology
-- Harjinder Kaur and Balbir Madhopuri

Ghadr Party's Ideology
The ideology of the Ghadr Movement could be
well understood from an advertisement pub-
lished in the Ghadr paper.  For example, it is
written on the front page of the 1st
September,1914 issue of the Ghadr:
Wanted : Fearless and brave soldiers to
create mutiny in India
Award : Martyrdom
Pension : Independence
Area of Operation : India
The ideology of the Ghadr Party was revolu-
tionary.  It was to set up a government having
democratic and socialist system through
armed struggle.  The ambit of the war of inde-
pendence being fought from a foreign land, the
United States of America (about 10,000 Miles

away) was the entire India and other countries
under imperialistic rule.  
The Ghadr Movement adopted secularism as
its motto.  It gave priority to project views
against social inequality, economic discrimina-
tion and mutual hatred among various reli-
gions and caste war and untouchability.  The
leaders kept before them the ideal to create a
society devoid of exploitation which is class-
less, colour less and caste less. In short, it was
to build revolutionary socialism and Indian
nationalism.
The Ghadr Movement in its mouthpiece
Hindustan Ghadr and other publications criti-
cized all those contemporary parties and
organizations which were limited to demand-
ing only more rights or were happy at getting
government jobs.
The Ghadr Party sent two armed missions for
the complete independence of India but these
failed.  Another attempt was made a third time.
The mission included five revolutionaries.
They were Mangu Ram (Mugowal),
Hari Singh Usman, Harnam
Das, Gambhir Singh and
Harnam Chand.
Actually, Schooner Annie
Larsen was not suitable for
a trans-Pacific voyage.An
other ship the SS
Maverick was arranged,
to be parched under
the illusion
that it was
used by
t h e
American-
Asiatic Oil
Company.
According

to plan, Annie Larsen transferred its shipment
to Maverick which would proceed towards
South-Asia. However, the plan failed as it
was challenged by an American
from Allied warships. After fail-
ing to meet Annie Larsen,
the Maverick was directed
to Hilo, Hawai.The four
Ghadrites attempted to
flee in ship but they
were captured by British
cruiser. 

JOB HIGHLIGHTS

UPSC

Union Public Service

Commission invites applications

for various posts. 

Last Date : 29.08.2013

WEB EXCLUSIVES

Following items are available in the
Web Exclusives section on
www.employmentnews.gov.in : 
1. Brief History of Telangana.
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Birla Institute of
Technology and
Science, Pilani 

Invites applications for the post

of SRF

It is proposed to fill-up post of JRF

at Department of Biological
Sciences, BITS Pilani, Pilani-
333031. Apply in the prescribed for-
mat with necessary enclosures
before 25.08.2013. Please check
the details on following link:
http:/ /www.bits-pi lani.ac. in/

pilani/biologicalScience/Depart-

ment of BiologicalScience
EN 19/63 EN 19/47 EN 19/93

EN 19/85
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28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit, Pin-
909028, C/o 56 APO Recruitment Notice

for the Post of Mazdoor
Applications as per specimen given are invited from eligible candidates for the post of Mazdoor
to reach the Commanding Officer, 28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit, C/o 56 APO by reg-
istered post within 30 days (35 days in respect of candidates belonging to Andaman and
Nicobar Islands and Lakshadeep) from the date of publication of the advertisement. The
first date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News will be taken into account for
calculation of 30/35 days respectively. The scale of pay, number of vacancies, educational qual-
ification and other requirements are as under:-

Designation Total No. Scale of Category Number Age Qualifi-
of Post of post pay reserved for of posts cation

Mazdoor 10 Rs. 5200/- SC 02@ 18-30 years
20200/- ST 02 # 18-30 years
Grade Pay OBC 02 18-28 years
Rs. 1800/- General 04 18-25 years

Total 10

Physically 01 As men-
Handicapped tioned
(HH) at para 3

below       Refer
Ex- 01 As men-    Note
Serviceman tioned (**)

at para 4    below
below

Sports 01 18-30 yrs

Note(**)-(a) The Physically Handicapped (Hearing Handicapped), Ex-Servicemen and Sports
candidates selected for appointment will be placed against the category to which he/she belongs
If the applicant selected belongs to SC/ST/OBC/General category, he will be placed in that
respective category.
(b) Out of 10 vacancies (01xSC & 01xST) vacancies are for employability in  19 Inf DOU and 8
vacancies with employability in 28 Mtn DOU.
(c) Out of 08 vacancies (employability at 28 Mtn DOU) the following vacancies are 'reserved for
the categories mentioned against each:-

(i) Physically Handicapped (HH) -01 (One)
(ii) Ex-Servicemen -01 (One) 
(iii) Sports -01 (One)

(d) Age relaxation (upper age limit) up to five years is available for candidates who have ordinari-
ly been domiciled in the state of Jammu and Kashmir during the period from 01 Jan1980 to 31
Dec'1989 or as per Government policy/orders as applicable. (Age relaxation as per government
orders is only applicable till 31 Dec 2013. In case government orders of extension of age
beyond 31 Dec 2013 is not received the age relaxation will not be granted). Xerox copy of
certificate to this effect issued either by concerned District Magistrate or by Relief Commissioner
to be attached with application form and original one to be produced on interview date.
Note (@)SC Vac. Out of the 02xSC vacancy, 01xSC vacancy for employability with 28 Mtn DOU
and 01xSC vacancy for employability with 19 Inf DOU. SC candidates should clearly mention in
the application form as to which unit i.e. 19 Inf DOU or 28 Mtn DOU or both they are applying for.
Option I & II given in the Application Form for this purpose have to be filled. Selection of the can-
didate will be carried out as per the Priority given in the options. In case no option is filled, by
default application will only be considered for 28 Mtn DOU. Employment will be done according-
ly and merit list prepared unit wise. However it is clarified that recruitment for entire 10 vacancies
will be done by 28 Mtn DOU. Verification of documents post selection of candidates for 19 inf
DOU and issue of appointment letter will be done by CO 19 Inf DOU.
Note (#)ST Vac. Out of the 02xST vacancy, 01xST vacancy for employability with 28 Mtn DOU
and 01xST vacancy for employability with 19 Inf DOU ST candidates should clearly mention in
the application form as to which unit i.e. 19 Inf DOU or 28 Mtn DOU or both they are applying for.
Option I & II given in the Application Form for this purpose have to be filled. Selection of the can-
didate will be carried out as per the Priority given in the options. In case no option is filled, by
default application will only be considered for 28 Mtn DOU. Employment will be done according-
ly and merit list prepared unit wise. However it is clarified that recruitment for entire 10 vacancies
will be done by 28 Mtn DOU. Verification of documents post selection of candidates for 19 inf
DOU and issue of appointment letter will be done by CO' 19 Inf DOU.
2. Calculation of Age Last dale of receipt of the applications will be taken for calculation of age.
3. Age for Physically Handicapped and percent criteria of disability: Age for physically handi-
capped are to be taken as under. Only such persons would be eligible for reservation in servic-
es/posts who suffer from not less than 40 % (percent) of relevant (HH) disability.

(a) Gen  -18 to 35 years
(b) SC    -18 to 40 years
(c) ST    -18 to 40 years
(d) OBC -18 to 38 years

4. Age for Ex-Servicemen. Service rendered in Army/Air Force/Navy shall be allowed to be
deducted from actual age of the individual and if the resultant age does not exceed maximum age
prescribed for the post by more than three years he shall be deemed to satisfy the condition
regarding age limit.
5. Physical Standards Required Candidates are required to be physically fit to perform strenu-
ous duties of Mazdoors
(A Certificate of Physical  fitness from a Registered Medical Practitioner be submitted alongwith
the application).
6. The candidates will be put through a series of tests comprising of physical tests, written and
interview. The ratio of marks allotted for the tests are as under:-
(a) Physical Test -   40 marks (maximum) The Board of Officers will 

decide and conduct physical tests .
for the candidates

(b) Written Test -   40 marks (maximum)
(c) Interview -   20 marks (maximum)

Total - 100 marks
(d) Ratio of marks is subject to change without any prior notice as per latest orders/rules/poli-
cies/instructions received from Government of India or Army Headquarters.
7. Dates for physical tests/Written test/interview for all categories will be intimated in the CALL
LETTERS.
8. Place of Work 28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit/19 Infantry Divisional Ordnance Unit
(Drugmulla, Kupwara, Tangdhar, Paitan, Baramulla and anywhere in Jammu & Kashmir) with All
India Service Liability.
9. Applications will be accepted only through speed/Registered Post. The application should be
addressed to Commanding Officer, 28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit, PIN-909028, c/o 56
APO. No application will be accepted BY HAND. Unit will not be responsible for loss of applica-
tion in transit and for postal delay. No TA/DA will be paid for the test/interview. The candidates
themselves will make arrangement for boarding and lodging. No application will be entertained
after the due date. While forwarding the application, the envelope should be clearly marked,
"APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF MAZDOOR "(EX-SERVICEMEN/SPORTS
PERSONS/PH/SC/ST/OBC/GEN)” (Delete which ever is not applicable). (Quoting of Postal
Index Number (PIN) is mandatory).
10. One 12x18 cm self addressed envelope affixed with Rs 25/- postage stamp, should be
attached alongwith the application form DON'T FORWARD ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES with the
application. The attested copies of following documents must be attached with application form:-
(a) Birth Certificate
(b) Medical Certificate from a registered Medical Practitioner for physical fitness
(c) Caste Certificate
(d) Education Certificate
(e) Photocopy of Discharge Certificate for Ex-Servicemen
(f) Disability Certificate for Physically Handicapped (Hearing Handicapped)
(g) Domicile Certificate (For residents of J&K State availing age relaxation),

11. Candidates, whose applications are found to be correct and who are eligible for test and inter-
view will be called through CALL LETTERS. The names will also be displayed on a Notice Board
at the Main Gate of 28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit, PIN-909028, c/o 56 APO for five con-
tinuous days prior to the date of interview/tests.
12. Unit will not be responsible to pay any compensation in case of injury/death of a candidate
during and after physical tests and also reserve the right of rescheduling the date of test/interview
due to Strike/Bandh/Curfew/Bad Weather, The total number if vacancies may be increased or
decreased without prior intimation on instruction received from Government of India or Army
Headquarters.
13. Rejection. The following act's/omission would render a candidate/applications disqualified :-
(a) Furnishing of false, inaccurate or tampered information.
(b) Obtaining support for his candidature through unfair means. 
(c) Impersonation by any person.
(d) Submitting fabricated documents.
(e) Making statements, which are incorrect or false or suppressing material information.
(f) Resorting to any other irregular or improper means in connection with his candidature for the
selection. 
(g) Improper filling of applications.
(h) More than one application submitted by the candidate.
(j) Any other reason as observed by the Board of Officers.
14. Selected candidates of 08x vacancies (employability at 28 Mtn DOU) & 02x vacancies
(employability in 19 Inf DOU) will be given an appointment letter by the COs of respective DOU.
Appointing Authority subject lo receipt of verification of character and antecedents from con-
cerned District Magistrates, Supdt of Police and medical fitness from medical authorities.
15. Post is permanent, subject to individual completing two years probation period successfully.
16. Eligible candidates should submit their application in the under mentioned format:-

Commanding Officer

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF MAZDOOR AT 19 INFANTRY DIVISION
ORDNANCE UNIT, PIN-909019, C/o 56 APO/ 28 MOUNTAIN DIVISION ORD-

NANCE UNIT, PIN-909028, C/o 56 APO
(To be submitted in duplicate)

1. Category: OBC/ST/SC/GEN/SPORTS/PH/EX-SERVICEMEN
2. Name of the Post MAZDOOR (WRITE THE OPTION BELOW 28 MOUNTAIN DIVISION ORD-
NANCE UNIT/19 INFANTRY DIVISION ORDNANCE UNIT FOR SC & ST CANDIDATES ONLY)

(a)   OPTION 1   -
(b)   OPTION 2   - 

3. Full Name of the applicant _______________________________________________
(IN BLOCK LETTERS) 

4. Father's Name ________________________________________________________
(IN BLOCK LETTERS) 

5. Date of birth (In Christian Era) ___________________________________________
6. Age as on ________ 2013 _____________________________________________
7. Education Qualification ________________________________________________
8. Present Occupation ___________________________________________________
9. Residential Address (a) Village ______________________________________ 

(Filling of all columns (b) Post Office ___________________________________
is mandatory and        (c) Telegram Office _______________________________
compulsory) (d) Police Station ________________________________ 

(e) Tehsil _______________________________________ 
(f) District _______________________________________
(g) PIN _________________________________________
(h) State _________________________________________

10. Permanent Address (a) Village ______________________________________ 
(Filling of all columns (b) Post Office ___________________________________
is mandatory and        (c) Telegram Office _______________________________
compulsory) (d) Police Station ________________________________ 

(e) Tehsil _______________________________________ 
(f) District _______________________________________
(g) PIN _________________________________________
(h) State _________________________________________

11. Nationality ____________________________
12. Present Occupation (No objection certificate from the employer to be attached). 
13. Contact Numbers:  (a) Mobile __________ (b)  Landline._________ (With STD Code).
14. Photocopies of the following documents shall be attached with the application duly attested

by a Gazetted Officer (Please do not fwd original certificates) :-
(a) Birth Certificate.
(b) Medical Certificate from a registered Medical Practitioner for physical fitness.
(c) Caste Certificate.
(d) Education Certificate.
(e) Photocopy of Discharge Certificate for Ex-Servicemen.
(f) Disability Certificate for Physically Handicapped.
(g) Domicile Certificate (For residents of J&K State availing age relaxation).
(h) Two x addl passport size photographs.

15. Declaration:- 
(a) I hereby declare that all the statements made in this application are true, complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. In the event of any information being found
false, incorrect or ineligibility being detected before or after the test/interview, my candida-
ture will stand automatically cancelled.
(b) I am willing to serve anywhere in India.
(c) I accept the terms and conditions of appointment.
Dated 2013 (Signature of Applicant)

CALLING LETTER 
(MANDATORY: TO BE ATTACHED ON SEPARATE SHEET)

Index No. ____________________
(To be left blank)
28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit
PIN-909028 
C/o 56 APO

Application No. ___________ 2013 
(To be left blank)
_______________________
_______________________
(Name of Candidate and Address 
To be filled by candidate in BLOCK 
CAPITAL LETTERS)

TEST/INTERVIEW FOR THE POST OF MAZDOOR
1. Refer to your application submitted in respect to the post of Mazdoor at 19 Infantry Division
Ordnance Unit/28 Mountain Division Ordnance Unit (Refer Para 1 of Advertisement TICK ( ) the
unit for which applying).
2. Please report for a test and interview on ____________ 2013 at __________ hr at Drugmulla,
District-Kupwara, (Jammu & Kashmir).
3. All the following certificates will be brought in original alongwith four (4) passport size photo-
graphs. No boarding/lodging will be provided. Candidates must make their own arrangements for
a stay for a minimum of 03 (three) days duration. This unit is located at High Altitude Area and 06
days are required for acclimatization under own arrangements at Kupwara (Jammu & Kashmir):-

(a) Birth Certificate.
(b) Medical Certificate from a registered Medical Practitioner for physical fitness.
(c) Caste Certificate.
(d) Education Certificate.
(e) Photocopy of Discharge Certificate for Ex-Servicemen.
(f) Disability Certificate for Physically Handicapped.
(g) Domicile Certificate (For residents of J&K State availing age relaxation).

4. The candidate failing to report on the fixed date/time will not be allowed to take test/interview
5. Production of this letter is mandatory for entry.

davp 10202/11/0109/1314 EN 19/21

Affix a latest
passport size
photograph
attested by
gazetted

Officer/Notary

Affix a latest
passport size
photograph

(To be attested
by the unit)
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Advt. No.2 /2013-FCI Category-I
The Food Corporation of India (FCI), one of the largest Public Sector Undertakings, dealing with
food grain supply-chain management, intends to recruit Assistant General Manager (General
Administration, Movement, Accounts, Law) and Medical Officer for manning Category- I
posts. Online/Offline applications are invited from eligible candidates who fulfill the prescribed
qualifications, age and experience etc. for the posts indicated below:-

PROJECTED VACANCIES:

The total number of vacancies may vary as per administrative exigencies and at the discretion of
FCI management.

Name of the Post POST Scale of Maximum SC ST OBC PWD(PH) UR Total

CODE Pay (IDA Age limit

pattern) as on 
01/08/2013

Assistant General A 20600- 30 3 3 8 01 OH (OL, 4 18
Manager (General 46500 BL, OA)
Administration.)
Assistant General B 20600- 30 0 0 0 0 2 02
Manager (Movement.) 46500
Assistant General C 20600- 28 1 0 2 01 HH 4 07
Manager (Accounts) 46500 (PD,D)
Assistant General D 20600- 33 0 1 0 0 0 01
Manager (Law) 46500
Medical Officer E 20600- 35 0 0 1 0 1 02

46500
Total 04 04 11 11 30

Online registration from 06/08/2013 to 04/09/2013.
Online/Offline Application Form will be received upto 04/09/2013. However, last date for receiv-
ing Offline Applications from the Candidates residing in - Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh,
Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim, Jammu and Kashmir, Lahaul and Spiti District and
Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
Lakshadweep and for candidates residing Abroad will be upto 11/09/2013.
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED LATE WILL NOT BE ENTERTAINED.
Date of Written Test will be announced later. Candidates may keep in touch through the website
www.fcijobsportal.com. Date of Written Test shall also be mentioned in the Admit Card.
UR - Unreserved; SC - Scheduled Caste; ST - Scheduled Tribe; OBC - Other Backward Class;
PWD/ PH - Persons With Disabilities/ Physically Handicapped.
Horizontal Reservation has been given to PWD / PH category.
The persons with the Degree of Disability of 40% and above shall be eligible for applying for the
PWD/PH Category. OH- Orthopaedically Handicapped, HH -Hearing Handicapped.
Legends:
1. PD - Partially Deaf
2. OL - One Leg Affected (R and/or L)
3. OA - One Arm Affected (R or L)
4. D - Deaf
5. BL - Both Legs Affected but not Arms
QUALIFICATION AND EXPERENCE AS ON 01/08/2013
Assistant General Manager (General Administration) (Post Code: A)
i) Post Graduate degree or equivalent from a recognized University/Institutes recognized by

Central Govt. (or body authorised by it) with minimum 55% marks; OR
ii) ACA/AICWA/ACS; 

OR
iii) Bachelor's Degree in Law or 5 years Integrated Course in Law from  recognized University
with minimum 55% marks. 
Note: In case of SC/ST/PH candidates, the minimum percentage of marks shall be 50% instead

of 55%.
Assistant General Manager (Movement) (Post Code: B)
i) Post Graduate degree or equivalent from a recognized University/Institutes recognized by

Central Govt. (or body authorised by it) with minimum 55% marks;
OR 

ii) ACA/AICWA/ACS;
OR

iii) Bachelor's Degree in Law or 5 years Integrated Course in Law from  recognized University
with minimum 55% marks. 

Note: In case of SC/ST/PH candidates, the minimum percentage of marks shall be 50% instead
of 55%.

Assistant General Manager (Accounts) (Post Code: C)
Associate membership of
i) The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India; or
ii) The Institute of Cost Accountants of India ; or
iii) The Institute of Company Secretaries of India
Assistant General Manager (Law) (Post Code: D)
Full time Degree in Law from a recognized University/Institute:

and 
EXPERIENCE:
Minimum 5 years' experience as a practicing Lawyer in Civil matters representing his clients in at
least 3 cases in every year or 5 years' experience as a Law Officer in Central Government/State
Government/Central Government PSU/State Government PSU in the IDA scale of Rs.16400-
40500 or CDA scale of Rs. 9300-34800 (Grade Pay 5400) (or corresponding in pre-revised
scales).
NOTE:
1. Combination of experience as Lawyer and Law officer is permitted for determining the eli-

gibility.
2. The experience as Lawyer is to be evidenced by Enrolment Certificate as an Advocate

along with certified copies of Vakalatnama filed by the candidate in at least 3 cases in each
year of the qualifying experience.

3. Candidates working as Law Officer are required to furnish certificate of experience along-
with Pay Scale specifying the Basic pay in the service in Central Government/State
Government/Central Government PSU/State Government PSU for the relevant period,
apart from proof of Educational qualification, age etc.

Medical Officer (Post Code: E)
M.B.B.S. (Registered and completed the prescribed House Surgery) (either completed the
Internship in 1962 or undergone Internment and a compulsory Surgency for a period of one year.
Rotary House Surgency for one year).
Experience: 3 years experience in any organized Medical Institution, preferably in a labour
Organization.
Experience as House Surgeon/Resident Doctor while pursuing MD Course would reckon as
experience provided it is acquired after completing Internship.

NOTE (i) Candidates can apply only for ANY ONE of the Post Code A, B, C, D and E.

(ii) If the qualification possessed by the candidate is equivalent, then the equivalency 
certificate by the relevant authority must be enclosed.

RESERVATION AND RELAXATIONS:
1. The prescribed qualifications, experience and the age limit shall be reckoned as on

01/08/2013. The maximum age limit can be relaxed by 5 years in case of SC/ST candidates

and 3 years for OBC candidates.
2. There will not be any upper age limit in case of departmental (FCI) employee.
3. The upper age limit is relaxed by 10 years for PWD / PH candidates, 15 years for PWD /

PH candidates belonging to SC/ST and 13 yrs for PWD / PH candidates belonging to OBC.
4. The aforesaid reservation is not applicable to OBC candidates falling within the creamy

layer.
5.  Age is additionally relaxable by 5 years for those applicants who had ordinarily been domi-

ciled in the Kashmir Division in the State of Jammu and Kashmir during the period 01-01-
1980 to 31-12-1989. Any applicant intending to avail the relaxation under this category shall
have to submit a certificate from the District Magistrate in Kashmir Division within whose
jurisdiction she/he had ordinarily resided or any other authority designated in this behalf by
the Govt. of Jammu & Kashmir to the effect that she/he had ordinarily been domiciled in the
Kashmir Division of the State of Jammu & Kashmir during the period from 01-01-1980 to 31-
12-1989.

6. The Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers including Emergency Commissioned
Officers (ECOs) or Short-Service Commissioned Officers (SSCOs) who have rendered at
least five years military services as on 01st August, 2013 and have been released :-
(i)  On completion of assignment (including those whose assignment is due to be complet-
ed within one year from 01st August, 2013) otherwise than by way of dismissal or discharge
on account of misconduct or inefficiency; or
(ii) On account of physical disability attributable to military service or on invalidment, shall
be allowed maximum relaxation of five years in the upper age limit.

SELECTION PROCESS:
The selection process will be consisting of Written Test (WT) and Interview (I). The Question
Paper for Written Test will be bilingual i.e. in English and Hindi. The Written Test for Assistant
General Manager (General Administration and Movement) will consist of 250 multiple choice
questions on General Aptitude consisting of Reasoning, Data Analysis, Numerical Ability,
Computer Awareness, General Awareness, Management and Current Affairs. The Written Test for
Assistant General Manager (Accounts and Law) will consist of 250 multiple choice questions on
General Aptitude consisting of Reasoning, Data Analysis, Numerical Ability, Computer
Awareness, General Awareness, Management and Current Affairs and relevant technical disci-
pline. Majority of the questions for Assistant General Manager (Accounts and Law) will be from
the relevant technical discipline. The duration of Written Test is 3:00 Hrs. On qualifying the Written
Test, the Interview will be held for short-listed candidates. The weightage assigned to Written Test
& Interview will be in the ratio of 87.5:12.5, respectively.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Candidates can apply only for ANY ONE of the Post Code A, B, C, D and E. If it is found at

any stage that a candidate has applied for multiple Post Code his/her candidature shall be
summarily cancelled.

2. No other Qualification and experience other than expressly mentioned in the Qualification
and experience Criteria would be accepted.

3. The Admit Card for the Written Test indicating the time and venue of examination for each
candidate can be downloaded from www.fcijobsportal.com 15 days prior to the date of
examination onwards. The admit card will also be sent by post 21 days prior to the date of
examination. Candidates, who do not receive their Admit Cards at least one week before
the date of the examination, should contact at email ID fciquery@fcijobsportal.com. Even
then if the grievances are not addressed, the candidates may contact in person to FCI
Headquarters with proof of all requisite documents submitted, for obtaining Admit Card.
Details of deficiency / short comings, rendering the applications ineligible, if any, may also
be placed on the website about two weeks before the examination. Intimation about short-
listed candidates for Interview will be uploaded on website for which candidates may keep
in touch through the website www.fcijobsportal.com and shall be intimated by post as
well. Candidates will be called for Interview in the ratio of 1:5. Based on the merit obtained
in the Written Test and Interview, a panel of selected candidates will be formed from
amongst those found eligible. A candidate has to appear in all the phases of the recruitment
process to be eligible for the selection. The candidates are advised to keep in touch through
the Website.

GENERAL INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS:
1) Nationality: A candidate for appointment in the service of the Corporation shall be:

(i) a Citizen of India, or
(ii) a subject of Nepal, or 
(iii) a subject of Bhutan, or 

(iv) a Tibetan refugee who came over to India before the 1st January,1962 with the intention of
permanently settling in India, or
(v) a person of Indian origin who has migrated from Pakistan, Burma, Sri Lanka and East African
Countries of Kenya, Uganda and United Republic of Tanzania (formerly Tanganika and Zanzibar),
Zambia, Malawi, Zaire and Ethiopia and Vietnam with the intention of permanently settling in
India.
Provided that a candidate belonging to categories (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) above shall be a person in
whose favour a certificate of eligibility has been given by the Managing Director.
2) Candidates should indicate at the designated place in the Application Form whether they

belong to one of the Minority Communities notified by Government namely, Muslims,
Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists or Zoroastrians (Parsis).

3) All the posts carry IDA pattern pay scales and usual allowances such as fringe benefits,
HRA, Leave Travel facilities etc. These scales carry DA on percentage basis. Gross . emol-
uments would vary depending upon place of posting.

4) Employees of the Central/State Govt./ Public Sector Undertakings should apply Offline or
Online, take a printout of filled form, attach No Objection Certificate from their employer
along with other essential enclosures and send it to "Post Box No. 35, Sector-19, Noida-
201301" so as to reach within the stipulated time.

5) Candidates are not permitted to use calculator and other electronic gadgets except as spec-
ified in the Advertisement. They should not, therefore, bring the same inside the examina-
tion premises/venue.

6) All papers in the examination will consist of Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions.
Candidates must write the papers/indicate the answers in their own hand. For Objective Type
Multiple Choice Questions paper, OMR Answer Sheets will be provided. OMR Answer Sheet
to be filled in Black Ball Point Pen only as per instructions given in OMR Sheet. Candidates
are required to mark their Name, Date of Birth, Roll Number, Application / Registration
Number, and Question Booklet Number etc. correctly on the OMR Answer sheets by dark-
ening the appropriate ovals / boxes. Candidates are also required to sign their names in run-
ning hand on the OMR Answer Sheet. Answer Sheets not bearing the Candidate's Name,
Roll Number, Signature etc. in the space meant for the purpose will not be evaluated and
awarded Zero mark. If any candidate belonging to reserved category does not write their cat-
egory properly in the OMR Answer Sheet, they will be treated as belonging to UR category.
OMR Answer Sheets are read by machine and, therefore, failure to comply with any of the
instructions will result in award of Zero marks. Candidates in their own interest should strict-
ly follow the Instructions given on the Question Booklet/ OMR Answer sheet. No represen-
tation regarding non-compliance of instructions will be entertained.

7) All Multiple Choice Questions carry equal 3 marks.
8) There will be negative marking of 1 mark for each wrong answer in all Objective Type

Multiple Choice Question papers. Candidates are, therefore, advised to keep this in mind
while answering the questions.

9) Discrepancies in question paper should be brought to the notice in feedback@fcijob-
sportal.com within 15 days of holding the examination. Representation submitted there-

Continued on page 11
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after will not be entertained.

10) In view of the large number of applications, scrutiny of the eligibility, category and other
aspects will not be undertaken before issuing call letters for Written Test.

11) Candidates in their own interest are advised to provide their Mobile Numbers and E-mail
IDs accurately, as it may be used for all future correspondence.

12) Formats prescribed for furnishing SC/ST, OBC & PWD/PH certificates are appended at
Annexures A, B & C.

13) A candidate should select any one of the examination centres while filling the Application
Form.

NORTH SOUTH WEST EAST NORTH-EAST

Jammu Bangalore Ahmedabad Kolkata Guwahati
Dehradun Chennai Bhopal Patna Shillong
Shimla Hyderabad Mumbai Bhubaneshwar Dimapur
Jaipur Thiruvananthapuram Raipur Ranchi Suryamaninagar
New Delhi
Lucknow
Chandigarh

15) No change in centre of examination will be allowed under any circumstances. Hence, the can-
didates should select the centres carefully and indicate the same correctly in their applications.

16) The Corporation reserves the right to cancel any Centre and ask the candidates of that
Centre to appear from another Centre. Corporation also reserves the right to divert candi-
dates of any Centre to some other Centre to take the examination.

17) RESOLUTION OF TIE CASES: In case of a tie in a particular post, the candidate who has
scored higher marks in the Written Test will be placed above the other candidate. If the tie
still persists, the procedure will be followed by Date of Birth i.e. the candidate older in age
will get preference. Lastly, if the tie still persists, the tie will be resolved by referring to the
alphabetical order of names i.e. a candidate whose name begins with the alphabet which
comes first in the alphabetical order will get the preference.

18) Mere submission of application and fulfilling the eligibility conditions gives no right to any
person for appearing in Written Test etc.

19) Qualifying in the Written Test and Interview for any post without fulfilment of eligibility con-
ditions will not confer any claim to the candidate for final selection for the post.

20) Candidates should comply with additional instructions of FCl, if any.
21) Filling up of these vacancies is subject to the outcome of any litigation affecting the recruit-

ment process.
22) No correspondence will be entertained about the outcome of the application, at any stage.
23) All appointments will be subject to the Rules and Regulations of the Corporation in- force

from time to time. Other benefits like CPF, Gratuity, Leave Travel Concessions, Leave
Encashment, Medical-reimbursement, etc., shall be applicable as per the rules of the
Corporation as amended from time to time.

24) After selection of candidates, the candidates may be posted anywhere in the country in the
interest of the Corporation. The Region -wise detail for each Zone is as follows:

NORTH ZONE: 1. Delhi Region, 2. Haryana Region, 3. Punjab Region (includes the Union
Territory of Chandigarh), 4. Himachal Pradesh Region, 5. J&K Region, 6. Rajasthan Region, 7.
Uttar Pradesh Region, 8. Uttarakhand Region.
SOUTH ZONE: 1. Andhra Pradesh Region (includes Union Territory of Andaman and Nicobar
Islands), 2. Karnataka Region (includes Union Territory of Lakshadweep), 3. Kerala Region, 4.
Tamil Nadu Region (includes Union Territory of Puducherry).
EAST ZONE: 1. Bihar Region, 2. Jharkhand Region, 3. Odisha Region, 4. West Bengal Region
(includes the State of Sikkim).
WEST ZONE: 1. Maharashtra Region (includes the State of Goa), 2. Madhya Pradesh Region,
3. Chhattisgarh Region, 4. Gujarat Region (includes the Union Territory of Daman & Diu and
Dadra & Nagar Haveli).
NORTH- EAST ZONE: 1. Arunachal Pradesh Region, 2. Assam Region, 3. Nagaland & Manipur
Region, 4. NEF Region (includes the State of Mizoram, Tripura and Meghalaya).
25) No TA will be provided for the Written Test. However, candidates will be given 2nd class Rail

fare or ordinary bus fare "to and fro" by the shortest route, subject to production of railway
ticket/bus ticket for attending the Interview.

26) Candidate must ensure to have fulfilled all the eligibility criteria, viz., age, qualification & experi-
ence as on 01.08.2013. Candidates should satisfy themselves that they fulfill the required qual-
ification, age & experience etc., before applying for the post. In case it is found that the infor-
mation furnished by a candidate is defective in any manner or has been deliberately suppressed,
the candidature will be summarily rejected as and when it comes to the notice of the
Management. The candidates are advised to satisfy themselves fully about the correctness of
the information furnished. The candidature would be rejected if found ineligible at any stage.

27) Candidates, who fulfill all the eligibility criteria, will be issued Offer of Appointment as per
merit list and as per vacancies.

28) Issue of Admit Card for the Written Test & calling for Interview does not confer any right of
acceptance of candidature and should not be construed as an acknowledgment of fulfilling
the eligibility criteria.

29) Self-attested Photostat copies of documents for proof of age / qualifications / experience /
caste etc. should be attached with the Application, without which the candidature would be
rejected. Original certificates will, however, be scrutinized / verified at the time of Interview.

30) At the time of the Interview, if a candidate is unable to produce all the original documents
due to whatsoever reason, his candidature would be rejected. Under no circumstances
additional time would be provided. Thus only those candidates are advised to apply who
can produce all the relevant documents in original at the time of Interview itself.

31) Management reserves the right to conduct additional examination /skill test or call for any additional
documentary evidence in support of educational qualification & experience of the applicant.

32) Care should be exercised by the Departmental candidates to send their Application Form
as generated by the system or as per Proforma, with required documents and No Objection
Certificate from respective Competent Authority so as to reach within the stipulated date.

33) Any attempt to influence the Corporation in any manner would result in disqualification and
rejection of candidature immediately.

34) In case of any clarification on recruitment process, please email at fciquery@fcijob-
sportal.com. No other form of communication shall be   entertained. However, pendency
of any such query will not effect in extension of scheduled dates of the recruitment process.

35) Appointment of empanelled candidates will be subject to their being found medically fit and
the verification of character, antecedents and caste, wherever applicable.

36) The decision of the Corporation in all matters relating to the conduct of examination and
preparation of merit list will be final and binding on the candidates and no enquiry/corre-
spondence will be entertained in this regard.

37) No person shall be eligible for appointment who has previously been dismissed or compul-
sorily retired from the service of the Corporation or from a Department of a State or the
Central Government or from any Public Sector Undertaking.

38) No person shall be eligible for appointment who has been convicted in a Court of law for
any offence involving moral turpitude.

39) Candidates are required to fill up the Application Form (Offline) or apply/register online only
once, for ANY ONE of the posts.

40) SC/ST/PWD (PH) and Women candidates are exempted from payment of Application Fee, subject to
submission of Caste/Disability Certificate from Appropriate Authority in support of his/her claim.

41) Candidates applying for ANY ONE of the Post Code A, B, C, D and E are required to sub-
mit a Fee of Rs. 500/-. by Demand Draft/ Bank Challan.

42)   Mode of Payment of Application Fee:
i) There are two modes of payment of Application Fee: 1. Bank Challan, 2. Demand Draft. Candidate
can choose any mode of payment. However, Bank Challan will be the preferred mode.

1. Bank Challan: In case a candidate chooses to pay through Bank Challan, he/she has to go
to the website www.fcijobsportal.com and click the link "Click to Download Bank Challan"
and enter necessary details like Name, Date of Birth, Post Applied for, Mobile Number,
Amount - Rs 550 (including Bank charges of Rs. 50), to generate the Bank Challan with
Reference Number (which will be unique). The Bank Challan will be generated only upto
02.09.13 (upto 1800 hrs) from 06.08.13. The system generated Bank Challan is in triplicate
(1st copy - Bank copy, 2nd copy - Applicant's Copy & 3rd copy - FCI copy). Candidates are
required to take a print out of this system generated Bank Challan and deposit the requisite
Application Fee in any branch of State Bank of India (SBI) after minimum of 24 hours of

generation of the said Challan. On receipt of the Application Fee, the SBI branch will men-
tion a unique Journal Number, Branch Code and Date of Receipt on the Bank Challan.
Candidates are required to ensure that these Bank Challan contain i) SBI Journal number
ii) Branch Code iii) Date of Receipt. Candidates are also required to collect the "2nd copy-
Applicant's copy" and "3rd copy - FCI Copy" from the Bank and enclose the 3rd copy i.e.
FCI copy along with the Application Form. The Reference Number and Journal Number of
Bank Challan must be filled in the Application Form.

2. DD (Demand Draft): In case a candidate chooses to pay through DD (Demand Draft),
he/she may go to any bank for making the Demand Draft in favour of "FOOD CORPORA-
TION OF INDIA RECRUITMENT ACCOUNT", payable at New Delhi, with the validity for 3
months. On the back side of the Demand Draft, candidate is required to indicate his/her
name, Date of Birth and Post applied for. The required details of Demand Draft must be
filled in the Application Form. ii) FCI will not be responsible in case the candidate deposits
the Fee by any other mode or in a wrong account. iii) Application Fee is to be paid between
06/08/2013 to 04/09/2013 only. iv) Cheques, Money Orders, Postal Orders, Pay Orders,
Banker's Cheques, Postal Stamps, etc., will not be accepted, towards application fee.
IMPORTANT STEPS TO APPLY:

i. Candidates are required to apply Online through www.fcijobsportal.com or Offline through
downloaded Application Form from abovementioned website or neatly type the Application
Form in A-4 size paper as per details in the Advertisement in the prescribed proforma.
Application other than prescribed proforma shall be summarily rejected. In case, the candi-
dates are applying online, the candidates have to fill all the details, then take a printout of
the filled Form, affix photo and put signatures at designated places and at all pages and
then send the Form along with Demand Draft / SBI Bank Challan and self-attested photo-
copies of required certificates at the address: "Post Box No. 35, Sector-19, Noida-201301"
by ordinary post only. In case the candidates are applying offline, the candidates have to
fill all the details in the Application Form, affix photo and put signatures at designated places
and at all pages and then send the Form along with Demand Draft / SBI Bank Challan and
self attested photocopies of required certificates at the address: "Post Box No. 35, Sector-
19, Noida-201301" by ordinary post only. No other mode of Application will be accepted.

ii. Candidates are required to have a valid personal E-mail ID. It should be kept active during
the currency of this recruitment process. In case a candidate does not have a valid personal
E-mail ID, he/she should create his/her new E-mail ID before applying online. Under no cir-
cumstances, he/she should share/mention E-mail ID with/to any other person. In addition,
candidates are also required to mention his / her valid mobile number during the course of
this recruitment process.

iii. Bank Challan: In case a candidate chooses to pay through Bank Challan, he/she has to go
to the website www.fcijobsportal.com and click the link "Click to Download Bank Challan"
and enter necessary details like Name, Date of Birth, Post Applied for, Mobile Number,
Amount - Rs 550 (including Bank charges of Rs 50), to generate the Bank Challan with
Reference Number (which will be unique). The Bank Challan will be generated only upto
02.09.2013 (upto 1800 hrs) from 06.08.2013. The system generated Bank Challan is in trip-
licate (1st copy - Bank copy, 2nd copy -Applicant's Copy & 3rd copy - FCI copy). Candidates
are required to take a print out of this system generated Bank Challan and deposit the req-
uisite Application Fee in any branch of State Bank of India (SBI) after minimum of 24 hours
of generation of the said Challan. On receipt of the Application Fee, the SBI branch will
mention a unique Journal Number, Branch Code and Date of Receipt on the Bank Challan.
Candidates are required to ensure that these Bank Challan contain i) SBI Journal number
ii) Branch Code iii) Date of Receipt. Candidates are also required to collect the "2nd copy-
Applicant's copy" and "3rd copy -FCI Copy" from the Bank and enclose the 3rd copy i.e. FCI
copy along with the Application Form. The Reference Number and Journal Number of Bank
Challan must be filled in the Application Form.

iv. Candidates may apply Online by visiting website www.fcijobsportal.com by going to sub-link
titled "Click to Apply" and follow carefully the instructions given therein. Offline Application
Forms can also be downloaded by the candidates from the website www.fcijobsportal.com
by going to sub-link titled "Click to Download" or neatly type the Application Form in A-4 size
paper as per details in the Advertisement in the prescribed proforma.

v. The Online registration will remain active from 06/08/2013, 10.00 Hrs. to 04/09/2013, 24:00
hrs. ONLY. In order to avoid last minute rush, the candidates are advised to apply early
enough. FCI will not be responsible for network problems or any other problem in 
submission of online Application. 
Even though the last date for online registration is 04/09/2013 upto 24.00 hrs, which is also
the cut off date for submission of Offline Application Form and Online Application Form after
taking the printouts of the Online Application Form alongwith requisite documents for the
candidates other than the far flung areas, therefore the candidates are advised to register
themselves well in advance before the cut off date so as to ensure submission of the print-
outs of the Online Application Form with requisite documents within the stipulated date.
However the Last Date for receiving Offline Applications and printouts of the Online
Application Form with requisite documents from the far flung areas i.e. Candidates residing
in - Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur, Nagaland, Tripura, Sikkim,
Jammu and Kashmir, Lahaul and Spiti District and Pangi Sub Division of Chamba District
of Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep and for candidates
residing Abroad is 11/09/2013.

vi. Before submission of the online Application, candidates must see the preview of the filled
details so that it can be edited if required. After submission of the Application, no addition /
modification will be permitted.

vii. On submission of Online Application, the system will generate a unique Application /
Registration Number.

viii. Candidates are required to take 2 (two) printouts of the Online Application Form.
a. Please affix recent passport size colour photograph at the appropriate place. Candidates must
ensure that the photograph should not be more than 03 months old from the date of the publica-
tion of this Advertisement. b. Please sign at the allocated place and at all pages.
ix. Documents to be sent with the duly filled Application Form without which the candidature would
be summarily rejected:
1. 3rd Copy- FCI Copy of the Bank Challan meant for FCI. OR
Demand Draft in favour of   “FOOD CORPORATION OF INDIA RECRUITMENT ACCOUNT",
payable at New Delhi, with the validity for 3 months. On the back side of the Demand Draft, can-
didate is required to indicate his/her Name, Date of Birth, and Post applied for. The required
details of Demand Draft must be filled in the Application form.
2. Self attested Photostat copies of documents for proof of age, qualifications and experience etc.
should be attached with the Application, without which the candidature would be rejected. Original
certificates will, however, be scrutinized / verified at the time of Interview.
3. Self attested Photostat copy of caste certificate (SC/ST/OBC) as per prescribed Proforma
should be attached with the Application Form, if applicable. Original certificate will, however, be
scrutinized/ verified at the time of Interview.
4. Self attested Photostat copy of disability certificate (PWD/PH) as per prescribed Proforma
should be attached with the Application Form, if applicable. Original certificate will, however, be
scrutinized / verified at the time of Interview.
5. Self attested Photostat copy of certificate from the District Magistrate in Kashmir Division with-
in whose jurisdiction she/he had ordinarily resided or any other authority designated in this
behalf by the Govt. of Jammu & Kashmir to the effect that she/he had ordinarily been domiciled
in the Kashmir Division of the State of Jammu & Kashmir during the period from 01-01-80 to 31-
12-89 if intending to avail the age relaxation under this category.
x. The candidate should send printed copy of "Online Application Form" duly completed as explained
above or Offline Application Form duly completed along with all requisite documents so as to reach the
address given hereunder latest by 04/09/2013, BY ORDINARY POST ONLY. Candidates must ensure
that their duly filled-in Applications should reach the under mentioned address well before the last date.
In case of non / late receipt of Applications, the candidature will not be accepted. 
To,
Post Box No. 35
Sector-19, Noida-201301
xi. The envelope should be properly sealed and superscribed with 

a.  Name of the post & post code applied for; and
b. Category - UR/OBC/SC/ST/(PWD/PH) (as the case may be). 
c. One envelope should carry only one application.

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

1. Submission of Online/Offline Application Form will commence from 06/08/2013, 
1000 Hrs

Continued on page 12 
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2. Period of Generation of Bank Challan with unique Reference Number 06/08/2013, 
1000 Hrs to 
02/09/2013 , 
1800 Hrs 

3. Last Date for Online Application 04/09/2013 , 
2400 Hrs

4. Last Date for receiving the printout of Online Application alongwith 04/09/2013
requisite documents by Ordinary Post.

Or
Last Date for receiving Offline Application alongwith requisite 
documents by Ordinary Post.

5. Last   Date   for   receiving   Applications   from   the   Candidates 11/09/2013
residing  in  -  Assam,  Meghalaya,  Arunachal  Pradesh,  Mizoram, 
Manipur,   Nagaland,   Tripura,   Sikkim,   Jammu   and   Kashmir, 
Lahaul   and   Spiti   District   and   Pangi   Sub   Division   of   Chamba 
District  of  Himachal  Pradesh,  Andaman  and  Nicobar  Islands, 
Lakshadweep and  for candidates residing Abroad.
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED LATE WILL NOT BE ENTERTAINED.

6. Availability of Admit Cards on website 15  Days  prior
to  announced
date of 
Examination

7. Date of Written Test Will be 
announced later

ANNEXURE -  A

FORMAT FOR SC/ST CERTIFICATE

A candidate who claims to belong to one of the Scheduled Caste or the Scheduled Tribes should
submit in support of his claim an attested/certified copy of a certificate in the form given below,
from the District Officer or the sub-Divisional Officer or any other officer as indicated below of the
District in which his parents (or surviving parent) ordinarily reside who has been designated by
the State Government concerned as competent to issue such a certificate. If both his parents are
dead, the officer signing the certificate should be of the district in which the candidate himself ordi-
narily resides otherwise than for the purpose of his own education. Wherever photograph is an
integral part of the certificate, the Corporation would accept only attested photocopies of such
certificates and not any other attested or true copy.
The format of the certificate to be produced by Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes candi-
dates applying for appointment to posts under Government of India.
This  is  to  certify  that  Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*  _____________________ son/daughter  of
___________________  of  village/town/*  in  District/Division  *______________________ of the
State/Union Territory* _____________ belongs to the Caste/Tribes ________________ which is
recognized as a Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes* under:-
The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) order, 1950 ___________________ 
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) order, 1950 _________________ 
The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union Territories order, 1951 * _______________ 
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Union Territories Order, 1951*________________
As amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Lists (Modification) order, 1956, the
Bombay Reorganization Act, 1960 & the Punjab Reorganization Act, 1966, the State of Himachal
Pradesh Act 1970, the North-Eastern Area(Reorganization) Act, 1971 and the Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes Order(Amendment) Act, 1976.
The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 1956 _________
The  Constitution  (Andaman  and  Nicobar  Islands)  Scheduled  Tribes  Order,  1959  as amend-
ed by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes order (Amendment Act), 1976*
The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes order 1962 
The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order 1962@ 
The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order 1964@
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) (Uttar Pradesh) Order, 1967 @ 
The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968@ 
The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order 1968 @ 
The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970 @
The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order 1978@ 
The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order 1978@
The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order 1989@ 
The Constitution (SC) orders (Amendment) Act, 1990@
The Constitution (ST) orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1991@
The Constitution (ST) orders (Second Amendment) Act, 1991@
The Constitution (ST) orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1996
The Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act, 2002 
The Constitution (Scheduled Caste) Orders (Amendment) Act, 2002
The Constitution (Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes) Orders (Amendment) Act, 2002
%2. Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes persons who have migrated
from one State/Union Territory Administration.
This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled tribes certificate issued
to Shri/Shrimati _________________________ Father/Mother __________________________
of Shri/Srimati/Kumari*__________________________ of village/town*____________________
in District/Division* __________________________ of the State/Union Territory*
______________________________ who belong to the_________________________
Caste/Tribe which is recognized as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe in the State/Union
Territory* issued by the __________________________________ dated __________________.
% 3. Shri/ Shrimati/ Kumari and /or * his/ her family ordinarily reside(s) in
village/town*___________________ of ___________________________ 
District/Division* ________________________of the State/Union Territory of
________________

State/Union Territory Signature__________________________ 
Place______________ ** Designation________________________
Date_______________ (with seal of office)
* Please delete the words which are not applicable
@ Please quote specific presidential order

% Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
NOTE: The term ordinarily reside(s) used here will have the same meaning as in section 20 of
the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
**   List of authorities empowered to issue Caste/Tribe Certificates:

(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy Commissioner/ Additional
Deputy Commissioner/Dy. Collector/Ist Class Stipendiary Magistrate/Sub-Divisional
Magistrate/Extra-Assistant Commissioner/Taluka Magistrate/Executive Magistrate.

(ii)   Chief     Presidency     Magistrate / Additional     Chief     Presidency     Magistrate /
Presidency Magistrate.

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar. 
(iv) Sub-Divisional Officers of the area where the candidate and/or his family normally resides. 
NOTE: ST candidates belonging to Tamil Nadu state should submit caste certificate ONLY FROM
THE REVENUE DIVISIONAL OFFICER.

ANNEXURE - B

(FORMAT OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES

APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA)

This       is       to       certify      that       __________________________       son/       daughter
of _____________ of village _______________ District/Division _________________in
the __________   State   ____________________   ________   belongs   to   the
______________________ Community which is recognized as a backward class under:
i) Resolution No. 12011/68/93-BCC dated the 10th September, 1993, published in the

Gazette of India Extraordinary - Part I, Section I, No. 186 dated 13th September, 1993. 
ii) Resolution No. 12011/9/94-BCC, dated 19.10.1994 published in Gazette of India extraor-

dinary Part I Section I No. 163, dated 20th October, 1994. 
iii) Resolution No. 12011/7/95-BCC dated the 24th May 1995 Published in the Gazette of India

extraordinary Part-I Section I No. 88 dated 25th May, 1995. 
iv) Resolution No.12011/96/94-BCC dated 9th March, 1996. 
v) Resolution No. 12011/44/96-BCC, dated the 6th December, 1996, published in the Gazette

of India - Extraordinary-part I, Section-I, No. 210, dated the 11th December, 1996.
vi) Resolution No.12011/13/97-BCC dated 3rd December, 1997. 
vii) Resolution No.12011/99/94-BCC dated 11th December, 1997. 
viii) Resolution No.12011/68/98-BCC dated 27th October, 1999. 
ix) Resolution No.12011/88/98-BCC dated 6th December, 1999, published in the Gazette of

India, Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-I No.270, 6th December, 1999. 
x) Resolution No.12011/36/99-BCC dated 4th April, 2000, published in the Gazette of India,

Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-I, No.71 dated 4th April, 2000. 
xi) Resolution No.12011/44/99-BCC dated 21.9.2000, published in the Gazette of India, Extra

Ordinary Part-I, Section-I, No.210 dated 21.9.2000. 
xii) Resolution No.12015/9/2000-BCC dated 6th September,2001, published in the Gazette of

India, Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-1, No.246 dated 6th September,2001. 
xiii) Resolution No.12011/1/2001-BCC dated 19th June,2003, published in the Gazette of India,

Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-1, No.151 dated 20th June,2003. 
xiv) Resolution No.12011/42002-BCC dated 13th January, 2004, published in the Gazette of

India, Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-1, No.9 dated 13th January, 2004. 
xv) Resolution No.12011/142004-BCC dated 12th March, 2007, published in the Gazette of

India, Extra Ordinary Part-I, Section-1, No.67 dated 12th March, 2007. 
Shri     _____________     and/or     his     family     ordinarily     reside(s)     in     the
______________________________ District/Division of the _________________  State.
This is also to certify that he/she does not belong to the persons/sections (Creamy Layer) men-
tioned in column 3 of the Schedule to the Government of India, Department of Personnel &
Training OM No. 36012/22/93-Estt. (SCT,) dated 08.09.1993 and modified vide Govt. of India
Deptt. of Personnel and Training OM No. 36033/3/2004-Estt(Res) dated 09.03.2004 &
14.10.2008
Dated: District Magistrate or

Seal: Deputy Commissioner etc.

Note-I (a) The  term  'Ordinarily'  used  here  will  have  the  same  meaning  as  in   Section
20  of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
(b) The authorities competent to issue Caste Certificate are indicated below:- 
(i) District Magistrate/Additional Magistrate/Collector/Dy. Commissioner/ Additional Deputy

Commissioner/Deputy Collector/Ist Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional
Magistrate/Taluka Magistrate/ Executive Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner (not
below the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate). 

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate /Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Presidency
Magistrate. 

(iii) Revenue Officer not below the rank  of Tehsildar 
(iv) Sub -Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his family resides. 
NOTE-II : The closing date for receipt of application will be treated as the date of reckoning for
OBC status of the candidate and also, for assuming that the candidate does not fall in the creamy
layer

ANNEXURE - C

FORMAT OF CERTIFICATE FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES / PHYSICALLY HANDI-

CAPPED CANDIDATES

NAME & ADDRESS OF THE INSTITUTE / HOSPITAL

Certificate No. ________________ Date________________

DISABILITY CERTIFICATE

This   is   certified   that   Shri/Smt./Kum.   _____________________________   son/wife/daugh-
ter   of   Shri ___________________________ age _____________ sex _________ identifica-
tion mark(s) _____________
is suffering from permanent disability of following category :-
A. Locomotor or cerebral palsy :
(i) BL-Both legs affected but not arms.
(ii) BA-Both arms affected (a) Impaired reach

(b) Weakness of grip
(iii) BLA-Both legs and both arms affected 
(iv) OL-One leg affected (right or left)   (a) Impaired reach 

(b) Weakness of grip 
(c) Ataxic 

(v) OA-One arm affected (a) Impaired reach
(b) Weakness of grip
(c) Ataxic

(vi) BH-Stiff back and hips (Cannot sit or stoop) 
(vii) MW-Muscular weakness and limited physical endurance. 
B. Blindness or Low Vision: (i) B-Blind

(ii) PB-Partially Blind
C. Hearing Impairment: (i) D-Deaf

(ii) PD-Partially Deaf
(DELETE THE CATEGORY WHICHEVER IS NOT APPLICABLE)
1. This condition is progressive/non-progressive/likely to improve/not likely to improve. Re-
assessment of this case is not recommended/is recommended after a period of _______ years
______ months.* 
2. Percentage of disability in his/her case is ………........   percent. 
3. Sh./Smt./Kum. ........................... meets the following physical requirements for discharge of
his/her duties:- 
a. F-can perform work by manipulating with fingers. Yes/No
b. PP-can perform work by pulling and pushing. Yes/No
c. L-can perform work by lifting. Yes/No
d. KC-can perform work by kneeling and crouching. Yes/No
e. B-can perform work by bending. Yes/No
f. S-can perform work by sitting Yes/No
g. ST-can perform work by standing. Yes/No
h. W-can perform work by walking. Yes/No
i. SE-can perform work by seeing. Yes/No
j. H-can perform work by hearing/speaking. Yes/No
k. RW-can perform work by reading and writing. Yes/No
(Dr.__________________) (Dr.___________________) (Dr._________________)

Member, Medical Board Member, Medical Board Chairperson, Medical Board

Countersigned by the Medical Superintendent/

CMO/Head of Hospital (with seal)

*Strike out which is not applicable.
Continued on page 13

Affix here recent
color

Photograph
showing the dis-

ability duly
attested by the
chairperson of

the Medical
Board
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No.A-12025/04/2012-Adm.II 

Government of India 

Planning Commission
Yojana Bhavan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001

Planning Commission requires the services of a suitable officer for appointment to one post of
Research Officer (Educational Planning) in Pay Band -3 (Rs. 15600-39100] plus Grade Pay of
Rs. 5400/- [Pre-revised pay scale of Rs. 8000-275-13500] by Promotion/ Transfer on deputa-
tion (including short-term contract) basis.
1. ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS (As On Closing Date)
(a) FOR DEPUTATION
Officers working in the Central / State Governments / Universities / Recognized Research
Institutions / Public Sector Undertakings / Semi-Government, Statutory or Autonomous
Organizations:
(i) Holding analogous posts; or
(ii) With 3 years' regular service in posts in    PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800    plus Grade pay
Rs.4600/- [pre-revised scale of pay of Rs. 6500-200-10500] or equivalent; and 
(iii) With 5 years' regular service in posts in PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800 plus Grade pay Rs. 4200/-
[pre-revised scale of pay of Rs. 5500-175-9000] or equivalent; and 
(iv) Possessing the educational qualifications, experience etc. as indicated under item No. 2
below.
(b) FOR PROMOTION
The Departmental erstwhile Senior Research Assistants of other than Economics and Statistics
disciplines now redesignated as Economic Officers (Education), Economic Officer (Project
Appraisal) and Economic Officer (Sociology) with five years regular service in the grade and
possessing the educational qualifications and experience prescribed for the post will also be
considered and in case any of them is selected for appointment to the post, the same shall be
deemed to have been filled by promotion.
"The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of the promotion will
not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation / contract. Similarly, deputa-
tionists shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion."
2. Educational qualifications/experience prescribed for the post of Research Officer
(Educational Planning) in the Planning Commission:
ESSENTIAL
(a) Master's degree of a recognized University.
(b) 3 years' experience in educational administration and research on problems connected with
one or more of the following fields.
(i) Teaching
(ii) Research
(iii) Educational Planning
3. AGE LIMIT:
The maximum age for appointment by transfer on deputation (including short-term contract)
shall not exceed 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications
4. DUTIES ATTACHED TO THE POST:
To assist the Senior Officers of the division in collection of data, preparation of notes and mem-
oranda
5. PERIOD OF DEPUTATION / CONTRACT:
Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immedi-
ately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization / department of the
Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed three years. The terms and conditions of the
deputation will be regulated according to the instructions contained in the Government of India,
Department of Personnel & Training Office Memo. No.2/29/91-Estt (Pay-II) dated the 5th
January, 1994, as amended from time to time and in the case of those coming on contract; the
terms will be settled in consultation with the concerned authority.
6. CRUCIAL DATE FOR DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY:
The closing date for the receipt of application ie. 60 days from the date of the issue of the
Employment News in which the advertisement is published will be the crucial date for deter-
mining eligibility.
7. HOW TO APPLY:
Applications duly filled in, in the prescribed proforma, as at Annexure-I (in duplicate) from the
eligible officers who are desirous of being considered for appointment and who can be spared
for taking up the assignment within a period of 15 days from the date of intimation about the
selection may be forwarded through proper channel along with the following documents [the
documents required at (ii) to (iv) are to be submitted in prescribed proforma as at Annexure-II
along with the application] to Under Secretary (A-II), Planning Commission, Room No.516, 5th
Floor, Yojana Bhavan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110 001 within sixty days from the date of
publication of this advertisement:
(i) Up-to-date Confidential Report Dossier or photocopies of Annual Confidential Reports for
the last five years (duly attested by an Officer not below the rank of the Under Secretary to the
Government of India) or equivalent; and
(ii) Integrity certificate, in the given format, signed by an Officer not below the rank of Deputy
Secretary to the Government of India or equivalent; and
(iii) Vigilance Clearance, in the given format, indicating that no disciplinary proceedings or crim-
inal proceedings are either pending or contemplated against the Officer concerned; and
(iv) List of major/ minor penalties, if any, imposed on the candidate during the last 10 years /
No penalty Certificate, in the given format.
8. GENERAL:
Applicant should ensure that the application is complete in all respects and is in the prescribed
format. No column of the format should be left blank. Wherever information is not applicable or
nil, it may please be so stated. Only complete applications received through proper channel
alongwith all the documents on or before the specified closing date shall be considered.
Applications received after the last date or those 'which are not in, the prescribed format or
those which are incomplete or advance applications will not be considered. -
9. The  details  of the vacancy  is  also  available  on Planning Commission website,  i.e,
"http://www.planningcommission.gov.in" under the link "Appointments /Jobs".

ANNEXURE-I
PROFORMA

Application for the post of Research Officer (Educational Planning) on Promotion/ Transfer on
deputation (including short-term contract) basis - to be submitted in duplicate. [Please strike off
whichever is not applicable].
1. Name :
2. Date of birth :
3. Date of retirement (under Central / State Govt. rules applicable to the officer):
4. (a) If he / she belongs to an organized service, its name :
(b) Name and complete address of the Cadre Controlling Authority:
5. Educational Qualifications :
Qualification prescribed Qualifications possessed by the officer, which are equivalent 

to or higher than qualifications prescribed
Essential: (i) (ii) (iii)
Note: If any qualification possessed by the officer is not the same or higher than the qualifica-
tion prescribed or treated as equivalent to the qualifications prescribed, please state the
authority for the same.
6. Training, if any, received by the officer which is relevant to the post applied for.
Name of the relevant Duration Organization from Nature of the Remarks

Training Programme From    To where received training programme

7. Information about the post held
(i) Present post held 
(ii) Full scale of pay 
(iii) Present pay 
(iv) Special pay, if any
(V) Whether the post is held on regular basis or on ad-hoc basis or on deputation basis?
(vi) Date from which held
(vii) If the present post held on regular basis was initially held on ad-hoc basis, the date from
which the post is hield on regular basis
8. If the present post is not held on regular basis

(i) Post held on regular basis :
(ii) Its full scale of pay :
(iii) Date from which held on regular basis :
9. Post, if any, which the officer holds in a substantive capacity :
10. (1) (a) Is the present post an analogous post in terms of the Department of Personnel &
Administrative Reforms OM No. 19017/27/75-Estt(D)Pt Dated 7.3.84? :
(b) In case the present post which is regarded as analogous is in a non-Central Government
office, the following information may be given :
(i) Duties attached to the post :
(ii) Date of last revision of scale of pay :
(iii) Whether governed by Central DA or Industrial DA? :
(iv) Amount of Dearness Pay etc., admissible on the minimum and maximum of the scale of pay : 

- Dearness pay :
- Dearness Allowance : 
- Interim Relief :

14. Whether belongs to SC/ST :
15. Any other relevant information :
Date:
Place: (Signature of the candidate)
Note: If the Officer draws any special pay, the following further information may also please be
furnished: 
(i) Whether the appointment to which the special pay is attached is a tenure appointment; and 
(ii) Whether the special pay has been specifically sanctioned for the post in addition to the
scale of the pay in lieu of a separate pay for the post.

For use by the Office forwarding the application 

Ref. No. _________________ Date: ___________________
1. The above entries have been verified from the records available in this office and found correct.
2.  In the event of his/ her selection to the post of Research Officer (Educational Planning) he/
she will be relieved within 15 days from the date of the intimation of the result to the candidate.
3. The Integrity Certificate, Vigilance Clearance and No Major/ Minor penalty Certificate in the
prescribed format are enclosed.
4. His/her Confidential Report Dossier/ photocopies of Annual Confidential Reports for the last
five years (duly attested) are enclosed.

Signature __________________ 
Name  _____________________

(Seal of office) Designation _________________
ANNEXURE-II

INTEGRITY CERTIFICATE

After scrutinizing Annual Confidential Reports of Dr. / Shri/ Smt. / Ms.___________, (designa-
tion) _________, who has applied for the post of Research Officer (Educational Planning) in
the Planning Commission on transfer on Deputation basis, it is certified that his / her integrity
is beyond doubt.

[To be signed by an Officer of the rank of
Deputy Secretary or above with seal]

Dated: ____________

VIGILANCE CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE

Certified that no vigilance case or disciplinary proceeding or criminal proceeding is either pend-
ing or contemplated against Dr. / Shri / Smt. / Ms; _____________, (designation) _______,
who has applied for the post of  Research Officer (Educational Planning) in the Planning
Commission on transfer on Deputation basis.

[Authorized signatory with seal] 
Dated: ____________

NO PENALTY CERTIFICATE

Certified that no minor / major penalty has been imposed on Dr. / Shri / Smt. / Ms. _______,
(designation) __________, who has applied for the post of Research Officer (Educational
Planning) in the Planning Commission on transfer on Deputation basis, during the last ten
years.

[Authorized signatory with seal] 
Dated: __________

davp 54101/11/0026/1314 EN 19/82

Directorate General Border Security Force
New Delhi (Pers Dte - Recruitment Section)

ADVERTISEMENT FOR RECRUITMENT OF INSPECTOR (ARCHITECT) POST IN BSF
ENGG SETUP-2013 BY DIRECT RECRUITMENT
1. Applications are invited for the following post of Engg Set up in BSF:- 
Post Category Total Pay Scale

UR OBC SC ST

Inspector (Architect) 03 - - - 03 Pay Band-2 Rs. 9300-34800 +GP-4600

Note: (a) Vacancies are subject to change (may increase or decrease)
(b) Last date: 30 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in 

Employment News Paper and 45 days for candidates of far flung areas.
(c) Education Qualification:-

i) Degree in Architecture from a recognized University or Institution.
ii) Registered with Council of Architecture under Architects Act, 1972.

2. For details and downloading Application Form (including Admit Card) please log on
www.bsf.nic.in.
3. Any further information/notification in respect to this recruitment will be made on the BSF
Website only. Hence, candidates are advised to log in to the BSF website from time to time.

Commandant (Rectt)
davp 19110/11/0204/1314 EN 19/25

EN 19/37
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Continued from page 16

EN 19/56

EN 19/14

EN 19/16

1.  Post applied for: 2. Name & address of the Applicant with contact Nos.:  3.  Date of Birth:  4.  Present Post held:
5.  Date of appointment in the grade (i) Ad-hoc  (ii) Regular 6. Present Pay & Scale of Pay  7.  Educational
Qualifications  8. Experience  9.  Date of return from ex-cadre post, if any  10. Brief Service particulars
11. Whether SC/ST/OBC.

Signature of the Applicant.

No.DRT/VSP/Admn./18/2011-12
Government of India / Ministry of Finance  / Deptt. of Financial Services (Banking Div.)

DEBTS RECOVERY TRIBUNAL, VISAKHAPATNAM.
Ground & Ist Floor, Sree Narayana Bhawan, Saibaba Street, Daba Gardens,  Visakhapatnam –530020

VACANCY CIRCULAR

Sub : Filling up of various vacant posts in the Debts Recovery Tribunal (DRT), Visakhapatnam on
deputation basis/absorption basis.

Applications are invited for the following vacant posts in this Tribunal on deputation/absorption basis for a period
of three years including the period of deputation in ex-cadre post held immediately preceding the appointment
in the same or any other organization from suitable candidates not exceeding 56 years of age, from the Central
Government/State Governments/Courts/Tribunals:-

1. ASSISTANT– 2 posts (Deputation
Basis) (Group B, Non-Gazetted,
General Central Service, Non-

ministerial) – Pay in the pay band of
Rs.9300-34800/- + GP Rs.4200/-

K. Sreemannarayana
REGISTRAR

Name of Post/No. of Vacancies/Pay Scale Essential Qualification and experience
Eligibility: (i) Officers holding analogous posts on regular basis and
possessing a degree from a recognized university; or (ii) Upper
Division Clerk with eight years regular service in the pre-revised pay
scale of Rs.4000-6000/- or equivalent.

Note : 1. The Tribunals are quasi-judicial bodies set up under the provisions of the Recovery of Debts Due to
Bank & Financial Institutions Act, 1993. The deputation will be governed by the terms & conditions as contained
in the DOPT’s OM No.2/29/91-Estt.(Pay.II) dated 5.1.1994 as amended from time to time.  2. Applications with the
prescribed bio-data duly signed by the applicant, verified and counter-signed by the Head of Office, of eligible
candidates, along with attested copies of 5 years ACR dossiers, vigilance clearance and integrity certificate,
who may be spared immediately for a period of 3 years may be forwarded to the undersigned on or before
30-09-2013.

BIO-DATADate : 01-07-2013

2. ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT- 1 Post
(Deputation Basis) (Group–‘B’ Non-

Gazetted, General Central Service;
Non-Ministerial): Pay in the pay band
of Rs.9300-34800/- + GP Rs.4200/-

Eligibility: (i) Officers holding analogous posts on regular basis; or (ii)
with three years regular service in the pre-revised pay scale of
Rs.5000-8000; or (iii) with eight years regular service in the
pre-revised pay scale of Rs.4000-6000/- or equivalent and having
experience of working as Sr.Accountant or Accountant in the
pre-revised scale of pay of Rs.4000-6000/-, who have undergone
training in Cash & Accounts.

3. RECOVERY INSPECTOR – 2 Posts
(Deputation Basis) (Group – ‘B’; Non-

Gazetted, General Central Service;
Non-Ministerial): Pre-revised scale of

pay of Rs. 9300-34800/- +
GP Rs.4200/-

Eligibility : Officers holding analogous posts and possessing a degree
from a recognized University; or Court Master with eight years regular
service in the pre-revised scale of pay of Rs.4000-6000/- or
equivalent.

4.  UPPER DIVISION CLERK (1 post)
(Deputation/Absorption Basis) Group
– ‘C’; Non-Gazetted, General Central
Service; Non-Ministerial): Pay in the
pay band of Rs.5200-20,200/- +

GP Rs.2400/-.

Eligibility:   Officers holding analogous post on regular basis or Lower
Division Clerk with eight years regular service in the pre-revised pay
scale of Rs. 3050-4590/- or equivalent.

5.  COURT MASTER - (1 Post)
(Deputation Basis) Group - ‘C’; Non-

Gazetted, General Central Service;
Non-Ministerial):  Pay in the pay band
of Rs.5200-20,200/-+ GP Rs.2400/-

Eligibility: Officers holding analogous post on regular basis; or Lower
Division Clerk with eight years regular service in the pre-revised
scale of Rs. 3050-4590/- or equivalent. Persons knowing Stenography
in English will be preferred.

6. STENOGRAPHER GRADE ‘D’
- (1post) (Deputation/Absorption

basis) (Group – ‘C’; Non-Gazetted,
General Central Service; Non-

Ministerial):  Pay in the pay band of
Rs.5200-20,200/- + GP Rs.2400/-

Eligibility: Officers holding analogous post on regular basis; or Lower
Division Clerk with five years regular service in the Pre-revised scale
of pay of Rs.3050-4590/- or equivalent, possessing Matriculation or
equivalent qualification with a speed of 80 w.p.m in shorthand
(English) and 30 w.p.m in typing English.

The information furnished by the candidate has been verified from records and is found to be correct and in
the event of his/her selection, he/she may be relieved immediately to join the duty.

Name……………………  Designation……………  Office:                  (Rubber Seal)

CERTIFICATE BY PARENT OFFICE

7. LOWER DIVISION CLERK - 2
- (Deputation/ Absorption basis)
(Group C, Non-Gazetted, General

Central Service, Non-Ministerial) Pay
in the pay band of Rs.5200-20200/-

+ GP of Rs.1900/-

Eligibility:   Person holding analogous post on regular basis from
amongst the Central Govt. / State Govts. and employees of Courts/
Tribunals.
Eligibility Conditions :  (i) Essential: Matriculation or equivalent with a
minimum speed of 30 w.p.m. in English or 25 w.p.m. in Hindi Typewriting.
(ii) Desirable: Acquaintance with working on computers.

EN 19/76

EN 19/51
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Recruitment of Civilian Group ‘C’ At ASC Centre & College, Bangalore
Pin 900493, C/O 56 APO

(Central Government Department under Ministry of Defence)
(Vacancies Released under Optimisation of Vacancies for the Financial Year

01 Apr 09 to 31 Mar 10 and 01 Apr 10 to 31 Mar 11)
Employment Notice No : CHQ/0362/Direct Rect/ST-12 (Civ)
1. Following amendment may please be made in advertisement published on 08 Jun 13 for the period from 08 Jun 13
to 14 Jun 13.

Ser Name of the No. of posts Total Pay Scale Grade Age Qualification reqd/Education 

No. Post Gen SC ST OBC posts Pay Band Pay Limit Qualification and Experience
(as per (Years)
RPR 2008)

For

3. Civilian - - - 1 1 5200-20200 1900 18-25 (i) Middle Class Standard Auth:
Catering (PB-1) Plus SRO 274/71 recd vide IHQ of
Instructor allowances MoD (Army) letter No. 79234/RRs
(CCI) /Q/ST-12 (Civ) dt 09 Sep 2010.

Read

3. Civilian - - - 1 1 5200-20200 1900 18-25 (i) Matriculation pass or equivalent
Catering (PB-1) Plus (ii) Must have knowledge of Indian
Instructor allowances Cooking and proficiency in trade.
(CCI) Auth: IHQ of MoD (Army) letter No.

78403/2/Q/ST-12 (Civ) dt 08 May
2013

2. Rest no change
Application Format

Application for the post of .............
in ASC Centre and College Agram PO, Bangalore-07

1. Post applied for ----------------
2. Name of the Candidate ------

(In blcok letters)
3. Father’s Name ------------------
4. Date of Birth ---------------------

(Att copy of birth certificate duly attested)
5. Age on last date prescribed for receipt of application

Years-------Months----------Days---------
6. Address for correspondence.

House No./Street/Village -------------
Post Office------Distt--------------------
State ------------- Pin Code-------------

7. Permanent Address
House No./Street/Village -------------
Post Office------Distt--------------------
State ------------- Pin Code-------------

8. Caste Gen/OBC/SC/ST -----(Attach certificate in case
of SC/ST/OBC)

9. Educational Qualification:--------(Attach educational 
certificate duly attested)

10. Any other Qualification/Experience -------------------
(Attach copy of experience certificate duly attested)

11. Category for which applied : Gen (UR)/OBC/SC/ST/ 
Ex-Serviceman/Meritorious Sport Person/Physically 
Handicapped-- (Attach copy duly attested).

12. Technical Training/Experience

13. Domicile -----------(attach copy duly attested)
14. Whether registered with any Employment Exchange -
Yes/No: if yes, mention Registration No. and name of
employment exchange.
15. I hereby certified that above particulars mentioned in
the applicaion are correct and true to the best of knowl-
edge and belief. If particulars mentioned by me are found
false at any stage then I shall be liable to be terminated
without any notice.
Dated: (Signature of the candidate)

For Official use only
1. Received on -------------
2. Accepted/Rejected -------------
3. Reason for rejection:Under age/incomplete docu-

ments/Any other reason to be specified---------
4. Index No.---------Date of Test/Interview----------

Acknowledgement Card
Post--------------------------

1. Name ----------------------------
2. Father’s Name ----------------------

(In black letters)-75
3. Address for correspondence (To be filled same as 

per Column 8 of application from)
House No./Street/Village--------
Post Office-----------Distt---------
State ---------------Pin code---------

4. Index No. -------Date and time of written test/interview
5. Venue of written test/interview--------

Signatrue of Controlling Officer 
davp 10602/11/0042/1314 En 19/22
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National Power Training Institute
An ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 Organisation

(Ministry of Power, Govt. of India)
Southern Region, Block-14/21, Neyveli 607 803

Telephone: 04142-269427, 268185 Fax: 04142-269427 
Web: www.nptineyveli.in

Admission Notice PDC 2013-2014

14th Batch Post - Diploma Course in Thermal

Power Plant Engineering

WHY SHOULD YOU JOIN? The main aim of the course is to develop a pool
of technically trained manpower readily available for recruitment to the
Indian Power Sector.
ABOUT THE COURSE: This course is of one year duration (2 semesters)
and the course profile provides the Diploma Engineers the requirements to
operate and maintain a thermal power generating station.
ELIGIBILITY:- 3 (Three) Years Diploma Holders in Mechanical/Electrical/
Electrical and Electronics from a recognized Technical Board with I Class/I
Grade.  Reservation for SC/ST/OBC is applicable as per Govt. norms.
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION : Merit based on Diploma marks.
AGE LIMIT:- 27 years as on 30.09.2013 i.e. candidates born on or after
30.09.1986 are only eligible.
TOTAL SEATS: 77 (Seventy seven seats). 60% seats for Mechanical
Engineering & 40% seats for Electrical/Electrical & Electronics Engineering.
Reservation for SC/ST/OBC/Physically challenged as per Govt. of India
Norms.
PLACEMENT: To provide career opportunities in the Indian Power Sector,
NPTI maintains close linkages with Power Utilities and reputed companies
for employment of these trained Diploma engineers. Many of the students of
previous batches were placed decently in reputed Power sector companies.
HOW TO APPLY:- Applications on plain paper along with the demand draft
of ` 700/- towards application fee taken on or after the date of Advt. in
Employment News in favour of NPTI payable at Neyveli should reach
Director/Head of Institute, National Power Training Institute (SR),
Block-14, Neyveli 607803 on or before 27.09.2013 with a passport size
photograph pasted in the prescribed format containing 1. Name 2. Father's
Name 3. Date of birth & age as on 30.09.2013 4. Sex 5. Marital Status 6.
Nationality 7. Whether SC/ST/OBC/PH? 8. Postal Address, Mobile/
Telephone Number & E-mail ID 9.  Educational qualification starting from
10th Standard stating Branch, college/Institution, % of marks, year of pass-
ing 10. Experience, 11. Signature. Attach attested copies of proof of item
No.3, 7, 9, & 10
COURSE FEE: ` 1,30,000/- (in two installments) plus 12.36% service Tax.
There is no fee concession for any category of candidates.
The cost of Transportation to industries/power stations is to be borne by the
participants.
LODGING/ BOARDING: Hostel Facilities is provided on first come first
served basis, subject to availability on nominal charges. Separate hostel for
girl candidates.
OTHER INFORMATION:
1. Application of candidates not possessing the Diploma in disciplines men-
tioned against the eligibility column will not be considered.
2. Application fee is non-refundable under any circumstances.
3. Only selected candidates will be informed through E-mail/post/Telegram.
4. For this admission related queries, contact only 04142-269428 & 268185
IMPORTANT DATES:

1. Last Date of receipt of application 27.09.2013
2. Display of Merit List 31.10.2013
3. Admission starting Date 11.11.2013
4. Tentative date of commencement of the Course 25.11.2013

FOUR DECADES OF SERVICE TO THE POWER SECTOR

EN 19/65

EN 19/50

EN 19/84

Government of India

Ministry of
Finance

Department of Revenue
Invites applications for the post of 
Registrar. Appellate Tribunal for

Forfeited Property (ATFP). New
Delhi in the Pay Scale of  Rs. 15600
- 39100, Pay Band - 3, Grade Pay
Rs. 6600 on deputation basis from
Officers of Central Government.
The last date of receipt of applica-
tion for the post in the Department is
60 days from the date of publication
of this advertisement in the
Employment News. For details
please login to website:
http://www.dor.gov.in
davp 15301/11/0005/1314 EN 19/79

EN 19/44

EN 19/91
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Government of India

Ministry
of Culture

ZCC Branch
Advertisement for the post of
Director, North Zone Cultural

Centre (NZCC), Patiala
Applications are invited in dupli-
cate from eligible candidates for fill-
ing up one post of Director, North
Zone Cultural Centre (NZCC),
Patiala, an autonomous body under
the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of
India. The post would be vacant
w.e.f. 12th January 2014. The
NZCC, Patiala is one of the seven
Zonal Cultural Centres set up by
Government of India to promote
folk and tribal arts and culture of dif-
ferent regions across the country.
The appointment will be on deputa-
tion/short term contract basis for a
period not exceeding 3 years and is
extendable by 2 years in case the
performance of the incumbent is out-
standing. Besides officers of the rank
of Director/Deputy Secretary to the
Government of India, cultural per-
sonalities (practicing artistes, schol-
ars or experts in the field of art and
culture of at least 10 years standing
and experience) are eligible.
The applications complete in all
respect should reach the Office of
HE Governor of Punjab, Raj
Bhavan, Chandigarh within 60
days from the date of publication of
advertisement for the post in
Employment News and Rozgar
Samachar. The application forms
and other details are available on
the website of the Ministry of
Culture: www.indiaculture.nic.in

(Yash Veer Singh)
Under Secretary to the

Government of India
davp 09101/11/0015/1314

EN 19/69
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F.No: 13-12/2013-Adm

Government of India
Ministry of Agriculture
(Department of Animal
Husbandry, Dairying

and Fisheries)

Central Institute of
Fisheries, Nautical
and Engineering

Training
Fine Arts Avenue, Kochi- 682016
Applications are invited for filling up
of one post of Tool Room Assistant
(Reserved for OBC) on Direct
Recruitment basis in the Pay Band-
1 Rs. 5200-20200 + Grade pay of
Rs.1900/-(Group 'C: Non-Gazetted
Non-Ministerial). The initial place of
posting will be at Chennai Unit of
this Institute. However the posts
comes with it the liablility to serve
anywhere in India. The age limit (as
on closing date) for the post shall
not exceed 27 years (Relaxable for
Govt. servants upto 5 years in
accordance with the orders or
instructions issued by the Central
Govt.). Age relaxation for the OBC
candidate will be in accordance with
the instructions/orders issued by the
Govt. of India. The qualification
required for the post is National
Certificate for Vocational Training or
Industrial Training Institute or
Industrial Training Centre Trade
Certificate in Marine Fitter or Diesel
Mechanic or Fitter trade with one
year experience in the relevant field.
Application on plain paper neatly
typewritten, with recent passport
size photograph affixed, should
contain the details of Name of the
post applied for, Name of the
Candidate, Father's Name, Date of
birth, Age (as on closing date),
Nationality, Category, Educational
Qualification, Experience, Address
for correspondence/permanent
Address, alongwith the attested
copies of certificates in proof of the
above. Unsigned applications and
applications without any of the
above information, and applications
received after the closing date will
not be considered. Applications
should be forwarded to the
Director, Central Institute of
Fisheries Nautical and
Engineering Training, Foreshore
Road, Kochi-16 so as to reach
within 30 days from the date of
publication of the advertisement
in the Employment News.

Signature of the Head of 
EN 19/34 Department

Administration of
Daman & Diu 

Department of Personnel
& Administrative Reforms

Secretariat, Daman - 396 220
No.ATP/DMN/Appt./JTP/3028/2012/ 318
Read:- Circular No.ATP/DMN/
Apptt./JTP/3028/2012/220 dated
21/06/2012 published in the
Employment News, New Delhi
dated 14 - 20 July, 2012 for filling
up the post of Junior Town Planner
under the Administration of Daman
& Diu by transfer on
Deputation(including short term
contract)/transfer

CORRIGENDUM
In partial modification in the
Advertisement/Circular quoted at
preamble above, "The following
may be read as under:-
"In the Annexure - I Para 4.
Eligibility : a)(iii) "With 7 years
regular service in posts in the
(pre-revised) Pay Scale of Rs.
1640-2900 (Revised Band PB-2 of 
Rs. 9300-34800 with Grade Pay
Rs. 4200) or equivalent and"
Instead of:
"With 8 years regular service in
posts in the Pay Band PB-2
Rs.9300-34800 Grade Pay 
Rs. 4200 or equivalent and;
It is requested that Bio-Data along-
with relevant documents as men-
tioned in the original circular/
Advertisement dated 21/06/2013
may be sent to the Chief Town
Planner, Town and Country
Planning Department, Moti
Daman -" 396220 for consideration
within   45   days from  the   date
of  issue   of this   Corrigendum   in
Employment News.
No.IP/Dmn/2/5/13-14/257

dtd 18.7.13 (B.S. Thakur)
Deputy Secretary (Pers)

EN 19/33

EN 19/28

National Technical Research Organisation
Advertisement for two posts of Scientist 'G'

NTRO, a Government of India Organisation intends to fill up the following
posts on deputation/absorption basis:-
SI. No. Name of the post Number of posts Pay Scale 

1. Scientist 'G' 02 PB-4, ` 37,400-67,000/- + 
` 10,000/- Grade Pay

For detailed advertisement and application proforma, please visit our web-
site-http://www.ntro.gov.in/ntroWeb. The last date for receipt of applica-
tion is 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.
davp 58101/11/0018/1314 EN 19/72

Centre for Cultural Resources and
Training

(Under the aegis of Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India)
Plot No. 15-A, Sector -7, Dwarka, New Delhi -110075

Applications are invited by the CCRT, having its HQ Office at New Delhi and
Regional Centres at  Hyderabad, Udaipur and Guwahati. from well qualified
and eligible candidates, for filling up the following vacant posts:
(A) By-Direct recruitment-
(i) Field Officer- 02 Posts (01 reserved for OBC),
(ii) Assistant Documentation Officer- 01 Post,
(iii) Senior Accountant- 01 Post,
(iv) Craft Instructor and Coordinator - 02 Posts,
(v) Lower Division Clerk - 05 Posts (01 post each reserved for SC and
OBC candidates)
(B) By Deputation (Including short term Contract) - 01 Post at Regional
Centre. Udaipur 
(i) Accounts Officer
For detailed advertisement inter-alia containing application format ( as
per Annexure A) and eligibility conditions, please visit our website:
www.ccrtindia.gov.in
Completed applications on the prescribed format and supported by attested
photocopies of all relevant documents should reach The Director, Centre
for Cultural Resources and Training, Plot No. 15-A, Sector - 7, Dwarka,
New Delhi - 110075, within 30 days of the publication of this advertise-
ment. Incomplete applications, applications on plain paper or applications

received after the last date will not be entertained. Persons employed in
Govt./Semi Govt./Autonomous organizations should submit their applications
through proper channel. Director 

CCRT, New Delhi
davp 09127/11/0002/1314 EN 19/70

EN 19/29
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No. 4(7)/2012-SD-1

Government of India

Ministry of Steel
(SD I)

1.   Name of Organisation Joint Plant Committee
(Constituted by Govt. of India.

2.   Name of the Post Executive Secretary
3.   No. of vacancy One
4.   Place of posting Kolkata
5.   Mode of Recruitment Deputation
6.   Scale of pay Rs. 51300-3%-73000
7. Profile of the organisation

Joint Plant Committee (JPC) is an institution established by the Government of India to collect
data on the Indian steel industry, for creation and maintenance of a complete databank on this
industry.
Joint Plant Committee is headquartered at Kolkata with four regional offices in New Delhi,
Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai. An Economic Research Unit (ERU) at New Delhi serves as a
wing of JPC to carry out techno-economic studies and policy analysis. JPC is headed by a
Joint Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of Steel, as its Chairman and has repre-
sentatives from SAIL, RINL, Tata Steel and Railway Board as its Members.
8. Job Description and Responsibilities

Executive Secretary, JPC looks after day to day activities in various spheres of functional oper-
ation of the organisation ranging from data collection to fund management and provides over-
all guidance as well as supervision/monitoring of the progress of each activity. The posting is
full time, Kolkata based and not in the form of additional charge.
9. Eligibility Conditions as on 01.01.2013:

(1) Central Government Officers belonging to the Indian Statistical Service/Indian Economic
Service/Indian Engineering Service with 3 years' service in Pay Band 3 (Rs. 15600-39100+
Grade Pay of 7600).
(2) Officers from Public Sector Undertakings/Organizations under the Ministry of Steel with 3
years' service in the pay scale of E-7 or 5 years' service in the scale of E-6.
10. Qualifications:

a) Essential Educational qualifications

B.Tech Degree (Metals &Metallurgy/Mechanical Engineering) or Master's degree in Economics/
Statistics with at least three years’ experience in the steel/metal industry.
b) General Qualifications:

(i) Should have working knowledge of the Indian Steel industry -
its structure and basics

(ii) Conversant with Government rules, regulations and practices 
(iii) Analytical ability and communication skills 
(iv) Ability to deal with and conversant with laws and practices of trade unions.
11. Upper Age Limit : 55 years
12. PERIOD OF DEPUTATION :-

The deputation will be normally for a period of three years which can be further extended up
to two years depending on requirements. The maximum period of deputation shall not exceed
five years. The other terms and conditions of the deputation will be governed by the
Government of India Rules on the subject.
13. Eligible and willing officers who can be spared immediately in the event of their selection
may apply (in duplicate) in the proforma given (Annexure-I) through proper channel. The for-
warding authority should verify that the particulars furnished by the officers are correct and that
no vigilance case is either pending or contemplated against them. Integrity certificate and a
certificate regarding penalties, if any, imposed on them during the past service should also be
furnished. The applications may be forwarded to Section Officer, SD I, Ministry of Steel, Udyog
Bhawan, New Delhi 110107 with ACRs/APRs for the last five years and other certificates/doc-
uments within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News. Applications received after the last date or found incomplete will be left out of consider-
ation.

Annexure-I

Application form

1. Name of the post applied for :
2. Name :
3. Designation of the Applicant (In full):
4. Office Address:
5. Address for communication :
6. Tel. No. Office: Residence: 

Fax No.
Mobile No.: 
E Mail address

7.   Date of Birth:
8.   Eligibility Criteria:

As per job Possessed by Whether eligible 
description the officer or not

Educational/professional qualification 
(alongwith the name of Institution)
Pay Scale
Length of service in eligible pay scale

9. Positions held during the preceding ten years:-
S. No. Designation and Organisation From To Pay scale 

place of posting 

10. Nature and duration of experience relevant for the advertised post and job description
Sl. No. Designation and Organisation From To Pay scale 

place of posting

11. In case the candidate is holding the present post on lien/deputation basis:-
a) Name of the organisation in which the lien is held.
b) The date from which the lien is held
c) Date from which candidate is on deputation
12. (a) whether any punishment awarded to the applicant during the last 10

Years, if yes.    Y NO      the details thereof

12 (b)whether any disciplinary action or inquiry is going on against him as far as his knowledge

goes. If yes, the details thereof. Y No

I certify that the details furnished by me in Cols. 1 to 12 are true and I am eligible for the post.
I further submit my willingness that I will join the post, if selected.
Date .                  (Name and signature of the applicant)

(To be filled by the Ministry/Department/PSU/Organisation concerned)

It is certified that the particulars furnished above have been scrutinised and found to be cor-
rect as per official records.

Signature & Designation 

of the Competent 

Forwarding Authority with 

Tele. No. & office Seal

davp 40101/11/0006/1314 EN 19/81

No. A-12025/01/2013-Est.I
Films Division

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting
Government of India

24-Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg, Mumbai -400 026

Filling up of one post of Assistant Administrative Officer (Group 'B' Gazetted) Ministerial
in the scale of pay of Rs. 9300-34800 in PB-2 with Grade Pay of  Rs.4600/-in Films
Division, Mumbai-by transfer on deputation.
It is proposed to fill up the post of Assistant Administrative Officer in the Pay Scale of pay of
Rs. 7450-225-11500 (pre-revised of FCPC), Revised Rs. 9300-34800 in PB-2 (of SCPC) with
Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- in Films Division at Mumbai by deputation from amongst officers of
the Central Government:-
a) I) holding analogous posts on regular basis; or
II) with three years regular service in posts in the scale of Rs. 6500-200-10500 (pre-revised of
FCPC), i.e. Rs. 9300-34800 in PB-2 with Grade Pay of Rs. 4600/- (Revised of  SCPC) or equivalent; 
b) I) possessing experience of administration, establishment and accounts matters.
2. The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion will
not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists shall
not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
3. The Assistant Administrative Officer is the Films Division is in-charge of the major sections
like Administration, Stores, Film Production etc. The major role of the post is;
i) He is an Officer-in-charge of two or three major sections dealt with the work like administra-
tion, recruitments, promotions, framing of RRs, maintenance of reservation as well as recruit-
ment rosters, parliament questions, holding of DPC meetings, purchase of Stores including
Plant and Machinery and production of films assigned to in-house directors, outside producers
on contract basis etc.
ii) To attend the legal matters directly under the supervision of Senior Administrative Officer/
Director General.
iii) To implement the plan schemes, projects and other work related to the Govt.'s plans and
policies etc.
iv) Any other important work assigned by senior officers.
4. The place of posting will be at Mumbai. However it is transferable anywhere in India.
5. The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held imme-
diately preceding this appointment under these rules in the same or other organization/depart-
ment of the Central government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. However, initially the
appointment will be for one year which is extendable from year to year basis at the discretion
of the Appointing Authority. The maximum age shall not exceed 56 years as on the closing date
of receipt of application.
6. The Pay and Allowances of the Officers selected will be  regulated in    accordance  with  the 
Department of Personnel and Training O. M. No.2/29/91-Estt.(Pay)II dated the 5th January,
1994 as amended from time to time.
7. It is requested that the applications of the officers who are eligible and can be spared imme-
diately in the event of their selection may be sent to this Division (in duplicate) in the proforma
at Annexure-A, addressed to "The Director General, Films Division, Ministry of
Information & Broadcasting, Government of India, 24-Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg, Mumbai -
400 026 alongwith requisite enclosures/certificates within 8 weeks from the date of pub-
lication of the advertisement in the Employment News. While forwarding the applications,
the Departments are requested also to furnish an integrity Certificate in respect of the officer
in addition to Vigilance Clearance and also a certificate to the effect that no major/ minor penal-
ty was imposed on the officer during last 10 years.
8. No application will be entertained which is found incomplete or received after the due date
of  submission and / or which has been forwarded without complete and up-to-date character
rolls, vigilance clearance etc.

ANNEXURE-A
PROFORMA

APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE POST OF ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICER IN THE SCALE OF PAY OF RS. 7450-225-11500 (PRE-REVISED OF FCPC),
REVISED RS. 9300-34800 IN PB-2 WITH GRADE PAY OF RS. 4600/- ON DEPUTATION IN
FILMS DIVISION, MINISTRY OF INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING
1. Name of the Applicant:
2. Name of the Father/Husband:
3. Address for communication, Telephone No. (if any):
4. Date of Birth (in Christian Era):
5. Date of appointment in the Central/ State Government Service:
6. Whether belongs to SC/ST? (If Yes, please mention sub-caste):
7. Date of Retirement under Central/State Govt Rules:
8. Educational Qualifications:
9. Whether Educational and other Qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one pre-
scribed in the rules, state the authority for the same.):

Qualifications/Experience Qualifications/Experience possessed 
Required by the officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired (1)  (2)
10. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the
requirement of the post:
11. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticat-
ed by your signature, if the space below is insufficient:
Sr. Office/Instt./Orgn. Post Held From To Scale of Pay &  Nature of 
No. Basic pay duties

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

12. Post held at present and whether it is cadre or ex-cadre post and the date  from  which
held   (whether Permanent or temporary):
13. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state:-
(a) The date of  initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on Deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent office/ organisation to which you belong.
14. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under :-
(a)  Central Government:
(b)  State Government:
(c)  Autonomous Body:
(d)   Government Undertakings:
(e)   Universities:
15. Present pay and pay scale:
16. A total emoluments per month now drawn:
17. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability
for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if  the space is insufficient.
18. Remarks

Signature of the Applicant with Date & 
Address________________________
_______________________________

______________________________
Place:
Date: __________________
Countersigned____________
(Employer)
List of Enclosures.

CERTIFICATE 
iv) Certified that the particulars of the officer has been verified and found to be correct.
v) It is certified that no disciplinary proceedings are either pending and / or contemplated
against the officer. Also it is certified that no any major/minor penalty was imposed on the offi-
cer during the last 10 years.
vi) Integrity of the officer is also certified.                      .

(Signature of the Head of Department with stamp)
davp 22210/11/0011/1314 EN 19/4
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Wanted
1. Applications are invited for the following posts from citizen of India (Handicapped not allowed)
who are fulfilling the requisite qualification/specification mentioned below on plain papers duly
typed:-
Ser. Name of No. of Scale of pay/ Age Qualification
No. post posts grade pay

(a) Camp Guard 01 5200-20200 18-25 ESSENTIAL-
(Unreserved) Grade pay- yrs (i) Matriculation or its equivalent 

Rs. 1800 (45% and above) 
Desirable
(i) Proficiency in trade

(b) Cook 01 5200-20200 18-25 ESSENTIAL-
(Unreserved) Grade pay- yrs (i) Matriculation or its equivalent 

Rs. 1900 (45% and above) 
(ii) One year experience in trade  
of Indian Cooking.

(c) Cleaners 03 (UR) 5200-20200 18-25 yrs ESSENTIAL-
(Unreserved) 01 (OBC) Grade pay- for UR. (i) Matriculation or its equivalent 

04 (Total) Rs. 1800 18-28 yrs (45% and above) 
for OBC (ii) Proficiency in trade
reserved 
post.

2. Candidates fulfilling above conditions may submit their application as per the format given
below and att the following documents along with application:-
(a) Affixing two passport size photographs duly attested by a Gazetted Officer-one on right
Corner of the application and another on the acknowledgement card.
(b) Attested copies of following documents:-

(i) Educational certificate
(ii) Birth Certificate
(iii) Caste certificate where applicable
(iv) Residential/domicile certificate
(v) Experience Certificate

3. Candidates will enclose a self addressed envelope, affixing postal stamps of Rs. 22/- for
acknowledgement/call letter.
4. Application is to be sent to OFFICER COMMANDING, 749 (I) TPT PL ASC (CIVIL GT), PIN-
905749, C/o 56 APO by 1600hrs within 21 days from the date of publication of this advertise-
ment in the Employment News by registered post only. The envelop of application should be
marked with "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF ___________"
5. Unit will not be responsible to pay any damages in case of injury to the candidate for attend-
ing written tests/interview.
6. Merely fulfilling the basic selection criteria does not automatically entitle a person to be called
for tests/interview.
7. All India liability-candidates can be transferred to anywhere in India.
8. Officer Commanding of unit reserves the right to withdraw the vacancies and terminate the
appointment during the period of probation without assigning any reasons.
9. The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be closing date of receiving application .
10. Mode of exam: (i) Written test - General knowledge Total -150 marks

General Math Minus marking 0.25 
General Intelligence marks for each wrong answer. 
General English

(ii) Interview Total - 50 marks 
(iii) Practical test for cook & Cleaner only Total- 50 marks

11. For attending written test and interview No TA/DA will be paid.
12. Separate application for each post is required to be forwarded.
13. Incomplete applications or applications received after due date will be rejected and no cor-
respondence in this regards will be entertained.

FORM OF APPLICATION

1. Post applied for:……………………………………………….... 
2. Name in full:………………………………................................

(In block letters).....................................................................
3. Father's name:.......................................................................
4. Date of birth:...........................................................................

(Attested copy of birth certificate to be enclosed) 
5. Age as on last date prescribed for receipt of application

Year ______ Month ______ Day _______
6. Address for correspondence……………………………………

(Vill, Post, Thana & Distt)
7. Permanent address..................................................................
8. Caste: Gen/OBC/SC/ST (attach certificate in case applied for reserved post) 
9. Educational qualification

Name of exam Year of Name of Total Percentage
passed Passing school Marks

10. Details of experience in relevant trade:....................................
(Attested copies of experience cert to be enclosed)

11. Whether registered with any employment exchange : Yes/No, If yes, mention Regn. No. and
name of employment exchange.

DECLARATION
I, do hereby declare that all statements made in this application are true, complete and correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief, I understand that in the event of any particular or infor-
mation given above being found false/incorrect/incomplete, my candidature for the said post is
liable to be rejected or cancelled and in the event of any mis-statement/discrepancy in the par-
ticulars being detected after appointment my service is liable to be terminated without any notice
to me.
Dated: (Name and signature of applicant)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD/CALL LETTER 

Post: Camp Guard/COOK/CLEANER (Delete whichever is not applicable)
1. Name__________________________________
2. Father's Name___________________________
3. Address for correspondence (to be filled same as 

per column 6 of application form) 
House No./Street/Vill._______________________
Post office _______________________________
Distt.____________________________________
State_______________ Pin-code _____________

4. Index No. ______________ Date, time and place of written test ________
Date___________ Time _________ Place ____________
______________________________________________

Signature of controlling authority

davp 10602/ 11/0045/1314 EN 19/1

Paste attested
photograph by

a Gazetted
Officer

Paste attested
photograph by

a Gazetted
Officer

No. A-12025/11/2013-SA
Government of India 

Ministry of Consumer Affairs
Food and Public Distribution
Department of Food and Public Distribution   

One post of Senior Administrative Officer, a General Central Service, Group 'A', Gazetted in Pay
Band-3: Rs. 15,600-39,100/-with Grade Pay of Rs. 6600/- (pre-revised pay scale of Rs. 10,000-
325-15200/- as per V CPC, Rs. 3000-4500 as per IV CPC and Rs. 1100-1600/- as per III CPC)
at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution,
Department of Food & Public Distribution by promotion/transfer on deputation basis from
amongst the officers under the Central/State Governments:
(a) (i) holding analogous posts; or
(ii) with 5 years' service in Pay Band-3: Rs. 15,600-39,100/- with grade pay of Rs. 5400/- (pre-
revised pay scale of Rs. 8000-13500/- as per V CPC, Rs. 2200-4000/- as per IV CPC and Rs.
700-1300/-as per III CPC) or equivalent; or
(iii) with 8 years' service in posts in Pay Band-2: Rs. 9,300-34,800/-with grade pay of Rs. 4,600/-
(pre-revised pay scale of Rs. 6500-10500/- as per V CPC, Rs. 2000-3500/- as per IV CPC and
Rs.650-1200/- as per III CPC) or equivalent; and
(b) having experience in administration, establishment and accounts matters.
2. The Departmental Accounts-cum-Stores Officer and Administration-cum-Purchase and Sales
Officer with 8 years' regular service in the grade will also be considered and if any of them is
selected for appointment to the post, the same shall be deemed to have been filled by promotion.
3. The period of deputation shall ordinarily not exceed 3 years. The maximum age limit for
appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt
of applications.
4. The Headquarters of the post is at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, but the
officer selected will have the liability to serve anywhere in India.
5. Complete Bio-Data in the given Proforma (Annexure) alongwith the complete and up-to-date
confidential reports/dossiers in original for the last five years (in case original A.C.R cannot be
spared, photocopies of the same duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under
Secretary to the Government of India may also be forwarded); vigilance clearance: integrity cer-
tificate; and statement of major/minor penalties imposed during the last ten years in respect of
officers considered suitable for the post may please be sent to Shri P. Ramamoorthy, Under
Secretary(Sugar Administration) (Tel No. 23070622). Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food &
Public Distribution, Department of Food & Public Distribution, Room No. 256, Krishi Bhavan.
New Delhi -110001, within sixty days time from the date of publication of this advertisement in
the "Employment News'". Unsigned/incomplete applications; applications not submitted through
proper channel or those received after the last date shall not be considered.

(P. Ramamoorthy)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel No.: 23070622
Annexure

BIO-DATA PROFORMA
1. Name and address (In Block letters) :

Telephone No. & email id 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules. : 
4. Educational Qualifications: 
5. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules; state the authority for the same.)

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  Required Possessed by the Officer
(i) 
(ii) 

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
7. Details of employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by
your signature, if the space below is insufficient:-
Office/Inst./ Post Held and From To Scale of Pay  Nature of duties
Orgn. service cadre Classification  

to which it belongs (Group) of post

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8. Nature of present post held Whether held on
(i) Ad-hoc basis:
(ii) Regular/or temporary basis:
(iii) Permanent or quasi-permanent basis:
(iv) Basic Pay drawn at present: 
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis Plaese state;
(a) The date of initial appointment:
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract:
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization you belong to:
10. Additional details about present employment.
Please state whether working under:-
a) Central Government :
b) State Government :
c) Union Territory :
d) University :

e) Recognized Research Institution:
f) Statutory or Autonomous Organization:
11. Are you in revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale.
12. Total emoluments, per month now drawn:
13. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for
the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
14. . Whether belongs to SC/ST?
15. Remarks Signature of the Candidate
Date: Address:...............................

................................................
Countersigned....................
(Employer)
davp 08201/11/0010/1314 EN 19/68
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Station Workshop EME Kirkee 
Pin-900462, C/o 56 APO

Direct Recruitment of Group 'C' Vacancies in the Corps of 
Electronic and Mechanical Engineers

1. Applications are invited for direct recruitment from Indian National for the under mentioned
Posts at the address mentioned against each post:-
Address Place Post Vacancies

of work UR SC ST OBC Total Including Reservation for

PH Ex-S/Man

Commanding Station LDC - - - 02 02 - -
Officer Station Wksp CMD 02 - - - 02 - -
Workshop  EME, (OG)
EME, Kirkee,  Kirkee, 
Pin-900462, Pune
C/o 56 APO

2. Pay Scale, Minimum educational qualification, Age limit and suitability for persons with 
disability are as under:-

S Posts Qualification & Experience Suitable for persons

No. with disability

(a) LDC 1. 10+2 and Minimum typing speed 35 w.p.m BL,OL,B,LV,HH
(Computer knowledge desirable)

(b) CMD (OG) 2. Matriculation and Heavy Vehicle Driving licence -

3. Pay Scale: Pay Band -1 Rs. 5,200-20,200 + Grade Pay Rs. 1,900/- (for LDC)
Pay Band -1 Rs. 5,200-20,200 + Grade Pay Rs. 1.900/- (for CMD (OG))

4. Age limit: 18 to 25 Years  
5. Age relaxation :-
(a) Government Servant - up to 40 years as per order/Instruction issued by the Central

Government.
(b) Ex-servicemen, service rendered in Army, Navy and Air Force plus three years.
(c) Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe - Five years for the vacancies reserved for the

respective category.
(d) Other Backward Class - Three years for the vacancies reserved for this category. '
(e) Physically Handicapped -Ten years (15 years for SC/ST and 13 years for OBC) for the

vacancies reserved for this category.
6.     Post mentioned above are subject to all India transfer liability and field service liability rule.
7. Candidates will fwd application properly sealed in an envelope to the address mentioned

against the post applied for through ordinary post, Registered application will not be
accepted. Candidates are requested to superscribe the words " APPLICATION FOR THE
POST OF..............................." on the top of the envelope while  sending the  application
form. Separate application is required for each post.

8. Last date for receipt of application is 21 days from the date of publication of the adver-
tisement in the Employment News.

9.    The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date of receipt of appli-
cation.

10. Photocopy of the following Documents/certificates to be attached alongwith application
duly attested by a Gazetted Officer:-

(a) Matriculation certificate/Municipality Birth certificate in.support for date of birth.
(b) Mark Sheet of the educational qualification mentioned against the post applied.
(c) ST/SC/OBC (Non creamy layer) certificate, if applicable.
(d) Physically handicapped certificate showing 40% and above of relevant disability issued by

competent authority in Govt prescribed Proforma, if applicable.
(e) Discharge certificate in case of ex-servicemen. ,
(f) NOC in original from their present employer in case of Government Servant.
Note : Original Certificate should not be sent with the application. These should be pro-

duced only at the time of interview.
11. Incomplete/illegible/ineligible applications will be deemed invalid and rejected with-

out intimation to the candidate. Only the eligible candidates will be called for the
written examination provided a self addressed envelope with postal stamp of Rs. 5/-
is enclosed with the application form.

12. Merely fulfilling the selection criteria does not automatically entitle a person to be called for
test/interview. On qualifying the written test the candidates will be called for subsequent
practical test and for further process of interview and selection of candidate be restricted
on overall merit.

13. Application will be shortlisted on the basis of percentage of marks obtained in the exami-
nation for essential qualification.

14. The number of vacancies is subject to change. Further the employer has the right to can-
cel or modify this notification without assigning any reason thereof.

15. Canvassing in any form shall disqualify the candidate. No enquiry or correspondence will
be entertained.

16.  Syllabus for written test will be as per essential qualification mentioned against each posts.
17. No TA/DA is admissible. Duration of the test can be 02 to 03 days or more. Candidates will

make their own arrangement for lodging/Boarding during the test/interview.
18. The decision of appointing authority regarding selection/rejection will be final.
19. The recruitment process can be cancelled/postponed/suspended/terminated without any

prior notice/assigning any reasons at any stage.
20. Candidate will be shortlisted for interview/Practical test based on merit of written examina-

tion and only 10 X times the vacancy for the post wil! be shortlisted for interview/practical.

APPLICATION FORM
1. Post applied for
2. Name of the Candidate
3. Father's/Husband Name
4. Date of Birth (Proof enclosed)
5. Correspondence address
6. Permanent home address
7. Category (ST/SC/OBC/Gen/ESM)

(Proof enclosed)
8. Nationality
9. Education Qualification (Proof enclosed) 

(a) Academic 
(b) Experience.

Certified that the particulars mentioned in the application form are correct and true to the best
of my knowledge and belief. If found false at any stage my service may be terminated without
notice.
Place: (Signature of the applicant)
Date:

davp 10103/11/0020/1314 EN 19/20

Affix latest
passport size
photograph

duly Attested
by a Gazetted

officer

Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs 
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs)

Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs, a registered society functions under the aegis of Ministry of
Corporate Affairs to run a number of special teaching programmes, hereby invite applications for
filling up of the following positions purely on Contractual basis on payment of monthly
Consolidated fees at its Institute at Manesar, Distt. Gurgaon (Haryana):-

S. Name of the No. of RESERVED/ School/Center/
No. Position Positions UNRESERVED Department

1. Associate Professor One (01) UR School of Corporate  
Governance And Public Policy

2. Assistant Professor One (01) UR School of Corporate 
Governance and Public Policy

3. Assistant Professor One (01) UR School of Finance
4. Assistant Professor One (01) UR School of Competition Law
5. Chief Finance Officer One (01) UR Finance and Accounts 

Department
6. Head of Center One (01) UR Micro, Small and Medium 

enterprises
7. Assistant Professor One (01) Reserved (OBC) School of Corporate Law
8. Assistant Manager One (01) Reserved HR Division

(HR) (Physically 
Handicapped 
(Blindness /Low 
Vision)

9. Head of Center One (01) Reserved (OBC) E- Governance

The details of essential/ desirable qualifications, experience, format of application form etc. are
available on the website www.iica.in.
The interested candidates may send their applications in the prescribed Format of application,
duly completed, giving complete bio-data accompanied by the attested copies of the certificates/
testimonials, OBC/Physically Handicapped (Blindness /Low Vision) certificate, along with experi-
ence certificates. The applications should reach the Manager (HR), "B" Wing, 2nd floor, Paryavaran
Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003 on or before 16th Sept, 2013.

EN 19/26

No. A-12025/1/2011-SA
Government of India 

Ministry of Consumer Affairs
Food and Public Distribution
Department of Food and Public Distribution   

One post of Junior Technical Officer (Chemical Engineering), a General Central Service, Group
'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial in Pay Band-3: i.e. Rs. 15,600-39,100/- with Grade Pay of 
Rs. 5400/- (pre-revised pay scale of Rs. 8000-13,500/-) at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur,
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution, Department of Food & Public
Distribution on deputation (including short-term contract) from amongst the officers under the
Central/State Governments/Union Territories/Recognized Research Institutions/Semi
Government/Autonomous or Statutory organizations:-
(a) (i) holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre/Department; or
(ii) with five years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in
Pay; Band 2: Rs. 9300-34800/- with grade pay of Rs. 4600/- (pre-revised pay scale of Rs. 6500-
10,500/-) or equivalent in the parent cadre/Department; and
(b) possessing the educational qualifications and experience as under:-
Essential:
(i) Master's degree in applied Chemistry or Bachelor degree in Chemical Engineering of a rec-
ognized University/Institute or equivalent.
(ii) Three years experience in a supervisory capacity in sugar factory or in a research institute.
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately
preceding this appointment in the same or some other organisation/Department of the Central
Government shall ordinarily not exceed three years. The maximum age-limit for appointment by
deputation shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications).
2. The Headquarters of the post is at National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, but the
officer selected will have the liability to serve anywhere in India.
3 Complete Bio-Data in the given Proforma (Annexure) along with the complete and up-to-date
confidential reports/dossiers in original for the last five years (in case original A.C.R cannot be
spared, photocopies of the same duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under
Secretary to the Government of India may also be forwarded); vigilance clearance: integrity cer-
tificate, and statement of major/minor penalties imposed during the last ten years in respect of
officers considered suitable for the post may please be sent to Shri P. Ramamoorthy, Under
Secretary(Sugar Administration) (Tel. No. 23070622), Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food &
Public Distribution, Department of Food & Public Distribution, Room No. 256, Krishi Bhavan,
New Delhi -110001, within sixty days time from the date of publication of this advertisement in
the "Employment News". Unsigned/incomplete applications; applications not submitted through
proper channel or those received after the last date shall not be considered

(P. Ramamoorthy)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

Tel No.: 23070622
Annexure

BIO-DATA PROFORMA
1. Name and address (In Block letters) :

Telephone No. & email id 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules. : 
4. Educational Qualifications: 
5. Whether educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules; state the authority for the same)

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  Required Possessed by the Officer
(i) 
(ii) 

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
7. Details of employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by
your signature, if the space below is insufficient
Office/Inst./ Post Held and From To Scale of Pay  Nature of duties
Orgn. service cadre Classification  

to which it belongs (Group) of post

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

8. Nature of present post held Whether held on
(i) Ad-hoc basis:
(ii) Regular/or temporary basis:
(iii) Permanent or quasi-permanent basis:
(iv) Basic Pay drawn at present: 
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis Plaese state:
(a) The date of initial appointment:
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract:
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization you belong to:
10. Additional details about present employment.
Please state whether working under:-
(a) Central Government :
(b) State Government :
(c) Union Territory :
(d) Recognized Research Institution:
(e) Semi-Government :

(f) Autonomous Organization :
(g) Statutory  Organization : 
11. Are you in revised scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale.
12. Total emoluments, per month now drawn:
13. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for
the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient.
14. . Whether belongs to SC/ST?
15. Remarks 

Signature of the Candidate

Date: Address:...............................

................................................

Countersigned....................

(Employer)
davp 08201/11/0009/1314 EN 19/67
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Government of India

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
(Department of Commerce)

Rubber Board a statutory autonomous organization under the Department of Commerce, Ministry
of Commerce and Industry, Government of India, requires services of eligible and willing officers
for appointment to the post of the Secretary in its office at Kottayam, Kerala.
2. The scale of pay, number of posts, classification, mode of recruitment, age, eligibility conditions,
qualifications and experience and the period of deputation, etc. are given in Annexure-I given in
this Advt.
3. The pay of the officer selected for appointment on deputation basis will be regulated in accor-
dance with extant orders of Government of India on the subject in force from time to time.
4. It is, therefore, requested that the above vacancy may be circulated to all the organizations
under their administrative control and the applications of suitable officers, who can be released in
the event of their selection, may be forwarded through proper channel in the prescribed proforma
in triplicate (as per the specimen given in Annexure-II attached to this Advt.). along with (i) photo
copies of the Annual Confidential Reports (ACRs) of the applicants for the last five years duly
attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary or equivalent: (ii) a certificate from the
employer that no disciplinary/vigilance case is either pending or being contemplated against the
officer: (iii) a statement indicating the details of major/minor penalties, if any, imposed on the offi-
cer during the last 10 years: (iv) Integrity Certificate duly signed by the competent authority: and
(v) Cadre clearance by name to Shri Pradeep Kumar, Under Secretary (Plantations),
Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Room No.441, Udyog
Bhawan. New Delhi. 110011 within sixty days from the date of publication of the advertisement
in the Employment News. It may also be made clear that the officer, who volunteers for the post,
will not be allowed to withdraw his/her candidature subsequently. Applications received after the
last date or without confidential reports and other requisite documents or otherwise found incom-
plete will not be considered. (Vandana Yadhav)

Director
Annexure-I

Name of the Post : Secretary, Rubber Board, Kottayam, Kerala
Number of post : One (1)
Classification : General Central Services. Group' A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial
Scale of Pay : Rs. 12000-375-16500 (Pre-revised) equivalent to Rs. 15600-39100 GP 7600
Age Limit : The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation(including, short-term contract)
shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications.
Method of Recruitment : Deputation
Eligibility Criteria : Officers under the Central/State Governments/Union  Territories :-
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) With five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in
the scale of pay of Rs. 10000-15200 (pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent cadre or department.
(b) Possessing the following educational qualification and experience :
Essential :
(i) Degree from a recognized university or institution or equivalent;
(ii) Ten years' experience in establishment and general administration.
Desirable :
Post Graduate degree in any discipline or degree in Law from a recognized university.
Job Description : The Secretary, Rubber Board is a Statutory post and the duties and responsi-
bilities vested  with the Secretary, Rubber Board are the statutory duties as envisaged in Rubber
Act, 1947 and Rubber Rules, 1955 as well as those delegated to the Secretary by the Chairman.
The duties inter alia include (i) convening meetings of the Board and its Committees and such
other meetings as are required by the Board and the Chairman from time to time. Assisting the
Chairman, Rubber Board in implementing all the decisions of the Board (2) functioning as the
Head of the Administration Department of the Board. Looking after all the administrative functions
such as recruitments, promotions, transfer and postings of the staff, convening of Departmental
Promotion Committees, staff welfare amenities and other administrative functions as are to be per-
formed fron time lo time and also exercising all the powers delegated to him by the Chairman.
Period of Deputation : Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed four years.

Annexure-II
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

(To be submitted in triplicate)
1. Name and address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules. : 
4. Educational Qualifications: 
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, state the authority for the same). : 

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  Required possessed by the officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired   (1) (2)
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by
your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/Institution/ Post Held From To Scale of Pay and basic Nature of duties
Orgn. pay (in detail)

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent.
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state:-
(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization to which you belong.
10. Additional details about present employment
Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the relevant column.)
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government
(c) Autonomous Organization
(d) Government Undertaking
(e) Universities
(f) Other  (Please specify)
11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the feeder grade or
feeder to feeder grade.
12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale.
13.  Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the
post. (This among other things may provide information with regard to (i) Additional academic quali-
fications (ii) professional training and (iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy
Circular/Advertisement) (Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).
15. Whether belongs to SC/ST :
16. Remarks (The candidate may indicate information with regard to (i) Research publications and
reports and special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official Appreciation (iii) Affiliation with the pro-
fessional bodies/institutions/societies and (iv) any other information. (Note: Enclose a separate
sheet, if the space is insufficient).
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the
Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed by the
Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. Signature of the Candidate

Address:________________
Countersigned Date: ________________

No. ___________________

Date:-

(Employer with Seal)
davp 05101/11/0001/1314 EN 19/66

Directorate General Border Security Force
New Delhi (Pers Dte - Recruitment Section)

ADVERTISEMENT FOR RECRUITMENT OF ASSISTANT COMMANDANT (WORKS) AND
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT (ELECTRICAL) POSTS IN BSF ENGG SET UP-2013 BY
DIRECT RECRUITMENT
1. Applications are invited for the following post of Engg Set up in BSF:- 
Post & Trade Category Total Pay Scale

UR OBC SC ST

Assistant Commandant 09 04 01 01 15 Pay Band-3 Rs. 15600-39100 +GP-5400
(Works)
Assistant Commandant - 01 - - 01 Pay Band-3 Rs. 15600-39100 +GP-5400
(Electrical)

Note: (a) 10% vacancies reserved for Ex-Servicemen.
(b) Vacancies are subject to change (may increase or decrease)
(c) Last date : 30 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in 

Employment News Paper and 45 days for candidates of far flung areas.
(d) Education Qualification:-

S/No. Post Educational Qualification

(i) Assistant Commandant Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized 
(Works) University or Institution.

(ii) Assistant Commandant Degree in Electrical Engineering from a 
(Electrical) recognized University or Institution.

2. For details and downloading Application Form (including Admit Card) please log on
www.bsf.nic.in.
3. Any further information/notification in respect to this recruitment will be made on the BSF
Website only. Hence, candidates are advised to log in to the BSF website from time to time.

Commandant (Rectt)
davp 19110/11/0205/1314 EN 19/19

No.20(08)BIFR/2010-Estt
Government of India

Ministry of Finance
Department of Financial Services

Board for Industrial & Financial Reconstruction
8th Floor Annexe, Jawahar Vyapar Bhawan, 1, Tolstoy Marg New Delhi - 110001

Sub: Filling up of posts of PPS, SO, PA and Accountant in the Board for Industrial and
Financial Reconstruction (BIFR)/ Appellate Authority for Industrial and Financial
Reconstruction (AAIFR) on deputation basis.
BIFR, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi proposes to prepare a panel of officials for filling up the
above mentioned posts on deputation basis.
Further details and application form can be obtained from BIFR website www.bifr.nic.in

(Capt K Paul James)
Under Secretary (Admin.) 

Tele: 23 701249
davp 15214/11/0033/1314 EN 19/71

EN 19/64
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Central Electronics Limited
(A Govt. of India Enterprise 

under Ministry of Science & Technology) 
Employment oriented Training Programmes

CEL announces 6 Months Certificate Courses in
i) Solar Photovoltaic Systems - Installation 
Commissioning, Operation & Maintenance 
ii) Manufacturing of Solar Photovoltaic Cells & Modules

Central Electronics Limited (CEL) is a Central Public
Sector Undertaking under the Ministry of Science &
Technology. CEL is a pioneer in the field of Solar
Photovoltaic research & development as well as a man-
ufacturer of the complete range of Solar PV Systems.
Modular courses of 6 months duration, aimed at devel-
oping practical skills of candidates in the areas of field
installations of various Solar applications and
Manufacturing of Solar cells and Modules. This will
include 3 months on-site / shop-floor training also.
Diploma in Engineering from a recognized institution
with minimum 60% marks in Diploma. Candidates will be
selected on the basis of marks in Diploma and personal
interviews.
There is no age limit.

For non-sponsored & sponsored candidates, 
Rs. 40,000/- & Rs. 50,000/- (+Service Tax @ 12.36%)
respectively. We do not provide lodging & boarding.
25 (Twenty Five) for each course, 20% seats are reserved
for candidates sponsored from Solar Photovoltaic indus-
tries having more than one year of experience.
Central Electronics Ltd., 4, Industrial Area, Sahibabad-
201010 (UP)
To create a pool of skilled manpower in the field of Solar
Energy.

Applications in given format should be emailed to train-
ing@celsolar.com and a hard copy of the print out of
online application along with application fee in the form
of a demand draft of Rs. 500/- in favour of "Central
Electronics Limited" payable at Delhi/New Delhi should
be sent at the address given below:
Last date of receipt of application through email is
31.08.2013 and for receipt of signed copies is
05.09.2013. Courses will start on 15.09.2013.
Shri R.K. Jain, Asst. General Manager (New Projects),
Central Electronics Limited, 4,
Industrial Area, Sahibabad-201010 (UP),
Tel. No. 0120-2895165 Fax No. 0120-2895148, Mobile
No. 9810924247.

ABOUT CEL:

ADMISSION NOTICE

ELIGIBILITY:

AGE LIMIT:

FEES:

TOTAL SEATS:

VENUE:

ABOUT THE
COURSES

COURSE
OBJECTIVE

HOW TO
APPLY:

IMPORTANT
DATES:

ADDRESS  FOR

COMMUNICATION

SHAPING THE FUTURE WITH THE SUN EN 19/38

Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited
(A Government of India Enterprise) (A Mini Ratna-I Company)

Regd. Office: P.O. Kanchanbagh, Hyderabad-500058
MIDHANI, a Mini Ratan-I and an ISO 9001-2000 company, is a hi-tech
Metallurgical industry under the administrative control of Ministry of Defence,
engaged in the manufacture of superalloys and special steels. Company is look-
ing for skilled and dynamic Refractory Masons in non-executive cadre.

SI Post Scale of pay No. of Reserved Upper Experience
No. (with IDA posts age in Relevant 

Pattern) area

1. MASON Rs. 7300-3% Four UR-3 35 5 years
(Refractory) -17940 OBC-1 years

Qualifications & Experience: SSC or Equivalent (Board Exam) pass and mini-
mum 5 years experience in any steel industry having expertise in lining reheating
furnaces/heat treatment furnaces, furnace arch making, ceramic fibre/module, lin-
ing, ladle lining bottom pouring set preparations, arch furnace roof and shell lining
etc.
General Conditions : (i) Only Indian Nationals may apply. (ii) Age, Qualification &
experience stipulated above should be as on one month from the date of publication.
(iii) Age relaxation is allowed to candidates belonging to SC/ST/OBC ( Non-Creamy
Layer)/Ex-Servicemen/PWDs and children/family members of those who died in the
1984 riots in accordance with the Govt. of India’s orders issued from time to time. (iv)
Last date of receipt of applications will be 30 days from the date of publication of
this advertisement in Employment News. (v) OBC Candidates are required to sub-
mit other backward Class Certificate (Non-Creamy Layer) from the concerned
authorities.
How to apply: Interested & eligible candidates may send their applications on A-
4 size paper duly indicating
(i) Post applied for (ii) Advertisement No. (iii) Name in Full (in block letters)
(iv) Date & Place of Birth (v) Nationality (vi) Name of Parent/Spouse (vii) Category
(SC/ST/OBC/Ex-Servicemen/Children/Family members of those who died in the
year 1984 Riots) (viii) Address for correspondence (in block letters) (ix) Permanent
Address Educational/Professional qualification (indicating clearly the examination
passed, subjects, percentage of marks, year of passing, name of the
Institute/University) (x) Details of previous/present employment held chronological
order starting from present position backwards (indicating the name of the employ-
er with full address post held, scale of pay, salary drawn, period of service, nature
of duties. (xi) If selected, minimum time required to join the post (xii) Residential
telephone No./Cell No./e-mail address (xiii) Any other information you with to add
including two references and a declaration to the effect that the information given
in the application is true and correct or else candidature is liable to be terminated.
(xiv) Signature of the candidate with date enclosing copies of certificates in sup-
port of date of birth, qualification,experience, category etc. affixing a passport size
photograph on the top right side of application, along with an I.P.O/D.D for Rs.
100/- (SC/ST/Ex-Servicemen/PWD candidates are exempted from application
fee) drawn in favour of “Mishra Dhatu Nigam Limited, payable at Hyderabad’, on
any nationalized bank and the completed application should reach the Dy. Genl.
Manager (HR&CC) at the above address within 30 days from the date of this pub-
lication. Applicants from Govt./Quasi Govt./PSU should submit their applications
through proper channel or No Objection Certificate at the time  of interview.
Outstation candidates called for interview will be reimbursed to & fro II AC train
fare. Acceptance or rejection of application of the candidates will be at the sole
discretion of Management. Incomplete applications are liable to be rejected.
Advt. No. MDN/HR/CPS/R8/3/13
EN 19/27 Dy Genl. Manager (HR&CC)

Ministry of Steel
Advertisement 

No. 2(06)/2012-Estt. 
Establishment Section

With reference to Advertisement
No. 2(06)/2012-Estt. published in
Employment News / Rozgar
Samachar dated 29/12/12 and
20/4/2013 for the post of
Additional Industrial Advisor
(Group  'A',  Gazetted;  Non-
Ministerial), Grade Pay- Rs.  8700/-
in PB-4 on Promotion/Deputation
(Including Short term contract)
basis.
Ministry of Steel has extended
last date for receiving of applica-
tion to the Two months from the
publication of this advertisement.
Other details of the post are avail-
able in the official  website of the
Ministry : www.steel.nic.in)
UNDER SECRETARY (ESTAB-
LISHMENT), MINISTRY OF
STEEL
davp 40101/11/0004/1314 

EN 19/80

EN 19/89

EN 19/46

EN 19/55

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official
notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for
any printing error going inadvertently.

EN 19/8
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F. No. A. 12026/5/2013-Admn. I(LD)

Government of India

Ministry of Law
& Justice

Legislative Department

Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi

Subject : Filling up the post of

Proof Reader in the Legislative

Department, Ministry of Law &

Justice in PB-1 of Rs. 5200-

20200 plus Grade Pay of

Rs.2800/- on absorption basis.

It is proposed to fill up one post of
Proof Reader in the Legislative
Department, Ministry of Law &
Justice in PB-1 of Rs.5200-
20200/- plus Grade Pay of Rs.
2800/- on absorption basis. The
post belongs to General Central
Service, Group "C" (Non-gazetted,
Ministerial).
2. The eligibility criteria for the post
are as under:-
Persons working in similar or
equivalent grade on regular basis
in Central Government Offices/
Government of India Presses and
possessing educational & other
qualifications as under:-
Essential:- (a) Matriculation or an
equivalent examination.
(b) At least five years' experience
of printing work in English in the
Ministry of Law and Justice /or any
Central or a State Government
Press or any other Press or a
Newspaper office.
(c) Should qualify in a departmen-
tal test in English Proof Reading. 
Desirable:- A degree in Law of
recognised University,
3. The pay and other terms and
conditions of the official selected
will be governed by the instruc-
tions/orders of the Government of
India, on the subject and as
amended from time to time.
4. The applications of the interest-
ed and eligible officials, whose
services can be spared immedi-
ately on selection, may please be
forwarded in the prescribed profor-
ma (Annexure-I), to Shri B.M.

Sharma, Deputy Secretary

(Admn.), Legislative

Department, Room No. 411, A-

Wing, Shastri Bhawan. New

Delhi alongwith attested photo-
copies of ACRs of last five years,
Integrity Certificate, vigilance
clearance and statement showing
major/minor penalties, if any,
imposed on the candidate during
the last ten years. The applica-
tions should reach the under-
signed within 60 days from the
date of publication of the advt. in
the Employment News.
5. The applications received after
the last date or incomplete in any
respect will not be entertained. 

(B.M. Sharma) 

Deputy Secretary to the Govt.

of India.

Tel: 011-23389014

Annexure-I

PROFORMA

1. Name of the Official :
2. Post for which to be considered:
3. (a)   Date of Birth :
(b) Date of retirement
4. Educational and other qualifica-
tions possessed by the Officer :
5. Whether fulfils  the essential
qualifications   and   experience
prescribed for the post under the
recruitment rules :
6. Present Address :
7. Present  post  held  on  regular
basis under the Central/ State
Government with Pay Band +
Grade Pay:
8. Date of appointment to the
present grade
9. Permanent post held under the
Central/ State Government and
scale of pay. :
10. If belongs to Scheduled Caste/
Scheduled Tribe/OBC :
11. Brief particulars of service with
nature of duties- performed :
12. Speed of typing in Hindi and in
English :
13. Remarks :
Place: 

Date: Signature of the

Candidate

Countersigned by 

Head of the Office       
EN 19/35

Result of Recruitment of Lascar
(OD), Assistant Fireman, Topass and
Crane Operator in Naval Dockyard

Mumbai
1. The result of the post of Lascar (OD), Assistant Fireman, Topass and
Crane Operator on the basis of the performance of candidates in the, writ-
ten test, physical test and interview has been compiled. The candidates list-
ed below have been provisionally selected for appointment as mentioned,
subject to the verification of Original certificates in support of qualification
as on the closing date of receipt of applications, age, caste certificate, caste
validity certificate, experience, as claimed etc., by the Appointing Authority.
The candidature of the candidates is purely provisional.

LASCAR (OD) : CATEGORY - UR

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 020100500756 Gawari Laxman Namdev
2 020100200512 Dabolkar Dhananjay Prabhakar
3 020100203011 Vaity Kunal Bharat
4 020100202144 Patil Sandip Pandurang
5 020100502257 Pida Pawara Rohidas
6 020100201479 Lily Pramod Mojes
7 020100201373 Koyande Krishnakant Fakir     
8 020100202509 Sawant Ritesh Ramesh
9 020100201135 Kamble Ajay Popat
10 020100201314 Koli Dinesh Shreedhar
11 020100202303 Puneet Raju Poojary
12 020100201946 Palav Bhushan Ashok
13 020100201667 Mhatre Pritam Vasant 
14 020100201488 Lotu Tandel Prashant
15 020100502786 Sutar Sachin Vishnu
16 020100200955 Harikantra Neelkant Ramesh
17 020100201106 Kaithery Vinod Narayan
18 020100502104 Patil Omkar Prafulla
19 020100201182 Kasakar Raghendra Waman
20 020100200941 Harikantra Dnaneshwar Keera
21 020100502236 Pedhavi Nikhil Sadanand
22 020100202270 Poojari Malatesh Suresh
23 020100201283 Kobrekar Praveen Looka
24 020100200636 Dnyaneshwar Mhatre Pravin
25 020100502251 Peshavi Amit Kashinath
26 020100500345 Bhoir Viraj Vishnu
27 020100201877 Narayan Patil Suryakant
28 020100200834 Gouda Sanjay Raja                                      
29 020100202840 Tandel Mayur Tulsidas
30 020100202934 Thale Nitesh Chandrakant
31 020100200461 Cheru Sudarshan Sudhakar
32 020100200322 Bhoir Amol Gajanan
33 020100201865 Nakhawa Sunny Prabhakar
34 020100200665 Durgekar Nandesh Bala
35 020100201391 Kulabakar Nishikant Damodar
36 020100200626 Dhuri Vaibhav Mahadev
37 020100203151 Patil Santosh Tatora
38 020100203153 Koli Rohan Suresh
39 020100200626 Dhuri Vaibhav Mahadev
40 020100203151 Patil Santosh Tatora
41 020100203153 Koli Rohan Suresh

ASSISTANT FIREMAN : CATEGORY - UR

S. No. Roll No Candidate's Full Name

1 030100400795 Kamble Akash Narayan
2 030100402028 Watve Siddharth Shivram
3 030100700382 Chavan Praveen Tanaji
4 030100600402 Chougale Yadneshwar Bhagawan
5 030100400255 Behera Aruna Abhimanyu
6 030100200121 Sudarshan Sudhakar Cheru
7 030100400941 Komple Sudhir Shivaji
8 030100600698 Harikantra Dayanand Vittal
9 030100200923 Koli Harshad Laxman
10 030100401078 Mallick Nihar Ranjan Naresh Ch               
11 030100200022 Bhoop Mann Ved Pal
12 030100201538 Raghuveer Yogesh Prakash
13 030100400744 Jadhav Sudarshan Dagadu    .
14 030100401599 Rite Kiran Balwant
15 030100601911 Tare Hareshwar Vasant
16 030100401173 Mohite Shrikant Baban
17 030100501742 Sidheshwar Pradhan Abhijit
18 030100600517 Dorlekar Akash Anant
19 030100400205 Awale Ganesh Janardan  

ASSISTANT FIREMAN : CATEGORY- OBC

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 030100601013 Kumari Bandana Arvind
2 030100600913 Koli Ajendra Anant
3 030100601410 Patil Lakhan Keshav
4 030100600115 Shyju Purshothanam
5 030100601455 Patil Vaibhav Vishnu
6 030100600806 Kamleshwari Prasad Yadav Aman

ASSISTANT FIREMAN : (CATEGORY - SC)

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 030100401569 Ramesh Biswas Biswajit
2 030100401521 Pramanik Dependu Manoranjan
3 030100400061 Mahesh Perumthurruthil Mani
4 030100400444 Das Swapan Kartick
5 030100401180 Mondal Barun Basudeb

ASSISTANT FIREMAN : (CATEGORY - ST)

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 030100502069 Singh Shishupal Balram
2 030100500616 Girigosavi Gaurav Gorakh
3 030100502071 Dawakhar Bhaskar Shantaram
4 030100502072 Gavit Sunil Ramesh

TOPASS : CATEGORY - UR

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 040100200377 Palshetkar Mayuresh Nandkumar
2 040100700008 Ganagalla Apparao
3 040100200406 Patil Naresh Ramachandra
4 040100600489 Shinde Atish Anant

TOPASS : CATEGORY - OBC

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 040100600365 Natham Vasudevu Dharamraju

CRANE OPERATOR : CATEGORY - UR

S. No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 050200200049 Kumar Niraj Upendra Narayan Singh
2 050200200113 Vijaykumar Malvadkar Ashish

CRANE OPERATOR : CATEGORY - OBC

S.No. Roll No. Candidate's Full Name

1 050200600032 Habale Ganesh Ramchandra

2. The final selection of candidates is subject to verification of certificates
(referred above), completion of Attestation form and subject to medical fit-
ness.
3. The call letters to provisionally selected candidates are in the process of
issue. In case any candidate not receiving the call letter, he may contact the
Personnel Manager on telephone 022 22752034 between 1000 to 1500 hrs
on week days.
4. Although every care has been taken for the correctness of the result, the
Appointing Authority is not responsible for any printing error.

(AK Sharma)
Commodore

Addl. General Manager (P&A)
davp 10702/11/0200/1314 EN 19/2

EN 19/9

EN 19/42
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Government of India

Ministry of Defence

Indian Ordnance Factories
Metal & Steel Factory

Ishapore-743144
DIRECT RECRUITMENT FOR THE POSTS OF TRADESMAN (SEMI-SKILLED) IN INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENT
Online applications are invited for the following Group 'C' posts of Industrial Establishment in Semi-Skilled Grade in the
Pay Band of ` 5200-20,200/- and Grade Pay of ` 1800/- plus allowances as admissible from the citizens of India, who
are fulfilling the requisite qualifications as mentioned in the online advertisement. The intending candidates may visit the
factory's website www.msf.gov.in and carefully read all the instructions given in the detailed advertisement before apply-
ing online.
SL.NO. TRADE UR SC ST OBC TOTAL

01. Machinist 38 18 04 16 76
02. Fitter Genl 24 12 02 10 48
03. Turner 23 11 02 10 46
04. Millwright 05 03 01 01 10
05. Carpenter 03 00 00 00 03
06. Fitter Elec 05 02 01 02 10 Ex-SM=25
07. Blacksmith 03 01 00 01 05 PWD=07
08. Fitter Pipe 04 01 00 00 05 (OH=04
09. Grinder 04 01 00 01 06 HH=03)
10. Fitter Inst. 01 00 00 01 02
11. Welder 01 00 00 00 01
12. Mason Brick 04 01 00 01 06
13. Fitter Boiler 00 00 00 01 01
14. Chemical Process Worker 06 01 00 01 08
15. Boiler Attendant 02 01 01 00 04

TOTAL 123 52 11 45 231

2. The relevant details of recruitment including educational qualifications, reservations, age limit, fees, recruitment pro-
cedure, relaxation etc. are available in the above website.
3. Filling up of online applications will start from 12-08-2013. Last date of online application is 01-09-2013.

(TIKARAM)
JT. GENERAL MANAGER 

davp 10201/11/1031/1314 EN 19/78

No.6(1)/13-363 RECT
Government of India

Directorate of
Field Publicity

(Ministry of Information &
Broadcasting)

Regional Office-Bhubaneswar
(Odisha)

25-P-Gajapati Nagar, Sainik School
Road, Bhubaneswar-751005 

Advertisement Notice
Filled applications as per format
given hereunder are invited from
eligible candidates from the citi-
zens of India for filling up of one
post of Field Publicity Assistant for
Regional Office, Directorate of
Field Publicity(DFP),Bhubaneswar,
Odisha under General/Un Reserve
category in the pay band of Rs.
5200-20200 PB-1 and Grade Pay
of Rs.2800/- on regular basis. The
number of posts likely to be
increased.
1. Essential Qualification:
a. The applicant should possess a
minimum qualification of
Graduation in any stream from any
recognized Indian University.
b. He/She should be familiar with
operation of Audio Visual
Equipment/Public Address System
etc. (please attach certificates as
documentary proof of
training/experience)
2. Desirable Qualification:
a. Background of social work in
rural areas and ability for giving
talks in local language i.e Odia, b.
Capacity to go for extensive field
visits with night halts in remote
areas, c. Basic Knowledge in
Computer Operation and ability to
work on photo/video editing shoft-
ware, d. Valid Light Motor vehicle
Driving License issued by Govt.
Transport Authority.
3. Age Limit: The age of the can-
didate should not be less than 20
years and not more than that 35
years as on 01.08.2013.
Relaxation for SC/ST candidates is
up to 05 years and OBC is 03 years
only in accordance with the Central
Government rules. The upper age
limit for candidates with three years
continuous service in Central
Government will be up to 40 years
for General and OBC employees and
45 years for SC/ST employees.
4. Physical Fitness: The applicant
must be physically and mentally fit to
carry out Field Publicity programmes
in rural areas.
5. Probation Period: The period
of the probation is two(02) years
from the date of the joining.

(Debanjan Chakrabarti)
Additional Director General 

DFP, Bhubaneswar

FORMAT OF APPLICATION

The Additional Director General       
Directorate of Field Publicity 
Odisha Region 
Ministry of
Information &
Broadcasting
Government of
India
25-P-Gajapati
Nagar
Sainik School Road
Bhubaneswar-751005, Odisha

"Space for passport
photo duly attested

by a Gazetted
Officer"

Recruitment Notice for the Post of
Fireman in 281 Coy ASC (Sup)

Type B
1. Applications are invited from eligible Indian National candidate by 281
Coy ASC (Sup) Type B for six posts of Fireman in the pay scale of Rs 5,200
- 20.200 + Grade pay Rs 1900/- plus allowances. The distribution of
reserved vacancies amount various categories is as under:-
(a) General   -03. (b) SC      - 01. (c) OBC    -02.
2. Qualification:-
(a) Matriculation.
(b) Physical Fitness. Must be physically fit and capable of performing
strenuous duties and must have passed the test specified below:-
(i) Height without shoes - 165 cms provided that a concession of 2.5 cms
height shall be allowed for members of Scheduled Tribes.
(ii) Chest (un expanded) - 81 .5 cms.
(iii) Chest (on expansion) - 85 cms.
(iv) Weight - 50 kgs (minimum)
(v) Endurance Test:-
(aa) Carrying a man (Fireman lift) of 63.5 Kgs to distance of 183 meters
within 96 seconds.
(ab) Clearing 2.7 meters wide ditch landing on both feet (long jump).
(ac) Climbing 3 meters vertical rope using Hands and feet. 
(c) Passing of written test.
3.  The age limit as on the closing date, will be as under:-
(a) General   - 18 to 25 yrs. (b) SC & ST - 18 to 30 yrs. (c) OBC  -18 to 28 yrs.
4. Age relaxation upto five years is available for candidates who have orig-
inally been domiciled in the State of J & K during the period from
01.01.1980 to 31.12.1989 or as per Govt Policy / Orders as applicable. 
Xerox copy of this effect issued either by concerned Distt Magistrate with-
in whose jurisdiction the candidate is ordinarily residing or other authority
designated in this behalf by the Govt of J & K be attached with application
form and original one to be produced at the time of interview.
5. Candidates fulfilling above conditions may submit their application as per
the format given below and attach the following documents alongwith the
application:-
(a) Affixing two passport size photograph duly attested by a Gazetted
Officer - one on right hand corner of the application and another on the
Acknowledgement Card.
(b) Attested copies of the following documents:-
(i) Education Qualification Certificate,  (ii) Birth Certificate, (iii) Caste cer-
tificate where applicable. (iv) Discharge Certificate for Ex-servicemen
where applicable.
6. Candidates will enclose two self addressed envelope, affixing postal
stamps of Rs. 25/- each required for Registered Cover for return of
Acknowledgement card so as to reach Officer Commanding, 281 Coy ASC
(Sup) Type 'B', Pin - 905 281, C/o 56 APO by 1600 hrs within 21 days
from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News. The covering letter / envelope should be marked with “APPLICA-
TION FOR THE POST OF FIREMAN”. No application will be entertained
after closing date.
7. Test / Interview will be held FSD Narian (Nearest Railway Station -
Jammu) on dates mentioned in Acknowledgement Card. Applicant should
report to FSD Narian on date and time of test / interview as mentioned in
the Acknowledgement Card. No separate letter except Acknowledgement
Card will be issued.'

8. The individual should be in possession of Acknowledgement Card sent
by this unit and all original documents for verification at the time of inter-
view. Individual who are not in possession of Acknowledgement Card will
not be entertained.
Note:-
(a) Please note that incomplete applications without affixing photograph or
without enclosing attested copies of educational certificate / showing date
of birth and caste certificate (as applicable) or if applicant is found overage
on last date of receipt of application as indicated above will be rejected and
candidate will not be entertained for test.
(b) Candidates must ensure that no column is left blank or wrongly filled.
Applications not filled correctly are liable to be rejected and onus of such
rejection would be on the candidate himself. The application format should
be typed on foolscap paper (A-4 size) and forwarded to Officer
Commanding, 281 Coy ASC (Sup) Type B, Pin - 905 281, C/o 56 APO.
Acknowledge card to be typed on separate page.
(c) Candidates who apply against OBC category shall attach and produce
necessary Certificate duly signed by appropriate authority.
(d) No application will be accepted through any representatives. The appli-
cation must be posted to the addressee under Registered Cover or by
hand. The unit will not be responsible for any kind of postal delay.
(e) No TA/DA for the Test / interview will be paid. Candidates will make
their own boarding / lodging arrangement for test / interview.
(f) Unit will not be responsible to pay any damages in case of injury /
details of candidate during physical test.
(g) Merely fulfilling the basic selection criteria does not automatically enti-
tle a person to be called for test / interview.
(h) All India liability - candidates can be transferred to anywhere in India.
(i) All posts are temporary but likely to be permanent under Min of Def
office after a probation period of two years.
(j) The recruitment process can be cancelled / suspended / postponed
without assigning any specific reason. The decision of appointing authori-
ty will be final and no (NO) appeal will be entertained.
WARNING :-
All the candidates are warned to be careful from the self styled agents and
also requested to report to the Officer Commanding 281 Coy ASC (Sup)
against any malpractice seen / observed by them.
Contact No: 01962214087  OFFICER COMMANDING
Email id - fsdnarian@yahoo.in 281 COY ASC (SUP) TYPE B

Pin-905 281
FORMAT

APPLICATION FOR THE POSTS OF FIREMAN 
IN 281 COY ASC (SUP) TYPE 'B'

1. Post applied for : _____________________________
2. Name of the candidate (in block letters) : __________
3. Father's Name: ______________________________
4.  Date of Birth : ________/__________/____________

(attach copy of birth certificate duly attested)
5. Age as on last date prescribed for receipt: of application.

________Years______ Months____  
6. Address for correspondence : House No./ Street / Village ________

Post office ____ Distt________________
State _____ Pin Code _______________

7. Permanent Address House No./ Street / Village ___________
Post office ____ Distt________________
State _____ Pin Code _______________

8. Caste : Gen / OBC/SC/ST
(Attach certificate in case of SC / ST/OBC)

9. Education qualification : ______________________________
(attach education certificate duly attested)

10. Any other qualification / experience : ____________________
(attach copy of experience certificate duly attested)

11. Category for which applied   : Gen (UR)/OBC/SC/ST/meritorious sport 
(attach copy duly attested)   person /

12. Technical Training / Experience :
13. Domicile : _____________________

(attach copy duly attested)
14. Whether registered with any employment exchange : Yes / No

(if yes mention Registration No. and Name of employment exchange)
15. I hereby certified that above particulars mentioned in the application
are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief, if particulars
mentioned by me are found false at any stage then I shall be liable to be
terminated without any notice.
Dated :_______ (Signature of candidate)

FOR OFFICIAL RECORD ONLY
1. Received on : _______________
2. Accepted / Rejected
3. Reasons for rejection : Under age/ over age / incomplete documents /
Any other reason to be specified __________ 
4. Index No. _______  Date of Test/ Interview __________________

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD

Post: FIREMAN
1. Name : _________________________
2. Father's Name : _______________
3. Address for correspondence (To be filled same as 

per column 6 of application form)
House No./ Street / Village _______
Post office ____ Distt____________
State _____ Pin Code ___________

4. Index No. ________ Date and Time of Written Test / Interview _______
5. Venue of written test / interview : __________________

Signature of controlling officer
davp 10602/11/0044/1314 EN 19/24

Paste photo-
graph duly
attested by
Gazetted

Officer

Paste photo-
graph duly
attested by
Gazetted

Officer

1. Name of Post : FIELD PUBLICITY
ASSISTANT
2. Name of the candidate ( In Block
letter):
3. Father's name:
4. Present Address:
5. Permanent Address:
6. Date of Birth ( DD/MM/YYYY):
7.Nationality :
8. Educational Qualification
(Matriculation onwards): Standards/
Year of passing/Division/Name of
the Board etc.
9.Technical Qualification/ Experience
(Computer/Audio-Visual  etc.):
10.Any other Qualification/ Experience
(Driving, previous Job etc):
11.Telephone/Mobile No.
Date: Signature of the 
Place: Candidate

Terms& Conditions:
1. Filled application form along with
duly attested copies of qualification
certificates should reach the office
on or before 15.09.2013
2. One self addressed envelope
duly stamped should be sent along
with the application form.
3. Eligible candidates shall have to
appear for written test / interview at
their own cost. No TA/DA
Remuneration shall be paid by this
office for this purpose.
4. Candidate will have to present orig-
inal documents at the time of inter-
view/test. Without original documents,
candidates shall not be allowed to
appear in the Test/interview.
5. The selected candidates are liable
to be posted anywhere   in the country.

EN 19/60

EN 19/53



1. (Vacancy No. 13081101510)  

One Professor of Sugar Engineering in National Sugar Institute, Kanpur,
Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food
and Public Distribution. The post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A.
EDUCATIONAL: Degree in Mechanical or Electrical Engineering of a recognised
University or equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Twelve  years’ research/practical/teaching
experience at degree level in Mechanical/Electrical/Sugar Engineering. DESIRABLE:
(i) Post-Graduate/Research Degree in relevant branch of  Engineering or
Associateship of Sugar Institute (ANSI) (Sugar Engineering) after having completed
Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) (Mechanical or Electrical) of a recognised University or
equivalent. (ii) Degree level teaching experience of two years. (iii) Three years’ expe-
rience of designing/ erecting of modern sugar plant. DUTIES: Teaching, research and
rendering  advice to sugar factory and allied industries work. Any other work assigned
by the Senior Officers/Director. HQ: National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, but liable to be
posted anywhere in India.

2. (Vacancy No. 13081102510)  

Two Assistant Professor of Sugar Engineering in National Sugar Institute,
Kanpur, Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Food and Public Distribution. Of the two posts, one post is reserved for
Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining one post is Unreserved. QUALI-
FICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree in Mechanical/Electrical
Engineering from a recognized University/Institute or equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: :
Seven years` practical/research/teaching/advisory experience of Mechanical or
Electrical Engineering work in a responsible capacity, involving designing, erecting
and operating uptodate sugar manufacturing plant. DESIRABLE: i) Master’s degree
in Mechanical/Electrical Engineering from a recognized University/Institute. ii)
Associateship of National Sugar Institute in Sugar Engineering awarded by the
National Sugar Institute or equivalent.  DUTIES: Teaching, research and rendering
technical advice to sugar factory and allied industries. Any other work assigned by the
Senior Officers/Director. HQ: Kanpur, but liable to be posted anywhere in India.

3. (Vacancy No. 13081103510) 

Two Technical Officer (Instrument Engineering) in National Sugar Institute,
Kanpur, Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, Food and Public Distribution. The posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICA-
TIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree in Instrument
Engineering/Instrument Technology/Electronic Engineering /Electronics and
Communication Engineering /Electrical Engineering /Mechanical Engineering of a
recognised University/Institute or equivalent OR M. Sc. Degree in Physics/ Applied
Physics with Electronics as a special paper from a recognised University/Institute or
equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years experience of Teaching/Research and/or
repair/maintenance/overhauling of various instruments used in Sugar Industry or
Sugar Research Institute of repute. DUTIES and  HQ: Same as in Item No. 2 above.

4. (Vacancy No. 13081104510) 

One Assistant  Engineer (Electrical/Mechanical Engineering) in National Sugar
Institute, Kanpur, Department of Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution. The post is exclusively reserved
for Scheduled Tribes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATION-
AL: Degree in Electrical/Mechanical Engineering from a recognized
University/Institute or equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years` teaching experience
at degree level in an Organisation/Institute.DESIRABLE:Master`s Degree in
Electrical/Mechanical Engineering from a recognized University/Institution or equiva-
lent. DUTIES and  HQ: Same as in Item No. 2 above.

5. (Vacancy No. 13081105610) 

Two Senior Scientific Officer Grade-II (Computer Engineering/ Information
Technology) in Directorate General of Aeronautical Quality Assurance,
Department of Defence Production, Ministry of Defence. Of the two posts, one
post is reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates and remaining one post is
Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree in
Computer Engineering/ Information Technology from a recognized University or equiv-
alent OR Master’s Degree in Computer Science from a recognized University or equiv-
alent. B. EXPERIENCE: Two years experience in quality assurance or inspection or
production or development in areas of discipline related to aircraft and its accessories
DESIRABLE: (i)  Certificate course in German or French or Russian. (ii)  Second class
in (i) above. DUTIES: Evaluation, inspection and quality assurance of embedded and
application software relating to airborne systems, ground systems and automated test
equipments. HQ : New Delhi, Candidates will be required to serve in any of the estab-
lishments of DGAQA located all over India.

6. (Vacancy No. 13081106610) 

Three Senior Scientific Officer Grade-II (Electrical) in Directorate General of
Aeronautical Quality Assurance, Department of Defence Production, Ministry of
Defence. Of the three posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes
Candidates and remaining two posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSEN-
TIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree in Electrical  Engineering from a recognized
University or equivalent  B. EXPERIENCE: Two years experience in production, devel-
opment or quality assurance in the field of Electrical systems and equipments in air-
craft/missile/air armament and other airborne stores and related ground support equip-
ments. DUTIES: Quality assurance of DG sets, electrical machines, cables, batteries,
ground support equipment, electrical systems and accessories pertaining to the mili-
tary aircraft during their development, production, repair, overhauling etc. DESIRABLE
and HQ : Same as in Item No. 5 above.

7. (Vacancy No. 13081107610) 

Seven Senior Scientific Officer Grade-II (Electronics) in Directorate General of
Aeronautical Quality Assurance, Department of Defence Production, Ministry of
Defence. Of the seven posts, one post each is reserved for Scheduled Castes and

Scheduled Tribes Candidates, two posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes
Candidates and remaining three posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSEN-
TIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Master’s Degree in Electronics or in Physics with
Electronics as special subject or Degree in Electronics & Communication  Engineering
from a recognized University or equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Two years practical
experience in production, development or quality assurance in the field of communi-
cation, radar, navigation, electronic test equipments and electronic components.
DUTIES: Evaluation, inspection and quality assurance or radar communication, navi-
gational equipment, electronic test equipment and component, aviation electronics &
equipment during their development manufacture, overhauling and indigenisation.
DESIRABLE and HQ : Same as in Item No.5 above.

8. (Vacancy No.13081108610) 

Eighteen Senior Scientific Officer Grade-II (Mechanical) in Directorate General of
Aeronautical Quality Assurance, Department of Defence Production, Ministry of
Defence. Of the eighteen posts, two posts each are reserved for Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes Candidates, five posts are reserved for Other Backward
Classes Candidates and remaining nine posts are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS:
ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Degree in Mechanical Engineering from a recog-
nized University or equivalent. B. EXPERIENCE: Two years experience in production,
development or quality assurance in the field of aircraft/missile/air armament and other
airborne stores and related ground support equipments. DUTIES: Inspection and qual-
ity assurance of military aircraft, aero engines, their allied systems, air armament and
airborne and ground equipment during their manufacture, overhauling and indigenisa-
tion. DESIRABLE and HQ : Same as in Item No. 5 above. 

9. (Vacancy No.13081109410)

Three Assistant Director (Official Language) in Central Board of Excise &
Customs, Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance. Of the three posts two
posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining one post
is Unreserved. Of the three posts, one post is reserved for Physically Challenged
Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor
Disability/Cerebral Palsy with Both legs affected but not arms (BL) or One Leg Affected
(Right or Left)(OL) or One Arm Affected (Right or Left(OA). The posts are also suitable
for Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically
Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy with Both legs affected but not arms
(BL) or One Leg Affected (Right or Left)(OL) or One Arm Affected (Right or Left(OA).
QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: Master’s degree of a recog-
nised University or equivalent in Hindi with English  as a subject at degree level. OR
Master’s degree of a recognised University or equivalent in English  with Hindi   as a
subject at degree level. OR Master’s degree of a recognised University or equivalent
in any subject with Hindi and English as a subject at degree level. OR  Master’s degree
of a recognised University or equivalent in any subject with Hindi Medium and English
as a subject at degree level. OR Master’s degree of a recognised University or equiv-
alent in any subject with English Medium and Hindi as a subject at degree level. B.
EXPERIENCE:  Five years’ experience of terminological work in Hindi and/or transla-
tion work from English to Hindi or vice versa preferably of Technical or Scientific
Literature. OR Five years’ experience of Teaching, Research, Writing or Journalism in
Hindi.  DESIRABLE: Knowledge of Sanskrit and/or any modern Indian Language.
Administrative experience. Experience  of organising Hindi classes or workshop for
noting and drafting. DUTIES: Implementation of official language policy of the Govt.
and translation of terminology of Customs and Central Excise. 

10. (Vacancy No.13081110110)

Thirty five Assistant Professor (Anesthesia), Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. Of the thirty five posts, two posts each are reserved for Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes Candidates, fourteen posts are reserved for Other Backward
Classes Candidates and remaining seventeen posts are Unreserved.  QUALIFICA-
TIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) A recognized Medical qualification
included in the First or the Second Schedule or Part-II of the Third Schedule (other
than licentiate qualifications) to the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956. Holders of edu-
cational qualifications included in Part-II of the Third Schedule should also fulfill the
conditions stipulated in sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Indian Medical Council Act,
1956. (ii) Post Graduate degree qualification in the concerned specialty i.e., M.D
(Anesthesiology), M.S (Anesthesiology), D.A(two years course), F.F.A.R.C.S(by exam-
ination) Specialty Board of Anesthesiology(USA) or equivalent. [For equivalence of
DNB qualifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifica-
tions would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the
requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated
11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPE-
RIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experience in the concerned specialty (i.e.,
Anesthesia) as Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/ Sr. Resident after requisite
post graduate degree qualification. [The teaching experience in any other post  like the
post of GDMO/MO shall not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the
Teaching posts]. NOTE:-I The Medical qualifications possessed by the candidates
should   have   the   recognition of the Medical Council of India.  In case of medical
posts other than Allopathic system of medicine, the qualifications should be included
in the respective Schedule of the Act governing that system of medicine.  The proof
thereof may be attached. NOTE-II In so far as post graduation medical qualifications
awarded  by  Indian  Universities are concerned, they should also find a place in the
Schedules to   Indian   Medical   Council Act, 1956, as amended from time to time.
NOTE-III Holder of equivalent Post-Graduate qualifications as are approved by the
Medical Council of India from time to time will be considered to have requisite Post
Graduation qualification in the subject concerned.  In case of medical posts other than
Allopathic System of medicine, the qualifications should be included in the respective
Schedule of the Act governing that system of medicine.  The proof thereof may be
attached. NOTE-IV Holders of specialty Board of USA abroad qualifications should
complete the entire requirements of Board concerned. NOTE-V In terms of
Government of India, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (Department of Health)
Notification No. V.11015/12/78-ME(Policy) dated 29.8.1978, the qualifications granted
in United Kingdom shall be recognized medical qualifications only when granted on or
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before 11.11.1978. NOTE-VI In the case of qualification in Super-Specialties
(M.Ch./D.M.) except in the case of holders of D.M./M.Ch.  of   five   years   duration,
the holders should have obtained  M.D.(General Medicine)  or M.S. (General Surgery)
or an equivalent qualification as prescribed by the said Council in its recommendations
on post graduate medical examination. NOTE-VII In the case of holder of D.M./M.Ch.
qualification of five years duration, the period of Senior Post Graduate residency ren-
dered in the last part of the said D.M./M.Ch. shall be counted towards requirement of
experience.  DUTIES: To  impart theoretical and practical instructions to under-gradu-
ate/post graduate medical students.  To conduct and guide research work in the spe-
cialty.  To render  patient care in the specialty. Any other duties that may be assigned
by the authorities from time to time. ANY OTHER CONDITIONS: (a) Private practice
of any kind whatsoever shall not be allowed including any consultation and laboratory
practice. (b)  The candidate selected will, if so required shall be liable to serve in any
Defence service or post connected with the Defence of India, for a period not less than
four years including the period spent in training if any : Provided that such officer shall
not (a) be required  to serve as aforesaid after the expiry of ten years from the date of
appointment or from the date of  joining the service, (b)Ordinarily be required to serve
as aforesaid after attaining  the age of 45 years.

11. (Vacancy No.13081111110)

Three Assistant Professor (CTVS), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Of the
three posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remain-
ing two posts are Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL:
(i) Same as in Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post Graduate degree qualification in the con-
cerned super-specialty i.e., M.Ch(Cardio-Thoracic Surgery)/M.Ch(Thoracic Surgery)
or Specialty Board of Thoracic Surgery(USA)  or equivalent.  [For equivalence of DNB
qualifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifications
would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the
requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated
11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPE-
RIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experience as Sr. Resident/ Tutor/ Demonstrator/
Registrar in the concerned super-specialty (i.e., Cardio-Thoracic Surgery) in a recog-
nized teaching institution after obtaining the first post graduate degree.[The teaching
experience in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO shall not be considered for
eligibility purpose for recruitment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties
and Any Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10 above.

12. (Vacancy No.13081112110) 

Thirteen Assistant Professor (Microbiology), Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. Of the thirteen posts, one post is reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates,
two posts are reserved for Scheduled Tribes Candidates, four posts are reserved for
Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining six posts are Unreserved.  QUAL-
IFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in Item No. 10 above.
(ii) Post Graduate degree in the concerned specialty i.e., MD(Bacteriology),
M.D(Microbiology), MD(Bacteriology with Pathology), M.Sc (Microbiology), M.Sc
(Bacteriology) or equivalent. [For equivalence of DNB qualifications with MD/MS or
DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifications would need to get their qualifi-
cation verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notifi-
cation No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification
certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experi-
ence in the concerned specialty (i.e., Microbiology) as Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar
/Demonstrator/ Sr. Resident after the  requisite post graduate degree qualification.
[The teaching experience in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO shall not be
considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I  to
Note: VII, Duties and Any Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10 above.

13. (Vacancy No. 13081113110) 

Four Assistant Professor (Neurology), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Of
the four posts, one post is reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates, one post is
reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining two posts are
Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in
Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post Graduate degree qualification in the concerned super-
specialty i.e., D.M.(Neurology)  or Specialty Board of Psychiatry and Neurology(USA)
or equivalent. [For equivalence of DNB qualifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the
candidates holding DNB qualifications would need to get their qualification verified by
NBE as to whether it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-
12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the
time of interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experience as Sr.
Resident/ Tutor/ Demonstrator/ Registrar in the concerned super-specialty (i.e.,
Neurology) in a recognized teaching institution after obtaining the first post graduate
degree. [The teaching experience in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO shall
not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I
to Note: VII, Duties and Any Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No.10 above.

14. (Vacancy No. 13081114110) 

Five Assistant Professor (Orthopaedic Surgery), Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. Of the five posts, two posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes
Candidates and remaining three posts are Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS: ESSEN-
TIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post Graduate
degree qualification in the concerned specialty i.e., M.S.(Ortho.), M.Ch.(Ortho.),
Specialty Board of Ortho. Surgery (USA) or equivalent. [For equivalence of DNB qual-
ifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifications would
need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the require-
ment of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and
produce such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three
years’ Teaching experience in the concerned specialty (i.e., Ortho. Surgery) as
Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/ Sr. Resident after the requisite post gradu-
ate degree qualification. [The teaching experience in any other post  like the post of
GDMO/MO shall not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the
Teaching posts]. Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties and Any Other Conditions:- Same as
in Item No. 10 above.

15. (Vacancy No. 13081115110) 

Twenty three Assistant Professor (Pharmacology), Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare. Of the twenty three posts, three posts are reserved for Scheduled Castes
Candidates, two posts are reserved for Scheduled Tribes Candidates, seven posts are
reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining eleven posts are
Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in
Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post Graduate degree in the concerned specialty i.e.,
M.D(Pharmacology), MD(Pharmacology & Therapeutics), Ph.D (Pharmacology),
D.Sc.(Pharmacology) or equivalent. [For equivalence of DNB qualifications with
MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifications would need to get
their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the requirement of the
Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce

such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’
Teaching experience in the concerned specialty (i.e., Pharmacology) as Lecturer/
Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/ Sr. Resident after the requisite post graduate degree
qualification. [The teaching experience in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO
shall not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruitment to the Teaching posts].
Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties and Any Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10
above.

16. (Vacancy No. 13081116110) 

Seven Assistant Professor (Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation), Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare. Of the seven posts, one post each is reserved for
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Candidates, two posts are reserved for
Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining three posts are Unreserved.
QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in Item No. 10
above. (ii) Post Graduate degree qualification in the concerned specialty i.e., M.D in
Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation/Diploma in  Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
given by National Board of Examination/Two years diploma course in Physical
Medicine & Rehabilitation after MD(Medicine)/ MS (Surgery)/ MD (Paediatrics)/ MS
(Orthopaedics) or any other equivalent qualification. [For equivalence of DNB qualifi-
cations with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding DNB qualifications would
need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether it is as per the require-
ment of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and
produce such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three
years’ Teaching experience in the concerned specialty (i.e., Physical Medicine &
Rehabilitation) as Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/ Sr. Resident after the req-
uisite post graduate degree qualification. [The teaching experience in any other post
like the post of GDMO/MO shall not be considered for eligibility purpose for recruit-
ment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties and Any Other
Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10 above.

17. (Vacancy No. 13081117110)  

Nine Assistant Professor (Preventive & Social Medicine), Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare. Of the nine posts, one post  is reserved for  Scheduled Tribes
Candidates, three posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and
remaining five posts are Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCA-
TIONAL: (i) Same as in Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post Graduate degree qualification in
the concerned specialty i.e., M.D(Social & Preventive Medicine), MD(Community
Medicine), Specialty Board of Social & Preventive Medicine(USA)  or equivalent. [For
equivalence of DNB qualifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates holding
DNB qualifications would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to whether
it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-Med. Misc.
dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of interview]. B.
EXPERIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experience in the concerned specialty (i.e.
Preventive & Social Medicine) as Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/ Sr.
Resident after requisite post graduate degree qualification. [The teaching experience
in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO shall not be considered for eligibility pur-
pose for recruitment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties and Any
Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10 above.

18. (Vacancy No. 13081118110)

Five Assistant Professor (Skin & VD), Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. Of
the five posts, one post each is reserved for  Scheduled Castes and Other Backward
Classes Candidates and remaining three posts are Unreserved.  QUALIFICATIONS:
ESSENTIAL: A. EDUCATIONAL: (i) Same as in Item No. 10 above. (ii) Post
Graduate degree in the concerned specialty i.e., M.D(Dermatology & Venereology),
MD(Dermatology), MD(Venereology), Specialty Board of Dermatology(USA)  or equiv-
alent. [For equivalence of DNB qualifications with MD/MS or DM/M.Ch, the candidates
holding DNB qualifications would need to get their qualification verified by NBE as to
whether it is as per the requirement of the Gazette notification No.MCI-12(2)/2010-
Med. Misc. dated 11.6.2012 and produce such verification certificate at the time of
interview]. B. EXPERIENCE: Three years’ Teaching experience in the concerned spe-
cialty (i.e., Dermatology & Venereology) as Lecturer/ Tutor/ Registrar /Demonstrator/
Sr. Resident after the requisite post graduate degree qualification. [The teaching expe-
rience in any other post  like the post of GDMO/MO shall not be considered for eligi-
bility purpose for recruitment to the Teaching posts]. Note: I  to Note: VII, Duties and
Any Other Conditions:- Same as in Item No. 10 above.

19. (Vacancy No. 13081119210) 

Thirty One Assistant Chemist in Geological Survey of India, Ministry of Mines.
Of the thirty one posts, four  posts are reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates, two
posts are reserved for Scheduled Tribes Candidates, eight posts are reserved for
Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining seventeen posts  are Unreserved.
Of the thirty-one posts, one post is reserved for Physically Challenged Persons with
disability viz. Hearing Impairment i.e. Partially Deaf (PD). The posts are also suitable
for Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Hearing Impairment i.e. Partially
Deaf (PD). QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Master’s Degree in
any branch of Chemistry or Bachelor Degree in Chemical Engineering or Technology
from a recognized University or Institution. Or  Degree or Diploma conferred by the
Associate Institute of Chemist (India) in Chemistry. DUTIES: Analytical work relating
to rocks, minerals, ores, metals, alloys allied materials and assaying of precious met-
als. HQ: Kolkata with all India Service liability. ANY OTHER CONDITIONS: Every
appointee on his/ her 1st appointment in Geological Survey of India shall have to suc-
cessfully complete the induction or orientation training conducted by Geological
Survey of India Training Institute.

20. (Vacancy No. 13081120610) 

Twelve Assistant Engineer Gr.I in Geological Survey of India, Ministry of Mines.
Of the twelve posts, one  post is reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates, three
posts are reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining eight posts
are Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Bachelor of
Engineering or Associate Member of the Institution of Engineers (AMIE) or
Engineering Degree in Mining or Mechanical or Drilling from a recognized University
or Institute. DUTIES: Execution of Drilling operation  and  Maintenances  of  Rig.
Pump, Vehicle, Machineries etc. administrative work pertaining to Drilling camp staff.
HQ: Kolkata with all India Service liability. ANY OTHER CONDITIONS: Every
appointee on his/ her 1st appointment in Geological Survey of India shall have to suc-
cessfully complete the induction or orientation training conducted by Geological
Survey of India Training Institute.

21. (Vacancy No.13081121110)

Two Lecturer(Anatomy) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Of the two
posts, one post each is reserved for Scheduled Castes and Other Backward Classes
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Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post  Graduate qual-
ification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of professional
experience.(The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule of
Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973) OR Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Anatomy recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years professional expe-
rience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recognized by
Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note: The teaching experi-
ence in the concerned subject of persons appointed as regular teaching staff in
Homeopathic Colleges (prior to Notification of these amended regulations) fulfilling the
prescribed requirements of Homeopathy (Minimum Standards of Education)
Regulations, 1983 shall be counted for appointment of teaching staff as per Annexure
‘C’ to these regulations. DUTIES: To undertake teaching, conduct practical and clini-
cal which include preparation of the lessons, assessment and evaluation. To supervise
the functioning and undertaking developing activities of the department. To conduct
periodic examination, tutorials , organizing group discussions, seminars, symposia,
quizzes etc. To perform patient care duties in OPD and IPD attached with the institu-
tion. To  carry out the administrative and research work of the institution. To assist
Assistant Professor in the overall development of the department.  The
Principal/Directorate may assign any duty from time to time. HQ: Delhi. ANY OTHER
CONDITIONS: Persons appointed to the service shall not be allowed private practice
of any kind whatsoever including any consultation and laboratory work.

22. (Vacancy No. 13081122110) 

Two Lecturer (Community Medicine) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine
and Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Of the
two posts, one post is reserved for Scheduled Tribes Candidates and remaining one
post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post
Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of pro-
fessional experience. (The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule
of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973) OR  Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Community Medicine  recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years pro-
fessional experience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital
recognized by Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties,
HQ and Any Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

23. (Vacancy No. 13081123110) 

Two Lecturer(Forensic Science) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The posts are
Unreserved. Of the two posts, one post is reserved for Physically Challenged Persons
with disability viz. Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy
with Both legs affected but not arms (BL) or One Leg Affected (Right or Left)(OL). The
posts are also suitable for Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz.
Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy with Both legs
affected but not arms (BL) or One Leg Affected (Right or Left)(OL). QUALIFICA-
TIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or
Degree in Homeopathy with four years of professional experience. (The  qualification
shall be the one included in Second Schedule of Homeopathy Central Council Act,
1973) OR  Post Graduate Medical Degree in Forensic Science recognized by the
Medical Council of India with four years professional experience out of which two years
as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recognized by Medical  Council of
India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ and Any Other Conditions:
Same as in Item No. 21 above.

24. (Vacancy No. 13081124110) 

Two Lecturer (Gynaecology) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Of the two
posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining
one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post
Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of pro-
fessional experience. (The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule
of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973) OR  Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Gynaecology  recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years professional
experience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recog-
nized by Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ
and Any Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

25.(Vacancy No. 13081125110) 

One Lecturer (Homeopathic Materia Medica) in Directorate of Indian System of
Medicine and Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of
Delhi. The post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL:
Post  Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years
of professional experience. The  qualification shall be the one included in Second
Schedule of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973. Duties, HQ and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

26. (Vacancy No. 13081126110) 

One Lecturer (Homeopathic Pharmacy) in Directorate of Indian System of
Medicine and Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of
Delhi. The post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL:
Post  Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years
of professional experience. The  qualification shall be the one included in Second
Schedule of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973. Duties, HQ and Any Other
Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

27. (Vacancy No. 13081127110) 

Two Lecturer (Organon of Medicine) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine
and Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Of the
two posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remain-
ing one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post
Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of pro-
fessional experience. The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule
of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973. Duties, HQ and Any Other Conditions:
Same as in Item No. 21 above. 

28. (Vacancy No. 13081128110) 

Two Lecturer (Pathology) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. Of the two
posts, one post is reserved for Other Backward Classes Candidates and remaining
one post is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post
Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of pro-
fessional experience. (The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule
of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973.) OR Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Pathology recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years professional

experience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recog-
nized by Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ
and Any Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

29. (Vacancy No. 13081129110) 

Two Lecturer (Physiology) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The posts are
exclusively reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSEN-
TIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post  Graduate qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in
Homeopathy with four years of professional experience. (The  qualification shall be the
one included in Second Schedule of Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973.) OR Post
Graduate Medical Degree in Physiology recognized by the Medical Council of India
with four years professional experience out of which two years as Resident Medical
Officer in a Hospital recognized by Medical  Council of India/Central Council of
Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ and Any Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21
above.

30. (Vacancy No. 13081130110)  

One Lecturer (Practice of Medicine) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine
and Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The post
is Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post  Graduate
qualification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of professional
experience. (The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule of
Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973.) OR Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Medicine recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years professional expe-
rience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recognized by
Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ and Any
Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

31. (Vacancy No. 13081131110) 

One Lecturer (Repertory) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The post is
Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post  Graduate qual-
ification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of professional
experience. The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule of
Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973. Duties, HQ and Any Other Conditions:
Same as in Item No. 21 above.

32. (Vacancy No. 13081132110) 

Two Lecturer (Surgery) in Directorate of Indian System of Medicine and
Homoeopathy, A & U Tibbia College Campus, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The posts are
Unreserved. QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: EDUCATIONAL: Post  Graduate qual-
ification in Homeopathy or Degree in Homeopathy with four years of professional
experience. (The  qualification shall be the one included in Second Schedule of
Homeopathy Central Council Act, 1973.) OR Post Graduate Medical Degree in
Surgery  recognized by the Medical Council of India with four years professional expe-
rience out of which two years as Resident Medical Officer in a Hospital recognized by
Medical  Council of India/Central Council of Homeopathy. Note, Duties, HQ and Any
Other Conditions: Same as in Item No. 21 above.

33. (Vacancy No. 13081133510)   

One Professor in Civil Engineering (Technical)  in Ch. Brahm Prakash
Government Engineering College, Jaffarpur, Training & Technical Education
Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The post is Unreserved. The post is suitable for
Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically
Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy with One Leg Affected (Right or
Left) (OL) or One Arm Affected (Right or Left) (OA). QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL:
A. EDUCATIONAL: B.E./ B.Tech (Civil Engineering) and ME/M.Tech in Soil
Mechanics/ Foundation Engg./ Geo technical Engg./ Soil Dynamics/ Transportation
Engg. with First Class or equivalent either in BE/B.Tech or ME/ M.Tech. and Ph.D, or
equivalent with specialization in any area related to Soil Mechanics/ Foundation Engg./
Geo technical Engg./ Soil Dynamics/ Transportation Engg. Post Ph.D publications and
guiding Ph.D Student is highly desirable. Note: I: If a Class/division is not awarded,
minimum of 60% of marks in aggregate shall be considered equivalent to first class/
division.  If a Grade Point system is adopted the CGPA will be converted into equiva-
lent marks as below: - 

Grade Point Percentage of Marks

6.25 55%
6.75 60%
7.25 65%
7.75 70%
8.25 75%

Note: II: Ph.D shall be from a recognized University. Note: III: Equivalence for Ph.D
is based on publication of 5 International Journal papers, each journal having a cumu-
lative impact index of not less than 2.0, with incumbent as the main author and all 5
publications being in the authors’ area of specialization. Note: IV: For an incumbent
Assistant Professor, experience at the level of Assistant Professor will be considered
equivalent to experience at the level of Associate Professor, provided the incumbent
Assistant Professor has acquired or acquires Ph.D degree in the relevant discipline.
Note: V: Experience at Diploma Institution is also considered equivalent to experience
is degree level institutions at appropriate level and as applicable. However, qualifica-
tions as above shall be mandatory. B. EXPERIENCE: Minimum of 10 years teaching/
research/ industrial experience out of which at least 5 years should be at the level of
Associate Professor. Or Minimum of 13 years experience in teaching and / or
Research and / or Industry. In case of research experience, good academic record and
books/ research paper publications/ IPR /Patents record shall be required as deemed
fit by the expert members of the Selection committee. If the experience in industry is
considered, the same shall be at managerial level equivalent to Associate Professor
with active participation record in devising/ designing, planning, executing, analyzing,
quality control, innovating, training, technical books/ research paper publications/ IPR/
patents, etc. as deemed fit by the expert members of the selection committee.
DUTIES: Teaching, research / consultancy projects & guidance to UG/PG students,
Review academic performance, to develop and upgrade Laboratories as per latest
technology, represent institute in technical meets.  To perform Work related with the
University and to assist Principal in activities related with growth of the Institute and
other allied works. HQ: Delhi 

34. (Vacancy No. 13081134510) 

One Professor Information Technology (Technical) in Ch. Brahm Prakash
Government Engineering College, Jaffarpur, Department of Training & Technical
Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. The post is Unreserved. The post is suitable for
Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Orthopaedically
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Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral Palsy with One Leg Affected (OL (Right or
Left)) or One Arm Affected(OA) (Right or Left).QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A.
EDUCATIONAL: B.E./ B.Tech (CSE/IT/ICT) and ME/M.Tech (CSE/IT/ICT) with First
Class or equivalent either in BE/B.Tech or ME/ M.Tech. and Ph.D, or equivalent with
specialization in any area related to Algorithms/ High Performance Computing/
Software Engg./ Image Processing/ Information System.   Post Ph.D publications and
guiding Ph.D Student is highly desirable. NOTE I TO NOTE V, EXPERIENCE, DUTIES
and HQ: Same as in Item No. 33 above.

35. (Vacancy No. 13081135210)

Seventeen Assistant Public Prosecutor in Directorate of Prosecution,
Department of Home, Government of NCT of Delhi. Of the seventeen posts, seven
posts are reserved for Scheduled Castes Candidates, five posts are reserved for Other
Backward Classes Candidates and remaining five posts are Unreserved. Of the sev-
enteen posts, one post is reserved for Physically Challenged Persons with disability
viz. Blindness or Low Vision with Partially Blind (PB). The posts are also suitable for
Physically Challenged Persons with disability viz. Blindness or Low Vision with
Partially Blind (PB) or Orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/Cerebral
Palsy with Both legs affected but not arms (BL) or One Leg Affected (Right or Left)
(OL) or One Arm Affected (Right or Left) (OA). QUALIFICATIONS: ESSENTIAL: A.
EDUCATIONAL: A degree in Law of a Recognised University or Equivalent.* *Note:
Equivalent referred to in A above may be treated as LLB. B. EXPERIENCE: Three
years experience at the Bar. DESIRABLE: Experience as Government Advocate.
DUTIES: To conduct cases in courts of Metropolitan Magistrates on behalf of Govt. of
NCT of Delhi/ Teach law in any institution/ organization and give advice to police in
criminal cases / maintain record/ statistical information of criminal cases pending in
MM courts. HQ : Delhi.

IMPORTANT

CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICATION
(ORA) THROUGH ORA WEBSITE IS 23:59  HRS ON 29.08.2013

THE LAST DATE FOR PRINTING OF COMPLETELY SUBMITTED ONLINE APPLI-
CATION IS UPTO 23 : 59 HRS ON 30.08.2013

DATE FOR DETERMINING THE ELIGIBILITY OF ALL CANDIDATES IN EVERY
RESPECT SHALL BE THE PRESCRIBED CLOSING DATE FOR SUBMISISON OF
ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICATION (ORA). THE APPLICANTS ARE ADVISED
TO FILL IN ALL THEIR PARTICULARS IN THE ONLINE RECRUITMENT APPLICA-
TION CAREFULLY AS SUBMISSION OF WRONG INFORMATION MAY LEAD TO
REJECTION THROUGH COMPUTER BASED SHORTLISTING APART FROM
DEBARMENT BY THE COMMISSION. 
DATE FOR THE INTERVIEW ON WHICH THE SHORTLISTED  CANDIDATE IS
REQUIRED TO BRING THE PRINTOUT OF HIS/HER ONLINE APPLICATION
ALONGWITH OTHER DOCUMENTS AT UPSC SHALL BE INTIMATED SEPARATELY.

NOTES:
a) Candidates are requested to apply only Online against this advertisement on the

Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website http://www.upsconline.nic.in and
NOT write to the Commission for Application forms. They are also requested to go
through carefully the details of posts and instructions published below as well as
on the website http://www.upsconline.nic.in.   

b) NATURE OF POST:
I) Posts at Item Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 35 are permanent.
II) Posts at Item Nos. 33 and 34 are temporary. 
c) PAY SCALE & CLASSIFICATION: (Figures in bracket at the end of the pay scale

indicate the approx Total Emoluments (per month) (T.E.) excluding TA and HRA at
the minimum of the scale).

i) Rs.37,400-67,000 + Rs.10,000 (Academic Grade pay)  (T.E. Rs.85,320/-),
General Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at
Item Nos. 33 and 34.

ii) Rs.37,400-67,000 (PB-4) + Rs.8,700 (Grade pay)  (T.E. Rs.82,980/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the post at Item No.1.

iii) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.6,600 (Grade pay) + NPA as admissible (T.E.
Rs.39,960/-), Central Health Service, Teaching specialist sub-cadre,  Group ‘A’,
for the posts at Item Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.

iv) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.6,600 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.39,960/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item No.2,.

v) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) + NPA as admissible (T.E.
Rs.37,800/-), Delhi Health Service (Teaching cadre of Homeopathy),Central Civil
Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item Nos. 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32.

vi) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.37,800/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item Nos. 3
and 4.

vii) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) (T.E.Rs.37,800/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘A’, Gazetted, Ministerial for the posts at Item No.9  .

viii) Rs.15,600-39,100 (PB-3) + Rs.5,400 (Grade pay) (T.E.Rs.37,800/-), Defence
Aeronautical Quality Assurance Service,  Group ‘A’, for the posts at Item No.5,6,7
and 8 .

ix) Rs.9,300-34,800 (PB-2) + Rs.4,800 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.25,380/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘B’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item Nos.
19 and 20.

x) Rs.9,300-34,800 (PB-2) + Rs.4,600 (Grade pay) (T.E. Rs.25,020/-), General
Central Service,  Group ‘B’, Gazetted, Non-Ministerial for the posts at Item No.35.

d) AGE LIMIT AS ON CLOSING DATE:

i) Not exceeding 50 years for the posts at Item Nos.1, 2, 33 and 34.
ii) Not exceeding 45 years for the posts at Item Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
iii) Not exceeding 40 years for the posts at Item Nos.4,21*(* for 1 post reserved for

Scheduled Castes Candidates) and 29.
iv) Not exceeding 38 years for the post at Item No.21*(*for 1 post reserved for

OBC Candidates).
v) Not exceeding 35 years for the posts at Item Nos.3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 30, 31 and 32.
vi) Not exceeding 30 years for the posts at Item No.9, 19, 20 and 35.
e) The age limits shown against Item Nos.21*(*for 1 post) and 29 is relaxed age

limit for Scheduled Castes Candidates. The age limits shown against Item No. 4
is relaxed age limit for Scheduled Tribes Candidates. The age limits shown against
Item Nos.21*(*for 1 post) is relaxed age limit for Other Backward Classes can-
didates. In respect of cases belonging to Govt. of National Capital Territory
of Delhi OBCs included in the Central list and list Notified by Govt. of
National Capital Territory of Delhi are eligible. The age limit shown against all
other items is the normal age limit and the age is relaxable for SC/ST/PH candi-
dates upto 5 years and upto 3 years for OBC candidates in respect of vacancies

reserved for them. SC/ST/OBC Candidates have to produce a caste certificate in
prescribed proforma. For age concession applicable to other categories of appli-
cants please see relevant paras of the "Instructions and Additional Information to
Candidates for Recruitment by Selection". 

f) A candidate will be eligible to get the benefit of community reservation only in case
the particular caste to which the candidates belong is included in the list of
reserved communities issued by the Central Government. If a candidate indicates
in his/her application form that he/she belongs to SC/ST/OBC/General category
but subsequently writes to the Commission to change his/her category, such
request shall not be entertained by the Commission.

g) Physically Handicapped (PH) Persons or Persons with disabilities, as indicated
against various item(s) in the VACANCY DETAILS, can apply to the respective
posts even if the post is not reserved for them but has been identified as Suitable.
However, such candidates will be considered for selection to such post by gener-
al standard of merit.  Persons suffering from not less than 40% of relevant dis-
ability shall alone be eligible for the benefit of reservation and other relaxations as
permissible under the rules. Thus, Physically Handicapped (PH) persons can avail
benefit of :

h) Reservation and other Concessions & Relaxations as permissible under the rules
only when degree of physical disability is 40% or more and the posts are reserved
for PH candidates. 

i) Other Concessions & Relaxations as permissible under the rules only when
degree of physical disability is 40% or more and the posts are suitable for PH can-
didates.  

j) HEADQUARTERS:  At places specifically stated against certain posts, otherwise
anywhere in India.

k) PROBATION: The persons selected will be appointed on probation as per rule.

UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

CORRIGENDUM

(Ref.No.F.1/54/2013-R.IV) Recruitment to thirty (30) posts of Labour Enforcement
Officer (Central) in the Office of the Chief Labour Commissioner (Central), New Delhi,
Ministry of Labour & Employment.(Ref. UPSC Advt. No.08, Item No.15 (Vacancy No.
13060815408) published in the leading Newspapers/ Employment News on 08-06-
2013). It is notified for general information to all concerned that the total number of
posts of Labour Enforcement Officer (Central) has now been revised/increased from
30 to 50 with the revised reservation position as 09 posts reserved for Scheduled
Castes candidates, 02 posts reserved for Scheduled Tribe candidates, 13 posts
reserved for Other Backward Classes candidates and remaining 26 posts Unreserved.
All other terms and conditions shall remain unchanged.

CANCELLATION

(Ref.No.1/75/2013-R-III/IV) It is notified for general information of all concerned that
the recruitment to one post of Principal Library and Information Officer in the Lal
Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration, Mussoorie, Ministry of
Personnel, Public, Grievances and Pension, Department of Personnel and Training
(Advt.No.07, Item No. 18, Vacancy No. 13050718325) published in the leading
Newspapers/Employment News on 25-05-2013 has been cancelled. 

Indrani Gupta
Deputy Secretary

INSTRUCTIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO CANDIDATES FOR
RECRUITMENT BY SELECTION

1. CITIZENSHIP:
A Candidate must be either:

(a) a citizen of India, or
(b) a subject of Nepal, or
(c) a subject of Bhutan, or
(d) a Tibetan refugee who came over to India before 1st January, 1962 with the inten-

tion of permanently settling in India, or 
(e) a person of Indian origin who has migrated from Pakistan, Burma, Sri Lanka  or

East African countries of Kenya, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania(for-
merly Tanganyika and Zanzibar), Zambia, Malawi, Zaire, Ethiopia and Vietnam
with the intention of  permanently settling in India.  Provided that a candidate
belonging to categories (b), (c), (d) and (e) above shall be a person in whose
favour a certificate of eligibility has been issued by the Government of India 

NOTE: The application of a candidate in whose case a certificate of eligibility is nec-
essary, may be considered by the Commission and, if recommended  for appointment,
the  candidate may also be provisionally appointed subject to the necessary certificate
being issued in his favour by the Government of India .
2. AGE LIMITS: The age limit for the post has been given in the advertisement.  For

certain age concessions admissible to various categories please go through the
instruction regarding Concessions & Relaxations.    

3. MINIMUM ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: All applicants must fulfill the essen-
tial requirements of the post and other conditions stipulated in the advertisement.
They are advised to satisfy themselves before applying that they possess at least
the essential qualifications laid down for various posts.  No enquiry asking for
advice as to eligibility will be entertained.

NOTE-I: The prescribed essential qualifications are the minimum and the mere pos-
session of the same does not entitle candidates to be called for interview.
NOTE-II: IN THE EVENT OF NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS BEING LARGE, COM-
MISSION WILL ADOPT SHORTLISTING CRITERIA TO RESTRICT THE NUMBER
OF CANDIDATES TO BE CALLED FOR INTERVIEW TO A REASONABLE NUMBER
BY ANY OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS:
(a) On the basis of higher educational qualifications than the minimum prescribed in

the advertisement 
(b) On the basis of higher experience in the relevant field than the minimum pre-

scribed in the advertisement 
(c) By counting experience before or after the acquisition of essential qualifications 
(d) By holding a Recruitment Test.  
THE CANDIDATE SHOULD, THEREFORE, MENTION ALL HIS/HER QUALIFICA-
TIONS AND EXPERIENCE IN THE RELEVANT FIELD OVER AND ABOVE THE
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS. 
4. APPLICATION  FEE:
(a) Candidates are required to pay a fee of Rs. 25/- (Rupees Twenty five) only either

by remitting the money in any branch of the SBI by cash or by using net banking
facility of the SBI or by using visa/master credit/debit card. 

(b) No fee for SC/ST/PH/Women candidates of any community.  No "fee exemption"
is available to OBC male candidates and they are required to pay the full pre-
scribed fee.   
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(c) Applications without the prescribed fee would not be considered and summarily
rejected. No representation against such rejection would be entertained.

(d) Fee once paid shall not be refunded under any circumstance nor can the fee
be held in reserve for any other examination or selection. 

5. CONCESSIONS & RELAXATIONS:
(a) The upper age limit in case of Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers

including ECOs/SSCOs shall be relaxed by the length of Military Service
increased by three years subject to the conditions that on the closing date
of receipt of applications (i) the continuous service rendered in the Armed
Forces by an Ex-Serviceman is not less than six months after attestation and (ii)
that  the resultant age after deducting his period of service from his actual age
does not  exceed the prescribed age limit by more than 3 years. This relaxation
is also available to ECOs/SSCOs who have completed their initial period of
assignment of five years of Military Service and whose assignment has been
extended beyond 5 years as on closing date and in whose case the Ministry of
Defence issues certificates that they will be released within 3 months on selec-
tion from the date of receipt of offer of appointment. Candidates claiming age
relaxation under this para would be required to produce a certificate in the pre-
scribed proforma to the Commission.

NOTE: Ex Servicemen who have already secured regular employment under the
Central Govt. in a Civil Post are permitted the benefit of age relaxation as admissible
for Ex-Servicemen for securing another employment in any higher post or service
under the Central Govt.  However, such candidates will not be eligible for the benefit
of reservation, if any for Ex-Servicemen in Central Govt. jobs.
(b) In order to qualify for the concession under (a) above, candidates concerned

would be required to produce a certificate that they have been released from the
Defence Forces.  The certificate for Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers
including ECOs/SSCOs should be signed by the appropriate authorities specified
below and should also specify  the period of service in the Defence Forces:-

(i) In case of Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs:
Army:        Directorate of Personnel Service, Army Headquarters, New Delhi.
Navy:         Directorate of Personnel Services Naval Headquarters, New Delhi.
Air Force:  Directorate of Personnel Services, Air Headquarters, New Delhi.

(ii) In case of JCOs/ORs and equivalent of the Navy and Air Forces:
Army:       By various Regimental Record Offices.
Navy:         Naval Records, Bombay
Air Force: Air Force Records, New Delhi.

(c) Age relaxation for Central Government employees: 
The upper age limit is relaxable for Central/U.T. Govt. Servants up to 5 years as
per instructions issued by the Govt. of India from time to time. (10 years  for per-
sons belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and 8 years for persons
belonging to Other Backward Classes in respect of the posts reserved for them)
in  accordance with the instructions or orders issued by the Government of India.
A candidate claiming to belong to the category of Central Government servant
and thus seeking age relaxation under this para would be required to produce a
Certificate in the prescribed proforma issued after the date of advertisement from
his/her Employer on the Office letterhead to the effect that he/she is a regularly
appointed Central Government Servant and not on casual/adhoc/daily
wages/hourly paid/contract basis employee.  
The age relaxation will be admissible to such of the Government servants as are
working in posts which are in the same line or allied cadres and where a rela-
tionship could be established that the service already rendered in a particular post
will be useful for the efficient discharge of the duties of the post(s) recruitment to
which has been advertised. Decision in this regard will rest with the Commission.  

(d) Age relaxation for Meritorious Sports persons: 
The relaxation in upper age limit upto a maximum of 5 years (10 years for per-
sons belonging to SC/ST Communities and 8 years for persons belonging to
Other Backward Classes in respect of posts reserved for them) may be allowed
to meritorious sportswomen/sportsmen in the field of Games/Sports recognized
by the Government for such purpose provided they satisfy all other conditions
prescribed by Government from time to time.  The persons claiming age relax-
ation under this sub-para would be required to produce a certificate issued by the
competent authority in the prescribed proforma.  For others, age limit will be strict-
ly adhered to save in exceptional circumstances, and in no case be relaxed
beyond a limit of three years.

(e) Age relaxation for Widows, Divorced Women and Women Judicially sepa-
rated from Husbands:
The upper age limit is relaxable up to the age of 35 years (upto 40 years for mem-
bers of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes and upto 38 years for members
belonging to the Other Backward Classes in respect of the posts reserved for
them) for Widows, divorced Women and Women Judicially separated  from their
Husbands who are not remarried.  The persons claiming age relaxation under this
sub-para would be required to produce following documentary evidence:

(i) In case of Widow, Death Certificate of her husband together with the Affidavit that
she has not remarried since.

(ii) In case of divorced Women and Women judicially separated from their husbands,
a certified copy of the judgment/decree of the appropriate Court to prove the fact
of divorce or the judicial separation, as the case may be, with an Affidavit in
respect of divorced Women and they have not remarried since.

(f) Age relaxation to persons who had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of
J&K during the period from 1st January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989:
The relaxation in upper age limit of 5 years shall be admissible to all persons who
had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of J&K during the period from 1st
January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989. The persons claiming relaxation under
this sub-para would be required to produce a certificate to this effect from the
District Magistrate within whose jurisdiction they had ordinarily resided or from
any other authority designated in this behalf by the Government of Jammu and
Kashmir.  This relaxation shall remain in force upto 31.12.2013.

(g) Age relaxation to Physically Handicapped (PH) persons:
Age relaxation of 5 years is allowed (total 10 years for SCs/STs and 8 years for
OBCs in respect of the posts reserved for them) to blind, deaf-mute and orthope-
dically handicapped persons for appointment to Group 'A' and Group 'B'
posts/services.  The persons claiming age relaxation under this sub-para would
be required to produce a certificate in prescribed proforma in support of their
claims clearly indicating that the degree of physical disability is 40% or more.  In
any case, the appointment of these candidates will be subject to their being found
medically fit in accordance with the standards of medical fitness as prescribed by
the Government for each individual Group 'A' and Group 'B' posts to be filled by
Direct Recruitment by Selection.

6.(A) HOW TO APPLY:
i) Candidates must apply online through the website http://www.upsconline.nic.in.

Applications received through any other mode would not be accepted and sum-
marily rejected.

ii) If the applicant is claiming any experience, then he/she has to personally upload
his/her experience certificate in a single pdf file in such a way that the size file

does not exceed 2 MB and is legible when a printout taken. For that the applicant
may scan the experience certificate in 200 dpi grey scale.

iii) Candidates who wish to apply for more than one post should apply separately for
each post and pay the fee for each post in the prescribed manner.

iv) After submitting the Online Recruitment Application (ORA), the candidates are
required to take out a printout of the finally submitted Online Recruitment
Application. 

v) Candidates are not required to submit to the Commission either by post or
by hand  the printouts of their online applications or any other document.
They will be required to bring along with them the printouts of their online
applications and the documents mentioned in para 7 below if called for
interview.

vi) The applicants are advised to submit only single Online Recruitment Application
for each post; however, if somehow, if he/she submits multiple Online
Recruitment Applications for one post, then he/she must ensure that Online
Recruitment Application with the higher "Application Number" is complete in all
respects including fee. The applicants, who submit multiple Online Recruitment
Applications, should note that only the Online Recruitment Application with high-
er "Application Number" shall be entertained by the Commission and fee paid
against one "Application Number" shall not be adjusted against any other
"Application Number".

vii) The candidates are advised to submit the Online Recruitment Application well in
advance without waiting for the closing date.

6 (B) Candidates shortlisted for interview on the basis of the information pro-
vided in the online applications submitted by them will be required to send
self attested copies of documents/relevant certificates in support of the
claims made in the application as and when demanded by the Commission.

"WARNING":

CANDIDATES WILL BE SHORT-LISTED FOR INTERVIEW ON THE BASIS OF THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THEM IN THEIR ONLINE APPLICATIONS, THEY
MUST ENSURE THAT SUCH INFORMATION IS TRUE. IF AT ANY SUBSEQUENT
STAGE OR AT THE TIME OF INTERVIEW ANY INOFRMATION GIVEN BY THEM
OR ANY CLAIM MADE BY THEM IN THEIR ONLINE APPLICATIONS IS FOUND TO
BE FALSE, THEIR CANDIDATURE WILL BE LIABLE TO BE REJECTD AND THEY
MAY ALSO BE DEBARRED EITHER PERMANENTLY OR FOR A SPECIFIED PERI-
OD BY THE :

COMMISSION FROM ANY EXAMINATION OR SELECTION HELD BY THEM.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT FROM ANY EMPLOYMENT UNDER THEM. 

7. DOCUMENTS/ CERTIFICATES TO BE PRODUCED AT THE TIME OF INTER-
VIEW.
The printout of the online application and the following Original
Documents/ Certificates along with self attested copies and other items
specified in the Summon Letter for interview are to be produced at the time
of interview, failing which the candidate would not be allowed to appear in
the Interview in which case such candidate will not be entitled to receive the
Commission's contribution towards travelling expenses:- 

a) Matriculation/10th Standard or equivalent certificate indicating date of birth, or
mark sheet of Matriculation/10th Standard or equivalent issued by Central/State
Board indicating Date of Birth in support of their claim of age. Where date of birth
is not available in certificate/mark sheets, issued by concerned Educational
Boards, School leaving certificate indicating Date of Birth will be considered (in
case of Tamil Nadu & Kerala).

b) Degree/Diploma certificate along with marksheets pertaining to all the academic
years as proof of educational qualification claimed. In the absence of
Degree/Diploma certificate, provisional certificate along with mark sheets per-
taining to all the academic years will be accepted. 

c) Order/ letter in respect of equivalent Educational Qualifications claimed, indicat-
ing the Authority (with number and date) under which it has been so treated, in
respect of equivalent clause in Essential Qualifications, if a candidate is claiming
a particular qualification as equivalent qualification as per the requirement of
advertisement. 

d) Certificate(s) in the prescribed proforma from the Head(s) of
Organization(s)/Department(s) for the entire experience claimed, clearly men-
tioning the duration of employment (date, month & year) indicating the basic pay
and consolidated pay.  The certificate(s) should also mention the nature of duties
performed/experience obtained in the post(s) with duration(s).  Experience
Certificate should be issued in prescribed format relevant to the post. Experience
certificate not in prescribed proforma but containing all the details as mentioned
above would be considered on merits by the Commission. 

e) Caste certificate by candidate seeking reservation as SC/ ST/ OBC, in the pre-
scribed proforma from the competent authority indicating clearly the candidate's
Caste, the Act/ Order under which the Caste is recognized as SC/ ST/ OBC and
the village/ town the candidate is ordinarily a resident of. 

f) A declaration in the prescribed format by candidate seeking reservation as OBC,
that he/she does not belong to the creamy layer on the crucial date, in addition to
the community certificate (OBC).  Unless specified otherwise, the prescribed
closing date for receipt of Online Recruitment Application for the post is to be
treated as crucial date. 

g) Physically Handicapped certificate in prescribed proforma issued by the compe-
tent authority by Physically Handicapped persons eligible for appointment to the
post on the basis of prescribed standards of Medical Fitness. The Competent
Authority to issue Physically Handicapped certificate shall be a Medical Board
duly constituted by the Central or a State Government. The Central/ State
Government may constitute Medical Board(s) consisting of at least three mem-
bers out of which at least one shall be a specialist in the particular field for assess-
ing Locomotor/ Cerebral / Visual / Hearing disability, as the case may be.  

h) A candidate  who claims change in name after matriculation on marriage or
remarriage or divorce etc. the following documents shall be submitted:-

i) In case of marriage of women - Photocopy of Husband's  passport showing
names of spouses or an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by the
Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit  from husband and wife along with a joint
photograph duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner;

ii) In case of re-marriage of women - Divorce Deed/Death  certificate  as the case
may be  in respect of first spouse; and photocopy  of present husband's passport
showing names of spouse or an attested copy of marriage certificate issued by
the Registrar of Marriage or an Affidavit from the husband and wife along with
joint photograph duly   sworn before the Oath Commissioner

iii) In case of divorce of women - Certified copy of Divorce Decree and Deed
Poll/Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner.

iv) In other circumstances for change of name for both male and female - Deed
Poll/Affidavit duly sworn before the Oath Commissioner and paper cuttings of two
leading daily newspaper in original (One daily newspaper should be of the area
of applicants permanent and present address or nearby area) and Gazette
Notification.
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i) Certificate/ Document in respect of Age relaxation for:
i) Ex-Servicemen and Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs in pre-

scribed proforma from competent authority.
ii) Central/UT Government Employees/Servants in prescribed proforma from com-

petent authority issued after the date of advertisement.
iii) Meritorious Sports persons in prescribed proforma from competent authority.
iv) Widows/Divorced Women/Women Judicially separated from Husbands.
v) Persons who had ordinarily been domiciled in the State of J & K during the peri-

od from 1st January, 1980 to 31st December, 1989. 
vi) Persons seeking age relaxation under special provision/ order.  
j) Persons already in Regular Government service, whether in permanent or tem-

porary capacity other than casual/adhoc/daily wages/hourly paid/contract basis
are however required to submit a declaration that they have informed in writing to
their Head of Office/Department that they have applied for the selection.

k) Certificate(s) in respect of claim regarding Professional Registration, Language,
Publications, NET, GATE, Conference, Internship. 

l) Documentary support for any other claim(s) made.
NOTE I: Date of birth mentioned in Online Recruitment Application is final. No subse-
quent request for change of date of birth will be considered or granted.
NOTE II: The period of experience rendered by a candidate on part time basis, daily
wages, visiting/ guest faculty will not be counted while calculating the valid experience
for shortlisting the candidates for interview.
NOTE III: If any document/ certificate furnished is in a language other than Hindi or
English, a transcript of the same duly attested by a Gazetted officer or notary is to be
submitted.  
8. ACTION AGAINST CANDIDATES FOUND GUILTY OF MISCONDUCT:

Candidates are warned that they should not furnish any particulars that are false
or suppress any material information in filling up the application form.  Candidates
are also warned that they should in no case correct or alter or otherwise tamper
with any entry in a document or its attested/certified copy submitted by them nor
should they submit a tampered/fabricated document.  If there is any inaccuracy
or any discrepancy between two or more such documents or their attested/certi-
fied copies, an explanation regarding this discrepancy should be submitted.

A candidate who is or has been declared by the Commission to be guilty of:
a) obtaining support of his/her candidature by any means, or
b) impersonating, or
c) procuring impersonation by any person , or
d) submitting fabricated documents or documents which have been tampered

with, or
e) making statements which are incorrect or  false or suppressing material informa-

tion, or
f) resorting to any other irregular or improper means in connection with his/her can-

didature for the selection, or
g) using unfair means during the test, or
h) writing irrelevant matter including obscene language or pornographic matter, in

the script(s) , or
i) misbehaving in any other manner in the examination hall, or 
j) harassing or doing bodily harm to the staff employed by the Commission for the

conduct  of  their test, or
k) bringing mobile phone/Communication device in the examination Hall/Interview

room.
l) attempting to commit or, as the case may be, abetting the Commission  of all or

any of the acts specified in the foregoing clauses may, in addition to rendering
himself/herself  liable to criminal prosecution, be liable:

i) to be disqualified by the  Commission from selection for which he/she is a candi-
date,  and/or 

ii) to be debarred  either permanently or for a specified period:-
by the Commission from any examination or selection held by them
by the Central Government from any employment under them, and 

iii) if he/she is already in service under Government to disciplinary action under the
appropriate rules.

9. OTHER INFORMATION/INSTRUCTIONS:
a) All candidates whether in Government service or in Government owned industri-

al or other similar organizations or in private employment should submit their
applications online directly to the Commission. Persons already in Regular
Government service, whether in permanent or temporary capacity other than
casual/adhoc/daily wages/hourly paid/contract basis are however required to
submit a declaration that they have informed in writing to their Head of
Office/Department that they have applied for the selection.  

b) The date for determining the eligibility of all candidates in every respect shall be
the closing date for submitting the Online Recruitment Application on the website
http://www.upsconline.nic.in.

c) In respect of equivalent clause in Essential Qualifications, if a candidate is claim-
ing a particular qualification as equivalent qualification as per the requirement of
advertisement, then the candidate is required to produce order/letter in this
regard, indicating the Authority (with number and date) under which it has been
so treated otherwise the Online Recruitment Application is liable to be rejected.

d) Candidates must, if required, attend a personal interview at such place, as may
be fixed by the Commission. The Commission do not defray the traveling or other
expenses of candidates summoned for interview. They, however, contribute
towards those expenses at a rate corresponding to the amount of the Second
Class Mail railway fare by the shortest route to the place of interview from the
Railway Station nearest to the normal place of residence of the candidate or from
which he actually performs the journey, whichever, is nearer to the place of inter-
view, and back to the same station or the amount of Railway fare actually incurred
by the candidate whichever is less.  Details of this will be furnished when they are
called for interview. 

e) Commission's contribution towards the traveling expenses in respect of those
candidates who are interviewed at Delhi will be paid on the spot on the date of
interview itself provided they fulfill all the conditions. In respect of those candi-
dates who have been called to be present at interviews at places other than
Delhi, the same will be sent by Money Order later on.

f) The Summoning of candidates for interview convey no assurance whatsoever
that they will be selected.  Appointment orders to selected candidates will be
issued by the Government.

g) Candidates must be in sound bodily health.  They must, if selected be prepared
to undergo such medical examination and satisfy such medical authority as
Government may require. 

h) Candidates will be informed of the final result in due course through UPSC web-
site/ Employment News and any interim enquiries about the result are therefore,
unnecessary and will not be attended to.  The Commission do not enter into cor-
respondence with the candidates about reasons for their non selection for inter-
view/appointment.

i) The Commission may grant higher initial pay to candidates adjudged meritorious
in the interview.

j) Canvassing in any form will disqualify a candidate.

IMPORTANT

MOBILE PHONES ARE BANNED IN THE CAMPUS OF UPSC EXAMINATION/
INTERVIEW HALL

a) Government strives to have work force which reflects gender balance and women
candidates are encouraged to apply.

b) In case of any guidance/information/clarification regarding their applications, can-
didature etc. candidates can contact UPSC's Facilitation Counter near gate 'C' of
its campus in person or over Telephone No. 011-23385271/011-23381125/011-
23098543 on working days between 10.00 hrs and 17.00 hrs.

PRESCRIBED PROFORMAE

Proforma-I

The form of certificate to be produced by Scheduled Castes and Scheduled

Tribes candidates applying for appointment to posts under the Government of

India.

This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*....................................... son/daughter* of
..................................................... of village/town* ................................................. in
District/Division* ........................................... of the State/Union Territory*
...................... belongs to the.......................... Caste/Tribe* which is recognised as a
Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe* under:-
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Order, 1950
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union Territories Order, 1951
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Union Territories Order, 1951

[as amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes List (Modification)
Order, 1956; the Bombay Reorganisation Act, 1960, the Punjab Reorganisation
Act, 1966, the State of Himachal Pradesh Act, 1970, the North Eastern Areas
(Reorganisation) Act, 1971, the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order
(Amendment) Act, 1976., the State of Mizoram Act, 1986, the State of Arunachal
Pradesh Act, 1986 and the Goa, Daman and Diu (Reorganisation) Act, 1987.]

@ The Constitution (Jammu and Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 1956
@ The Constitution (Andaman and Nicobar Islands) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1959

as amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order (Amendment)
Act, 1976

@ The Constitution (Dadar and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes Order, 1962
@ The Constitution (Dadar and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1962
@ The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order, 1964
@ The Constitution (Uttar Pradesh) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1967
@ The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968
@ The Constitution (Goa, Daman and Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1968
@ The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970
@ The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order, 1978
@ The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1978
@ The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1989
@ The Constitution (SC) Order (Amendment) Act, 1990
@ The Constitution (ST) Order (Amendment) Act, 1991
@ The Constitution (ST) Order (Second Amendment) Act, 1991
@ The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Orders (Amendment) Act 2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order (Amendment) Act, 2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) Orders (Amendment)

Act, 2002
@ The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Second Amendment) Act, 2002
% 2. Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes persons who
have migrated from one State/Union Territory Administration to another. 
This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes cer-
tificate issued to Shri/Shrimati*..........................Father/Mother of Shri/Shrimati/Kumari
..............................of village/town* ............................ in District/Division*...................
of the State/Union Territory*............................ who belongs to the Caste/Tribe* which
is recognised as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe in the State/Union Territory* of
...................... issued by the ..................................... dated ......................................
% 3. Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*............................................... and/or* his/her* family ordi-
narily resides in village/town*............................. of.............................. District/Division*
of the State/Union Territory* of.............................................. 
Place: ..................................... Signature................................................

Date: ...................................... **Designation............................................

(With Seal of Office)

State/Union Territory*

*Please delete the words which are not applicable.
@Please quote specific Presidential Order.
% Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
NOTE: The term "ordinarily reside (s)" used here will have the same meaning as in
Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
**List of authorities empowered to issue Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe Certificate.
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy

Commissioner/Additional Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/1st Class
Stipendiary Magistrate/† Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Taluka Magistrate/Executive
Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner.
†(not below of the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency
Magistrate.

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his/her family nor-

mally resides.
(v) Administrator/Secretary to Administrator/Development Officer(Lakshadweep)

Proforma-II

The form of certificate to be produced by Other Backward Classes candidates

applying for appointment to posts under the Government of India.

This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*...........................................son/daughter* of
Shri............................... of village/town* ...........................in District/Division*...............
of the State/Union Territory*..................................belongs to the
....................Community which is recognised as a backward class under:
@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/68/93-BCC (C)

dated 10th September, 1993 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-
I, Section-1, No. 186 dated 13th September, 1993.
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@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/9/94-BCC dated
19-10-94, published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No.
163 dated 20-10-1994.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/7/95-BCC dated
24-5-95, published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 88
dated 25-5-1995.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/96/94-BCC dated
9th March, 1996 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1,
No. 60 dated 11th March, 1996.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/44/96-BCC dated
6th December, 1996 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1, No. 210 dated 11th December, 1996.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/99/94-BCC dated
11th December, 1997 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1, No. 236 dated 12th December, 1997.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Welfare Resolution No. 12011/13/97-BCC dated
3rd December, 1997 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary Part-I,
Section-1, No. 239 dated 17th December, 1997.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/68/98-BCC dated the 27th October, 1999 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 241 dated the 27th October, 1999.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/88/98-BCC dated 6th December, 1999 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 270 dated 6th December, 1999.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/36/99-BCC dated 4th April, 2000 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 71 dated 4th April, 2000.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/44/99-BCC dated the 21st September, 2000 published in the Gazette of
India Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 210 dated the 21st September, 2000.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12015/9/2000-BCC dated 6th September, 2001 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I, Section-1, No. 246 dated 6th September, 2001.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/1/2001-BCC dated 19th June, 2003 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary Part-I, Section, 1 No. 151 dated 20th June, 2003.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/4/2002-BCC dated 13th January, 2004 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary, Part-I Section-1, No. 9 dated 13th January, 2004.

@ Government of India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment Resolution No.
12011/14/2004-BCC dated 12th March, 2007 published in the Gazette of India
Extraordinary, Part-I, Section-1, No. 67 dated 12th March, 2007.

Shri/Shrimati/Kumari*................................and/or* his/her* family ordinarily resides in
village/town*................................ of...................... District/Division* of the State/ Union
Territory* of............................. 
This is also to certify that he/she* does not belong to the persons/sections* (Creamy
Layer) mentioned in column 3 of the Schedule to the Government of India, Department
of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt. (SCT) dated 8-9-1993 O.M. No.
36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated 9th March, 2004 and O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt.
(Res.) dated 14th October, 2008.
Place....................................................      Signature................................

Date..................................................... * *Designation............................

(With seal of Office)

State/Union Territory

*Please delete the words which are not applicable.
@ Strike out whichever is not applicable.
NOTE: The term "ordinarily reside (s)" used here will have the same meaning as in
Section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
**List of authorities empowered to issue OBC Certificate
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy

Commissioner/Additional Deputy Commissioner/Deputy Collector/1st Class
Stipendiary Magistrate/† Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Taluka Magistrate/Executive
Magistrate/Extra Assistant Commissioner.

†(not below of the rank of 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate).
(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency

Magistrate.
(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his/her family nor-

mally resides.
(v) Administrator/Secretary to Administrator/Development Officer(Lakshadweep)
Note 1: Candidates claiming to belong to OBCs should note that the name of their
Caste (including its spellings) as indicated in their certificates, should be exactly the
same as published in the lists notified by the Central Government from time to time. A
certificate containing any variation in the Caste name will not be accepted.
Note 2: The OBC claim of a candidate will be determined in relation to the State (or
part of the State) to which his/her father originally belongs. A candidate who has
migrated from one State (or part of the State) to another should, therefore, produce an
OBC certificate which should have been issued to him/her based on his/her father's
OBC certificate from the State to which he (father) originally belongs.
Note 3: No change in the community status already indicated by a candidate in his/her
simplified application form for this examination will ordinarily be allowed by the
Commission.

Proforma-III

Form of declaration to be submitted by the OBC candidate (in addition to the

community certificate)

I ………………. Son/daughter of Shri…………………….resident of village/town/city
………………….district………………….state………………hereby declare that I belong
to the………………..community which is recognized as a backward class by the
Government  of India for the purpose of reservation in services as per orders contained
in Department of  Personnel and Training Office Memorandum No. 36102/22/93-Estt.
(SCT) dated 8-9-1993.  It is also declared that as on closing date, I do not belong to
persons/sections (Creamy Layer) mentioned in column 3 of the Schedule to the above
referred Office Memorandum dated 8-9-1993, O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.)
dated 9th March, 2004 and O.M. No. 36033/3/2004-Estt. (Res.) dated 14th October,
2008.

Signature:………………………..

Full Name:………………………

Address:…………………………

Proforma-IV

CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY SERVING/RETIRED/RELEASED ARMED

FORCES PERSONNEL FOR AVAILING THE AGE CONCESSION FOR POSTS

FILLED BY DIRECT RECRUITMENT BY UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

OTHERWISE THAN ON RESULTS OF AN OPEN COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION

A. Form of Certificate applicable for Released/Retired Personnel

It is certified that No..................... Rank..................... Name .......................... .whose
date of birth is..................... has rendered service from..................... to..................... in
Army/Navy/Air Force.
2. He has been released from military services:
% a) on completion of assignment otherwise than 
(i) by way of dismissal, or
(ii) by way of  discharge on account of misconduct or inefficiency, or
(iii) on his own request, but without earning his pension, or
(iv) he has not been transferred to the reserve pending such release
%b) on account of physical disability attributable to Military Service.
%c) on invalidment after putting in at least five years of Military service
3. He is covered under the definition of Ex-Serviceman (Re-employment in Central
Civil Services and Posts) Rules, 1979 as amended from time to time 
Place: ..........................

Date: ........................... Signature, Name and Designation of the

Competent Authority**

SEAL

% Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
B. Form of Certificate for Serving Personnel

(Applicable for serving personnel who are due to be released within one year)
It is certified that No. ……………Rank……….Name………. is serving in the
Army/Navy/Air Force from……………………
2. He is due for release retirement on completion of his specific period of assignment
on……………..
3. No disciplinary case is pending against him.
Place: ..........................

Date: ........................... Signature, Name and Designation of the

Competent Authority**

SEAL

Candidate (Serving Personnel) furnishing certificate B as above will have to give

the following undertaking:

Undertaking to be given by serving Armed Force personnel who are due to be

released within one year

I understand that if selected on the basis of the recruitment/Examination to which this
application relates, my appointment will be subject to my producing documentary evi-
dence to the satisfaction of the appointing authority that I have been duly
released/retired/discharged from the Armed Forces and that I am entitled to the bene-
fits admissible to Ex-Servicemen in terms of the Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in
Central Civil Service and Posts) Rules, 1979, as amended from time to time.
Place:

Date:

Signature and Name of Candidate

C. Form of Certificate applicable for Serving ECOs/SSCOs who have already

completed their initial assignment and are on extended assignment

It is certified that No.............. Rank................. Name.......................................... whose
date of birth is.....................is serving in the Army/Navy/Air Force from......................
2.  He has already completed his initial assignment of five years on……………and is
on extended assignment till………………
3.  There is no objection to his applying for civil employment and he will be released
on three months notice on selection from the date of receipt of offer of appointment.
Place:

Date: Signature, Name and Designation of the

Competent Authority**

SEAL

**Authorities who are competent to issue certificate to Armed Forces Personnel for
availing Age concessions are as follows:
(a) In case of Commissioned Officers including ECOs/SSCOs.

Army - Military Secretary Branch, Army Hqrs., New Delhi
Navy - Directorate of Personnel, Naval Hqrs., New Delhi
Air Force - Directorate of Personnel Officers, Air Hqrs., New Delhi

(b) In case of JCOs/ORs and equivalent of the Navy and Air Force.
Army - By various Regimental Record Offices
Navy - BABS, Mumbai
Air Force - Air Force Records, New Delhi

Proforma-V

The form of certificate to be produced by Physically Handicapped candidates

applying for appointment to posts under the Government of India

NAME & ADDRESS OF THE INSTITUTE/HOSPITAL

Certificate No. ...................................                                           Date: ..........................

DISABILITY CERTIFICATE

Recent Photograph of

the candidate showing

the disability duly

attested by the

Chairperson of the

Medical Board

This is certified that Shri/Smt./Kum. ...............................son/wife/daughter of Shri
......................................... age ..........sex ............ identification mark(s) ........................
is suffering from permanent disability of following category :
A. Locomotor or Cerebral Palsy:
(i) BL-Both legs affected but not arms
(ii) BA-Both arms affected (a) Impaired reach

(b) Weakness of grip
(iii) BLA-Both legs and both arms affected
(iv) OL-One leg affected (right or left) (a) Impaired reach

(b) Weakness of grip
(c) Ataxic

(v) OA-One arm affected (a) Impaired reach
(b) Weakness of grip
(c) Ataxic
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(vi) BH-Stiff back and hips (cannot sit or stoop)
(vii)  MW-Muscular weakness and limited physical endurance.
B. Blindness or Low Vision:
(i) B-Blind
(ii) PB-Partially blind
C. Hearing impairment:
(i) D-Deaf
(ii) PD-Partially deaf
(Delete the category whichever is not applicable)
2.  This condition is progressive/non-progressive/likely to improve/not likely to improve.
Re-assessment of this case is not recommended/is recommended after a period of
................years ............................... months.*
3.  Percentage of disability in his/her case is....................... Percent.
4.  Shri/Smt./Kum. ...................................... meets the following physical requirements
for discharge of his/her duties:-
(i) F-Can perform work by manipulating with fingers. Yes/No
(ii) PP-Can perform work by pulling and pushing. Yes/No
(iii) L-Can perform work by lifting. Yes/No
(iv) KC-Can perform work by kneeling and crouching. Yes/No
(v) B-Can perform work by bending. Yes/No
(vi) S-Can perform work by sitting. Yes/No
(vii) ST-Can perform work by standing. Yes/No
(viii) W-Can perform work by walking. Yes/No
(ix) SE-Can perform work by seeing. Yes/No
(x) H-Can perform work by hearing/speaking. Yes/No
(xi) RW-Can perform work by reading and writing. Yes/No
(Dr.......................) (Dr......................) (Dr. ..................)

Member, Medical Board Member, Medical Board Chairman, Medical Board 

Countersigned by the Medical
Superintendent/CMO/Head of Hospital 

(With seal)
* Strike out whichever is not applicable.

Proforma-VI

The form of certificate to be produced by Meritorious Sportsperson for claiming

Age concession for appointment to posts under the Government of India

FORM-I

(For representing India in an International Competition in one of the recognized

Games/Sports)

NATIONAL FEDERFATION/NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ----------------
Certified that Shri/Smt./Kumari………….. son/wife/daughter of Shri ……………………
resident of ………..(Complete address) represented the Country in the  game/event
of…………in……….competition/tournament  held at ……………………….. from
…………to………..The position obtained by the individual/team in the above said
Competition/Tournament was ---------------.
2. The Certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the office of National
Federation/ National Association of ……………..
Place:………………. Signature………………

Date:……………….. Name……………………

Designation ………......…

Name of the Federation/National 

Association…………………………………..

Address………………………………………

Seal…………………………………………...
Note: This certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary,
National Federation/National Association.

FORM-II

(For representing a State in India in a National competition in one of the recog-

nized Games/Sports)

STATE ASSOCIATION OF ---------------------IN THE  GAME OF -------

Certified that Shri/Smt/Kumari………………….son/wife/daughter of Shri……….

Resident of ……….(Complete Address) represented the State of ------------------ in the

game/event of ……………..in the National Competition/Tournament held

at……………………………… from………….to………..

2. The certificate is being given on the basis of record available in the office of the State

Association of …………..

Place:………………. Signature………………

Date:……………….. Name……………………

Designation ………......…

Name of the State Association………..

Address………………………………..

Seal……………………………………

Note: This certificate will be valid only when signed personally by the Secretary to the

State Association 
Proforma-VII

The form of certificate to be produced by Government servants for claiming Age

concession

(Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority)

This is to certify that Shri/Ms………S/o,D/o,W/o Shri……………is a regularly appoint-
ed an employee of this Organization/Department/Ministry and duties performed by
him/her during the period(s) are as under
Certified that:

*(a) Shri/Shrimati/Kum. ............... holds substantively a permanent post of ........ in the
Office/Department of ...................with effect from ....................
*(b) Shri/Smt./Kum. ....................................... has been continuously in temporary
service on a regular basis under the Central Government in the post of ............. in the
Office/Department ....................with effect from ...................

Signature..............................................................

Place: ........................ Name…...............................................................

Date: ........................ Designation .........................................................

Ministry/Office.....................................................

Address….. .........................................................

Office SEAL........................................................

Proforma-VIII

The form of certificate to be produced by Candidates for claiming experience

FORM-I

Experience Certificate

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority

Telephone No…………............
Fax No……….........................

Name of Organization

Address of the Organization

Dated………..

This is to certify that Shri/Ms………S/o,D/o,W/o Shri……………was/is an  employee of
this Organization/Department/Ministry and duties performed by him/her during the
period(s) are as under:

Name of From To Total period Nature of Department/ 

post held dd/mm/yy dd/mm/yy dd/mm/yy Appointment- Specially/Field 

Permanent, of experience

Regular,

Temporary,

Part-time,

Contract,

Guest,

Honorary etc.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Monthly Duties performed/ Place of Nature of work: Remarks, if 

remuneration experience gained posting any

(total) in brief in each post a)  Managerial 

(please give details, (Lower/Middle/

if need be, in attached Senior*)

sheet)( in case of b)  Supervisory

Medical posts, please c)  Operative 

mention field of d)  If none of

specialization) the above, please 

indicate nature of 

work (*Strike off 

whichever is not 

applicable)

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry.

Signature

Name of competent authority 

Stamp of competent authority

FORM-II

Experience Certificate

(For experience while pursuing DNB/DM/M.Ch Courses)

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority

Telephone No….......................
Fax No………….......................

Name of Organization

Address of the Organization

Dated: ……….

This is to certify that Dr………….son/Daughter/wife of Shri (Registration No………)
was a  student for Diplomat of National Board (DNB)/Doctor in Medicine (DM)/Magister
Chirugiae (M.Ch.) in…....................... Name of Course) examination vide Notification
No………dated…………The Degree of DNB/DM/M.Ch. in (Name of Specialty) award-
ed to Dr……..by this College/University is recognized by the Medical Council of India.
NOTE-I: The experience gained is recognized by the MCI or the Statutory body con-
cerned for system of medicine as valid teaching experience (for teaching medical
posts only).
NOTE-II: The medical institution/college from where the experience is/are gained,
is/are recognized by the concerned medical authority ( for medical posts only).
2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry. Signature

Name of competent authority

Stamp of competent authority

FORM-III

Experience Certificate

(For experience at Bar for Advocates)

Letter Head of the Institution/Issuing Authority

Telephone No….....................

Fax No…………......................

Name of Organization

Address of the Organization

Dated:.................

This is to certify that Shri/Ms……(Registration No…..) S/o, D/o, W/o Shri……….has
been practicing /practiced as  an Advocate dealing with criminal/civil cases
from………to……….in the CAT/Session/Court/High Court/Supreme Court at………
2. It is certified that above facts and figures are true and based on service records
available in our organization/Department/Ministry. Signature

Name of competent authority

Stamp of competent authority
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Based on the Combined Section Officers/Stenographers' (Grade 'B'/Grade 'I') Limited
Departmental Competitive Examination, 2009, 2010 & 2011; the written part of which
was held in December, 2012 and evaluation of service record held in June, 2013, the
following are the category-wise lists,  in order of merit, of candidates who have been
recommended for inclusion in the Select Lists of years 2009, 2010 & 2011 in respect
of each of the nine categories detailed below.

Category Service

I Section Officers' Grade of the Central Secretariat Service
II Section Officers' Grade [Integrated Grade II & III of the General Cadre of

the Indian Foreign Service Branch 'B'
III Section Officers' Grade of the Railway Board Secretariat Service
IV Grade 'A' & 'B' merged of the Central Secretariat Stenographers' Service
V Grade I of the Stenographers' Cadre of the Indian Foreign Service,

Branch 'B'
VI Grade 'A' & 'B' merged of the Armed Forces Headquarters

Stenographers' Service 
VII Grade 'B' of the Railway Board Secretariat Stenographers' Service
VIII Section Officers' Grade of the Intelligence Bureau
IX Section Officers' Grade of the Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Service 

2. The number of candidates recommended in each of 09 categories for the Select
List Years 2009, 2010 & 2011 is as under :

Category 2009 2010 2011

I 376 257 241

II 10 9 13

III 12 16 39

IV 39 78 27

V 8 6 4

VI -- 3 --

VII 3 1 3

VIII 2 -- 32

IX 31 -- --

3. Results of two candidates bearing Roll No. 004519 and 004838 are provisional. 
4. Results of two candidates have been withheld. 
5. Result will also be available on the UPSC's website, i.e. http://www.upsc.gov.in

and at the "Facilitation Counter" near Examination Hall Building in UPSC campus
on working days between 1000 hours to 1700 hours in person or over telephone
Nos.011-23381125/23098543. Relevant marks are likely to be available on the
website within 15 days from the date of declaration of result. 

New Delhi - 110069, the 24th July, 2013/02 Shravana 1935

UNION PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

COMBINED SECTION OFFICERS'/STENOGRAPHERS' (GRADE 'B'/GRADE 'I')/LIMITED
DEPARTMENTAL COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION 2009, 2010 & 2011

CATEGORY I
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 005928 RADHAKRISHNAN V
2 004036 SAURABH OMAR
3 001930 SACHIN KUMAR JAIN
4 002892 SHUBHENDU SHEKHAR SRIVAST
5 000962 MANISH KUMAR SINGH
6 006427 SANJEEV NANDA
7 007700 MUTHURAMAN C
8 000982 RAJESH KUMAR
9 006906 AMIT KUMAR
10 000656 MANOJ KUMAR YADAV
11 003203 DR VIVEK DWIVEDI
12 003209 RAGHVENDRA SINGH KUSHWAH
13 002444 PANKAJ KUMAR SINHA
14 006245 DASARI RAMESH BABU
15 003399 SONU KUMAR
16 005937 SUMIT KUMAR SACHAN
17 001946 SHAMBHU DATT
18 007691 NIL MADHAB BISWAS
19 001616 SAROJ KUMAR CHOUDHARY
20 006402 AMIT SAHAI
21 001607 SANJAY KUMAR
22 002736 C LAKSHMI SRINAGESH
23 003372 M V N VARA PRASAD
24 001282 ANAND KISHORE SHRIVASTAVA
25 003876 MAHESH KUMAR GUPTA
26 000670 M L N SASTRY
27 000809 ASHISH KUMAR SINGH
28 002255 LAXMI KANT MANDAL
29 000672 KAMAL KUMAR THAKUR
30 001296 RAJIV KUMAR SINGH
31 001295 MANISH KISHAN
32 000648 R KALYANA SUNDARAM
33 000338 JAI PRAKASH SINGH
34 003204 BAL KRISHNA THAKUR
35 000175 G NAGARAJAN
36 007201 K J JOHN
37 005136 SHREEKANT RANJAN
38 007217 SANJAY KUMAR MISHRA
39 002721 ANIL KUMAR SAMDARSHI
40 007849 KUMAR RAJIV RANJAN
41 007845 KUMAR AMRENDRA
42 002732 D PONNI
43 003051 CHANDAN KUMAR
44 007704 PARVEEN KUMAR
45 004172 RADHA RAMAN JOSHI
46 007523 PARVATHY KATARIA
47 004336 VIKAS SRIVASTAVA
48 007857 JAGDISH LAL
49 007374 PHANI TULASI K CH
50 006723 SANDEEP KUMAR
51 007702 M RAMA PRATAP
52 006252 ANIL KUMAR MADAN
53 002887 UTTAM KUMAR MISHRA
54 001941 VISHAL KUMAR GUPTA
55 006243 SANJAY KUMAR

56 006248 GEETA BHATNAGAR
57 002112 ANIL KUMAR K C
58 002912 LALIT KUMAR
59 006431 ABHAY KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
60 004654 PRADEEP KUMAR
61 001309 SUNITA SHARMA
62 005761 CK VINAY KUMAR
63 004006 VIJAY ANDLEY
64 007682 SANJEEV KUMAR
65 000020 RAJEEV LOCHAN
66 003367 RAKESH KUMAR ARYA
67 006923 DHEERENDRA MOHAN KHARE
68 007207 RAJENDRA PRASAD GUPTA
69 003709 RUCHI MAHAJAN
70 007690 VIDYA SAGAR RAI
71 007535 RAVINDRA KUMAR SHARMA
72 000166 C SRINIVASAN
73 007859 SREEMATHI GHOSH
74 000976 MEHBOOB REZA
75 006887 NAVIN KISHOR JOSHI
76 001131 SANJAY KUMAR MISHRA
77 006563 SANJEEV KUMAR SHARMA
78 000332 R HEMA MALINI
79 000198 SANJAY KUMAR TIWARY
80 005630 N RAMESH KUMAR
81 000983 RAJESH KUMAR NIRAJ
82 005777 RAJEEV VERMA
83 004175 RENU MEHRA
84 007850 MAMMEN VARGHESE
85 005949 PRASHANT ROY
86 004342 ASHUTOSH KUMAR
87 002587 VINOD KUMAR
88 003218 DEEPAK KHATWANI
89 001300 DHARMENDAR RAI
90 001443 REMESAN C V
91 003703 KARUNESH PRATAP SHINGH
92 003555 S VENKATA RAGHAVAN
93 004029 SANJEEV KUMAR
94 004004 PRAVEEN PANDIT
95 003875 SANJEEV KUMAR KALA
96 002913 DHARMENDRA KUMAR YADAV
97 005942 MOHAMMAD ASHIF
98 002438 SHIV DUTT SHARMA
99 003052 SANJAY KUMAR DAS GUPTA
100 002916 GAURAV SHUKLA
101 006902 C P VINOD KUMAR
102 001958 RAKESH KUMAR SINGH
103 000832 PRAVIN KUMAR PANDEY
104 000660 SUBIR KUMAR
105 001317 SUMAN SHARMA
106 006269 NANAK CHAND
107 000487 BALBIR SINGH HIMRAL
108 004323 SANTANU DHAR
109 006907 SUBHASHCHANDRA AMIN
110 006912 RAMAKRISHNAN B
111 003386 R VENKATESWARAN

112 006436 RAJEEV
113 001299 AMRESH KUMAR
114 000654 M RAVI
115 005146 JAYA SHAH
116 001292 ASHISH KUMAR AGRAWAL
117 003856 MADHUR LATA MATHUR
118 004177 PARAS SARWIAYA
119 005946 SANJAY RAWAT
120 004826 MANISH MRINAL
121 007707 GAJENDER SINGH RAWAT
122 003383 ASHWANI KUMAR SABHARWAL
123 001628 AWADHESH KUMAR
124 004828 RAJEEV R
125 002424 ASHOK KUMAR SINGH
126 000501 SANJEETA CHATTERJEE
127 003208 C V SURESH KUMAR
128 004183 VIVEK MATHUR
129 005299 NARENDRA MOHAN GUPTA
130 001475 BAL KISHAN
131 002751 C R AJAYAN
132 002095 NIMAI ADHIKARY
133 006116 MUKESH KUMAR JAIN
134 000189 MEENA SHARMA
135 000970 K M NANDAKUMAR
136 006893 LOKESH CHANDER TREHAN
137 002408 DINESH CHANGRANI
138 000505 BHUPAL SINGH BIST
139 000514 JYOTI SWAROOP ASTHANA
140 007047 K K SAXENA
141 004506 MANOJ KUMAR GUPTA
142 003841 PRABHAKAR LAL KARN
143 002433 RAKESH CHANDRA
144 000493 S SABARIRAJAN VAGULAPARNA
145 007211 K VENKATESAN
146 004031 RAKESH KUMAR
147 000178 SUNIL KUMAR
148 003550 P R RAMANATHAN
149 003221 JAGDISH CHANDRA UPRETI
150 003376 KUMAR KALIKANAND
151 002738 MANISH KUMAR
152 004184 BHADRA SASIKUMAR
153 001454 BINDU PILLAI
154 003049 R MANI
155 006421 T GANGADHARAN
156 003844 R RAJARAM
157 002893 V ARUNACHALAM
158 004662 RAJESH KUMAR SINGH
159 006901 SATINDER KUMAR SHARMA
160 000502 SAROOP SINGH
161 001936 ARUNA SHARMA
162 000335 DEEPAK SHARMA
163 007722 RAJEEV ANAND
164 006735 BINOD BIHARI SINGH
165 001765 SUNILA BAGGA
166 001442 SARITA GARG

COMB. SO/STENO (GD.B/GD.I) LTD. DEPT. COMPTV. EXAM 2009

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

Continued
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167 001123 ASHOK KUMAR GHOSH
168 000971 K V UDAYA KIRAN
169 001139 NAVIN KUMAR
170 002096 DINESH KUMAR SHUKLA
171 007542 SUNIL KUMAR PANDEY
172 001458 TAJINDER SINGH BAL
173 005142 SUBODH KUMAR JAYASWAL
174 000348 RAKESH KUMAR JAIN
175 002923 RAJESH GUPTA
176 000168 PINKI PANDEY
177 005951 LATA S KAPUR
178 007720 KRISHAN LAL AHUJA
179 000649 KAILASH KUMAR
180 006582 ABRAHAM E U
181 000999 SANJAY NARANG
182 003222 ROHIT TEWARI
183 003389 M CHANDRAMOHAN
184 005770 S PADMA ROY
185 000322 C SAMPATH
186 002578 MANATHATTAI RAGHAVAN SANT
187 000008 ANIL KUMAR
188 002088 TILAK RAJ PARNAMI
189 006425 ROSHAN LAL
190 005138 LALA ASHOKE DAS
191 006734 N T GEORGE
192 006589 V MURALITHARAN
193 003847 BHARAT BHUSHAN
194 002250 DINESH
195 000844 BIRBAL SINGH NEGI
196 003056 RAVI KUMAR SINHA
197 007543 GURDARSHAN LAL MADAN
198 007521 ARVIND KUMAR BARONIA
199 005453 VIJAYA CHANDRASHEKAR
200 001767 ACHLA BHATIA
201 000176 OM PRAKASH CHANCHAL
202 006908 SMT LATHA S NAIR
203 001772 PARVEEN KUMARI
204 003716 RAJESH MALIK
205 005458 ASHOKE KUMAR CHATTERJEE
206 000822 ANITA DINESH
207 007719 SUMAN VELAYUDHAN
208 002918 INDU BUTANI
209 006738 DEEPAK KUMAR MISRA
210 004022 VIBHA SAXENA
211 007376 BHARAT BHUSHAN SHARMA
212 002420 DARSHAN KUMAR
213 005294 MUKESH SUNDRIYAL
214 001448 VASANTHI V BABU
215 001942 MANOJ KUMAR VERMA
216 000028 MAGAN SINGH DABAS
217 002900 GEORGE DEEPAK TOPPO
218 006903 VIJAY PRAKASH BHATT
219 005615 RAJEEV SAXENA
220 004339 SACHIN KUMAR
221 006583 V MAHALINGAM
222 002410 G JAYACHANDRA RAJU
223 001319 CHANDRA SHEKHAR BAHUGUNA
224 004007 THANG LIAN LAL
225 003060 NEELAM TANEJA
226 001784 PRASOON TRIPATHI
227 001487 A A SREEKANTH
228 002722 RAO VINEET KUMAR
229 006742 DIWAKAR KUMAR BARNWAL
230 006581 ASHFAQ ALI RIZWANI
231 004519 DEEP SHEKHAR SINGHAL
232 001302 PREM BABU
233 001150 SUNIL KUMAR
234 000817 ALOKE KUMAR ROY
235 006562 BHASKAR SEAL
236 001153 ASHWANI KUMAR
237 000816 BRIJESH KUMAR SAHU
238 007050 MANMOHAN KUMAR
239 004497 PRATAP SINGH RAWAT
240 003846 SURAJIT SAHA
241 007537 PRAMOD KUMAR PATRA
242 005443 K H SIVARAMAKRISHNAN
243 005960 VENI HARIHARAN
244 006919 RAJESH PANDEY
245 002603 DHARAM PAL ARORA
246 003226 POONAM CHAUDHARY
247 001318 AMIT KUMAR
248 002242 ARNAB BHATTACHARYYA
249 000500 SANTOSH KUMAR MALVIYA
250 006282 K RAVICHANDRAN
251 007545 ANNIE GEORGE
252 004660 GEORGE JACOB
253 002737 K JAYARAJAN
254 000807 ASHOK GIRI
255 006094 C T VARGHESE
256 002565 PROMOD KUMAR

257 002904 SUSHIL KUMAR MISHRA
258 001618 RITA MAL
259 006596 SHEKHAR BOSE
260 004685 NARENDRA KUMAR SAHOO
261 005122 RAMAKRISHNAN K S
262 006279 SHERLY KURUVILLA
263 003863 SANDEEP KUMAR
264 007054 VYOMESH PANT
265 006089 KAMAL GANDHI
266 002579 VASANDA MURALEEDHARAN
267 006420 KHALID ANSARI
268 007686 SANTANU RAKSHIT
269 006263 ASHWANI VERMA
270 005444 MOHANDAS P V
271 001960 VIJAY KUMAR GUPTA
272 002582 DHRUB KUMAR
273 007210 G ANANTHANARAYANAN
274 007703 H K SHARMA
275 001149 DHEERAJ KUMAR MEENA
276 000963 SUDESH KUMAR
277 007701 RAVI SHANKER
278 004514 MALU RAM MEENA
279 003696 ASHOK KUMAR
280 003054 NANDAN RAM
281 002745 RAJPAL BHATIA
282 006258 KAMAL PARKASH
283 003535 VIJAAY PAL
284 006267 GOPAL RAM
285 000161 NAND LAL
286 004016 KUNVER BALWANT RAO
287 001308 SUMITRA RANI
288 005309 MANOJ KUMAR
289 004364 KIRPAL SINGH
290 002124 ARUN KUMAR
291 001288 RICHH PAL SINGH
292 003691 BILLA SWALKYA
293 005604 ARVIND JOSEPH SORENG
294 000821 KUSUM LATA
295 004337 HEM CHAND BHARTIYA
296 004020 SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
297 001446 RAJ KUMAR
298 007862 ANIL KUMAR
299 001469 DALBIR SINGH RANGA
300 003369 SATBIR SINGH
301 000663 OM PRAKASH MEENA
302 006115 AMITESH ROY
303 005948 JASBIR TIWARI
304 000810 KAILASH SIVTYA
305 002882 JAYASREE C R
306 005473 NIRANJAN LAL
307 000814 SANJAY KERKETTA
308 001453 K THOMAS MARING
309 002084 DEVENDRA KUMAR
310 005155 RAJINDER KUMAR PUNIA
311 006914 NANAK CHAND
312 007397 SHAILENDRA KUMAR
313 007229 MUKESH
314 007386 SANAT KUMAR RAY
315 005316 B H THANGMAWI VAIPHEI
316 001297 MAHESH KUMAR
317 004165 SUBHASH CHAND
318 001939 NITAI KUMAR SAHA
319 000492 L THANGARAJ
320 004809 RISHI RAJ
321 002769 RAJENDRA KUMAR ARYA
322 001631 HET RAM
323 001168 KAMAL DEV
324 004648 RAJESH KUMAR MEHRAULIYA
325 007713 SAROJ KUJUR
326 000325 TH LIANBOI
327 002594 N SHUBHA RAO
328 000669 JEEVAN KISHORE KERKETTA
329 003229 AJEET SINGH
330 004656 RAM SARAN
331 007239 ASHISH KUMAR
332 005952 GUR KAMAL JIT SINGH
333 001285 K KHATMINTHANG
334 000010 KHELA RAM MURMU
335 007842 LAMKHOMANG
336 000481 THAN SINGH
337 003375 ADHIR CHANDRA KAYAL
338 006125 ASHA JASSI
339 003224 BHIMRAO DAULAT SAPKALE
340 007069 RAM KUMAR SAROYA
341 005150 VINOD KUMAR DHIMAN
342 007697 M KALIMUTHU
343 002411 JAGVIR SINGH
344 001931 SATENDER PRASAD
345 007863 LALITA T HEDAOO

346 002083 JOYDEV PRAMANIK
347 007043 DEEN DAYAL SINGH
348 004343 RAMA NAND
349 007868 KANASO T K
350 002598 A S LUNGREISHANG
351 001938 MICA SINGH LYNGDOH
352 003245 HARSHA NATTHUJI HEDAOO
353 007529 HAUSUANTHANG GUITE
354 001646 MADAN LAL MEENA
355 000039 BHAGWAN SAHAI MEENA
356 007530 RAMESH G KHADANE
357 007227 KHAMNGAIHLUN
358 000042 XAVIER TOPPO
359 004040 BADRI PRASAD MEENA
360 004163 SIMANTA BORSAIKIA
361 000523 VIJAY KUMARI PUSHPA HILAR
362 004838 NEELAM PATRICK EKKA
363 004966 K TUALZAPAU
364 003702 BHAGWAN DASS
365 003855 BASUDEV TUDU
366 007552 KAILASH CHAND MEENA
367 004655 VANLALTHUOM
368 005151 SHRI KHAM KHAN SUAN
369 000041 SHOBHA RANI TIRU
370 006579 GANESH HIRALAL NIKHARE
371 005159 GAJ MOHAN MEENA
372 000001 T KAMZAPAU
373 006602 BABU LAL MEENA
374 000003 ROPNA KHARIA
375 003239 BHARAT LAL MEENA
376 004351 GOPAL KISAN DHAKATE

CATEGORY II
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 000803 YOGESH KUMAR SINGH
2 001611 FAKHARUDDIN ALI AHMAD
3 007366 SANKAR NANDI
4 006081 ADARSH KUMAR MISHRA
5 003206 SANDEEP KUMAR
6 004161 PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWAL
7 000805 AJAY KUMAR SHARMA
8 003697 AJAY KUMAR SINGH
9 001614 GIRISH SINGH KAVIA
10 007533 ABHINAV KUMAR

CATEGORY III
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 007687 LALITHA R MENON
2 002266 SOM LINGAYA
3 003078 VINOD KUMAR M B
4 000989 RAJESH KUMAR
5 006592 AVNINDER SINGH BHASIN
6 001629 A RANGARAJAN
7 007551 BALAKRUSHNA SAHOO
8 007718 HARJINDER KUMAR
9 003232 MEENA KUMARI
10 001801 LASANG YOLMO
11 003862 MAHADEV PRASAD MEENA
12 002122 DEBA BRATA BISWAS

CATEGORY IV
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 003065 MANJU DANGWAL
2 007715 S V NARAYANA SASTRY
3 000357 YOGITA ANAND
4 000964 SOVAN KUMAR DAS
5 007854 D VIJAYA
6 007856 SAUGAT DEY
7 006575 RAVI ARORA
8 004961 BRIJ MOHAN MALIK
9 005635 SUNIL KUMAR
10 005933 REEMA MALHOTRA
11 005616 SRIKANTH S A
12 003385 CHANDER SHEKHAR CHHABRA
13 007208 SANJEEV KUMAR SACHDEVA
14 007361 JAYANTA SAHA
15 004196 SUNITA THAKUR
16 005281 ARUN A
17 001781 N KRISHNAN
18 004973 RAMARAO A B V
19 004842 NAMITA BAKSHI
20 005293 SANJAY KUMAR JAIN
21 005791 HARINDER SETHI
22 003363 E NAGARAJAN
23 003236 ANIL BHALLA
24 006113 MANISH MALHOTRA
25 001620 RAJNISH
26 001763 LALIT MOHAN NAYYAR

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.
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27 004810 LAXMI NARAYAN
28 005162 MALLIKA RAVI SHANKAR
29 003211 VIVEK
30 005313 VANITA GUPTA
31 007203 S PUTTANNA
32 001806 MANJU BALA ARORA
33 002281 PARAMJEET KAUR
34 006913 ANAND GOGIA
35 000967 REKHA SETHI
36 001776 PERSHU RAM MAHTO
37 006085 PRITI
38 005311 AMIT PURI
39 004991 PARVEEN BATRA

CATEGORY V
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 001287 R RAMESH
2 004188 S GURUNATHAN
3 006112 SANJAY KUMAR
4 004162 PUNEET GHAI
5 006241 ARUN SHARMA
6 002741 KULDIP KUMAR LAKRA
7 003522 NARENDER KUMAR
8 000025 SANJAY KANOJIA

CATEGORY VII
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 003707 REVATHI V
2 000019 RANMAT SINGH
3 001779 HARISH KUMAR

CATEGORY VIII
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 000185 KUMARESAN K
2 001328 RINA GIRI

CATEGORY IX
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 007547 RAJESH KUMAR
2 000979 RADHA RAMAN KUMAR
3 002249 L HARI HARA KRISHNAN
4 007858 S KASI VISWANATHAN
5 003873 VANDANA PALVINDER MEHRA
6 001762 RAJASEKHARAN NAIR P V
7 001945 R KANNAN
8 006265 PRAWIN KUMAR GUPTA
9 003373 DEEPAK KUMAR

10 006440 RAJEEV KUMAR SAXENA
11 001764 RAMESH CHANDER YADAV
12 000647 NARENDER SINGH BISHT
13 001452 PRAVEEN BAHUGUNA
14 007387 K BHANU REKHA
15 005621 V ARUMUGAM
16 006729 LOVELY JOHN
17 004829 RANJAY KUMAR
18 004504 K M E A MOHAMED NUHUMAN A
19 001148 V BALA SUSBAMANIAN
20 005803 OM PARKASH
21 000337 K VENKATESAN
22 004355 R JAYAKUMAR
23 003202 JAI KANT SHARMA
24 003527 A V MOHAN
25 002441 S NAGARAJAN
26 003047 SARWAN KUMAR MEENA
27 007705 SUBHASH CHANDER
28 002434 RAJ KUMAR
29 004207 GAYA PARSAD
30 006766 LILESHWAR ANANTRAM BHALAV
31 000026 RAVINDER KUMAR PIPAL

CONCLUDED

CATEGORY I
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 006578 BHAGABAN PADHY
2 007869 RAKESH KUMAR
3 001320 HARISH CHANDER PAPNE
4 001770 SANGEETA
5 000363 S PADMANABHA
6 007708 RAGHUNANDAN SINGH
7 003371 PRADEEP KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
8 006415 AJIT SINGH
9 001449 LAVKESH SEHGAL
10 001146 P SOMAKUMAR
11 004345 BHAMA NARAYANAN
12 002089 HEMANT SHARMA
13 001768 VIMALA VIKRAM
14 001283 ANIL CHANDER KANDPAL
15 003069 PRADEEP KUMAR SHARMA
16 005945 V GANGADHARAN
17 004963 K ROY VARGHESE
18 004657 ASHOK KUMAR
19 004191 ASHOK KUMAR
20 007695 RAM SWAROOP NAUTIYAL
21 000196 MANU SHARMA
22 002417 SURINDER PAL SHARMA
23 001603 KRISHNA PAL
24 001639 SUJIT KUMAR DAS
25 003366 RAVISH JOIYA
26 007394 ANAND DEVULAPALLY
27 003374 MOHAN DAS V
28 000977 ANIL KUMAR T
29 004972 RAJNI SAXENA
30 005307 SANJAY SURI
31 004987 RAKESH KUMAR CHAUDHRY
32 007852 T G VENKATESH
33 003533 S NATARAJAN
34 007861 DNK KUTUMBA RAO
35 002590 SATYAPAL BIST
36 003212 JAY GOPAL CHAKRABORTY
37 000504 SANDEEP KUMAR SINHA
38 002903 SUBRAT KUMAR
39 006895 RITA SINGH
40 005317 MANJU DUREJA
41 002894 AJEET SINGH
42 004989 DAYA NAND KUMAR
43 006571 ASHOK KUMAR PAL
44 007205 JAY PRAKASH U
45 001925 AMIT KUMAR SINGHA
46 006121 K V RAMACHANDRAN
47 002087 N RAMACHANDRAN
48 006568 AMBRISH KUMAR SHARMA
49 004174 GEORGE JOSEPH
50 006745 K RADHAKRISHNAN
51 005284 RATNESH KUMAR GUPTA
52 002883 ARUN KUMAR GURUNG
53 007369 CHANDRAGUPTA SHAURYA
54 007202 J VENKATARAMAN
55 007076 ARVIND KUMAR SURAJ
56 004324 K S CHITRA
57 001934 V K JAYASHREE
58 000507 KULDEEP DIXIT
59 006743 ARUNA VERMA
60 000346 SASIDHARAN M G

61 007524 NIRMAL KUMAR DUTTA
62 004037 R CHANDRAMOHAN
63 005140 MAHESH CHAND SHARMA
64 002413 RETHEESH BALAKRISHNAN
65 003225 KAMLESH MAKKAR
66 003684 ANNAKUNJU MATHEW
67 005457 OM PRAKASH
68 002908 PADMA CHARANA PADHY
69 007223 SANJAY KATIYAR
70 003238 SUSHIL KUMAR
71 007071 RAJESH CHAND SHARMA
72 007721 M SELVAKUMAR
73 001928 DOLLY SEHGAL
74 003689 M VASUDEVAN
75 001294 SARITA CAPOOR
76 006904 SHIV RAM MENON
77 002884 ROSAMMA MATHEW
78 000342 BRIJENDRA KUMAR KASHYAP
79 002896 PRIYARANJAN VERMA
80 004365 P ANGELS
81 005606 R BAGAVATHI
82 007536 ANIL KUMAR ROY
83 001641 NARESH KUMAR SHARMA
84 002082 S BALAKRISHNAN
85 005486 VANDANA SHARMA
86 003538 PRANAB KUMAR HOTA
87 005467 RAKESH KUMAR
88 004996 SHANKAR PANDIT
89 004010 S T SELVI SINGH
90 002759 BALRAM GOEL
91 004033 B RAM MURTHI SARMA
92 001126 MANAS KUMAR PANDIT
93 004492 TARA DUTT
94 006092 IPE THOMAS
95 002446 V V GEORGE
96 004493 DILIP KUMAR MITRA
97 003705 V GOMATHI
98 003713 HARJINDER KAUR
99 004186 ASHUTOSH MISHRA
100 002588 CHANDRA KUMAR
101 003868 MARIAMMA SEBASTIAN
102 002723 SANJAY SOOD
103 003074 MANAVENDRA PRATAP
104 003536 MANISH UNIYAL
105 001932 P K VENUGOPAL RAO
106 003387 PAMELA DAVID
107 002757 NARENDRA SINGH RAWAT
108 002577 SANJIV MAMGAIN
109 001478 X USHA REGINA
110 003881 R GOPIKRISHNAN
111 003853 K BALASUBRAMANIAN
112 004014 ASHMA SINGH
113 005135 PHILOMENA RAPHAEL
114 001291 RAKESH KUMAR
115 002403 NISHANT KUMAR SINGH
116 005633 G JOSEPH PRABHAKAR
117 000323 DR JAYANTA BISHNU NATH
118 004508 SEBASTINE A C
119 004185 N R SEKAR RAJU
120 004832 S GOPALA KRISHNA
121 003544 AMAR JIT SINGH

122 005480 S SRINIVASAN
123 006732 S P GANGULY
124 006572 T V SIVAKUMAR
125 002125 RISHI KAUSHIK
126 001284 SANDEEP KUMAR
127 003850 KANAKA BALACHANDRAN
128 005128 INDIRA P
129 005300 DEV PRAKASH SHUKLA
130 004484 P DINESH
131 007212 MUKESH KUMAR
132 007870 NITIN JAIN
133 000677 L S S SUBRAMANIAN
134 007363 SHYAMAL SIL
135 007046 I RAMARAJU
136 000988 SHASHI RAWAT
137 001926 AKHIL SAHAI
138 002244 AUSTIN JOSE T
139 002584 KULDIP CHANDRA SHARMA
140 006727 RANJEET KUMAR
141 007059 SANJAY KUMAR TARUN
142 003871 R SATHEES KUMAR
143 005603 ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
144 004813 S VENKATESAN
145 000486 RAJAN BHASIN
146 002421 UTTAM SENGUPTA
147 003529 RABINDRA NATH GOP
148 000506 MADHUSUDANAN V K
149 002899 J RAVISHANKAR
150 001632 OM PRAKASH KUMAR
151 002725 BAIDYANATH PRASAD
152 004687 MATEEN AHMAD
153 002728 SUBIR KUMAR ROY
154 003384 MADHU BALA MATHUR
155 001293 SHANKAR PERISETLA
156 006590 C JOHN VARGHESE
157 001474 LETHA LEKSHMI KUTTY
158 005288 DEVENDRA KUMAR
159 006409 THRESIAMMA SEBASTIAN
160 000173 R MANOHAR KAMATH
161 000022 KRISHAN LAL
162 007847 LIAQUAT ALI KHAN
163 004666 USHA SUDHAKARAN
164 004352 VIKAS RAJ
165 006909 CYRIL SOLOMAN PORTER
166 003874 RAJESH KUMAR
167 004198 SANTOSH ARORA
168 007066 JAIRAM HASSANAND MULWANI
169 007226 RANDHIR KUMAR
170 004190 MITHLESH GARG
171 006273 G SESHAGIRI
172 000811 P GOPALAKRISHNAN
173 000997 RAMESH CHANDRA JHA
174 005601 S RAVINDERNATH
175 003205 G GOPA KUMAR
176 003071 POONAM SHARMA
177 004643 D MALA
178 002897 KONDEPUDI NAGESWARA RAO
179 006885 RAJ KUMAR AGGARWAL
180 002731 RANJEET CHAKRAVARTY
181 004969 SHARMILA CHANDA
182 007214 SOBHAN KUMAR DAS

COMB. SO/STENO (GD.B/GD.I) LTD. DEPT. COMPTV. EXAM 2010

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.
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CATEGORY I
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 006268 ANIL KUMAR
2 006728 USHA SREENIVASAN
3 007716 CS LAKSHMINARAYANAN
4 006242 ASHUTOSH APTE
5 005798 PREM CHAND
6 004815 INDER JEET TANWAR
7 005788 RAMESH CHANDRA
8 002256 ANAND SINGH KHATI
9 006254 SUNIL KUMAR
10 002435 I R ANTONY
11 001612 MD MARAZUDDIN
12 003364 SREEKALA VISWANATH
13 006576 KAILASH CHANDRA JOSHI
14 003237 SHORAN SINGH
15 007546 R R SRI PRAKASH

16 005287 KOMARTHI SATYA NAGENDRA
17 006721 RAKESH KUMAR SACHDEV
18 004011 SHYAMAL KUMAR BIT
19 002445 SANTOSH AGGARWAL
20 004834 MD REYAZ NAZMI
21 005779 NR VIJAYALAKSHMI
22 000517 G RAJENDRAN
23 005934 SANTOSH KUMAR
24 000163 SURESH KUMAR SHARMA
25 003685 R KALAI SELVAN
26 003683 K K BHARDWAJ
27 003542 NINAN T VARGHESE
28 003531 SAROJ SHARMA
29 001304 ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA
30 003848 VIKAS MOHAN
31 007714 NEENU JULKA

32 005296 S SANTHANAM
33 000966 R SELVAKUMAR
34 000961 RAJA RAMASWAMY
35 000841 JASBIR SINGH
36 005627 N PRASANNA KUMAR
37 005312 RAVI KUMAR
38 000835 VIRESH SHARMA
39 004667 RAJEEW JAISWAL
40 006410 MANOJ KUMAR TEWARI
41 006093 KULDEEP SINGH
42 004644 PARVEEN SINGH
43 006108 R VAIDYANATHAN
44 005137 V THULASIDHARAN
45 000849 RAJIV MUKHERJEE
46 004487 JEET SINGH
47 002277 BHUVNESHWAR PRASAD NAUTIY

183 007396 MANNAVA MURALI MOHAN
184 007238 SATHY MADHUSOODANAN
185 000965 SACHIDANAND BHARDWAJ
186 007388 VINOD KUMAR
187 000520 ASHWANI KUMAR DEVESHWAR
188 000177 VIJAY SINGH RAUTELA
189 002120 SUMAN SHARMA
190 002094 VASANTHILAKHUMNA
191 004840 M DAMODARAN
192 002284 C S SEETHALA
193 006418 RAJI CHACKO
194 007245 R VANDANA BADOLA
195 006898 AJAY KUMAR
196 001151 N MUTHUKUMAR
197 006917 R THAMBY JEYA RAJ
198 004018 SIVARAJU RAMA
199 005640 RAJU BAGGA
200 000192 VIBHA PANT
201 000193 SWAPAN BANDYOPADHYAY
202 003879 JANAKI J RAMAN
203 007215 SUNITA SHARMA
204 004994 RITA KUMARI
205 000657 JAGDISH KUMAR
206 003860 KAMAL DEO PRASAD
207 000990 NARENDER KUMAR
208 004661 NAVEEN ARORA
209 004971 OM PRAKASH SINGH
210 007874 E N SARASAMMA
211 006406 MOHAN KUMAR T
212 003219 SHAILENDRA BHATNAGAR
213 002734 SHOBHA BALAKRISHNAN
214 006750 C K SUNDARESWRAN
215 005636 T SIVAKUMAR
216 005125 RAKESH KUMAR
217 005315 JOSSY JOSEPH
218 000655 DHARMENDER
219 004836 PAWAN KUMAR
220 005130 S DHANA SHEKAR
221 007395 RAMESH CHANDER SHARMA
222 003725 RAJESH TANEJA
223 007382 HARISH KUMAR VASHISHTA
224 001624 M GANGADHARAN
225 005792 NITESH BHASIN
226 004182 RAKESH BISHT
227 000169 T SAKTHIVELAN
228 005148 PREM CHAND
229 001933 SAROJINI SHARMA
230 006922 MADHU BALA SONI
231 003845 GYANENDRA KUMAR BHOJAL
232 001473 HARIKESH KUMAR
233 005450 V GIRIDHARAN
234 004496 APARNA
235 007864 NEELAM ARORA
236 001161 SIBBO RAM
237 004483 ARVIND KUMAR
238 000681 RAVI NIRMAL
239 004817 VIJAY PRAKASH NODIYA
240 007860 ROSHAN LAL
241 001141 RAM PAL
242 002920 KITAB SINGH
243 003082 SHYAM SUNDER
244 000996 SUBE SINGH
245 003547 USHA
246 003558 SHANTI LAL BOURASI
247 001605 JAGDISH KUMAR
248 000678 ANITA DHADRA
249 007534 SURESH KUMAR
250 002090 BEHARI LAL KOLI
251 006447 RAMESH CHANDRA
252 001800 DHARAM SINGH

253 007400 BALBIR SINGH
254 007562 ASHOK BAWAL
255 002592 GHANSHYAM MEENA
256 002729 ROHTAS SINGH MEENA
257 004512 SHIV LAHRI MEENA

CATEGORY II
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 004322 K SWAMINATHAN
2 006577 NISHI ARORA
3 006881 T G RAMESH
4 005957 AMITABH RANJAN
5 003365 SANDEEP KAUSHIK
6 003710 SANJEEV KUMAR GOEL
7 005442 BHUPENDRA SINGH NIKHURPA
8 003530 JOHN MICHAEL KERKETTA
9 007841 TONGKHOTINTHANG HANGSHING

CATEGORY III
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 003215 SHIV NARAIN
2 003390 SUJIT KUMAR DAS
3 007049 SMT PREETHA
4 003085 BHAGAT RAJESH PRASAD
5 003063 A D NANDAKUMAR
6 001959 JOLLY JOSEPH
7 006597 RAJESH CHOPRA
8 006428 A HARI MOHAN
9 003044 MAHESH KUMAR GOINDANI
10 002743 N RAMESH
11 004168 SHIKHA BANERJEE
12 001796 PRASANTA KUMAR PATTNAIK
13 004645 MANOHAR LAL
14 007241 RAJ KUMAR SAGAR
15 000170 RAJINI BARLA
16 004513 NIRMAL RANI

CATEGORY IV
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 006247 ASHISH SHARMA
2 004330 T R GANESH
3 001456 B RAJASEKHARAN NAIR
4 006408 A HARI KRISHNA SHARMA
5 002583 SURINDER SINGH
6 007684 LALIT KUMAR
7 007064 SHALINI
8 006088 RAJNEESH BHARDWAJ
9 001127 UMED SINGH
10 002586 K ANURADHA
11 007846 HARENDRA SINGH
12 002257 ATUL SINGH
13 001626 SUSHIL KUMAR
14 000659 AMRITPAL SINGH
15 002567 HARVINDER SINGH
16 001921 SANOJ KUMAR SINGH
17 000355 SANJIV KR CHAKRABORTY
18 001009 RAJEEV KUMAR JHA
19 002905 CHANDER PRAKASH
20 007228 HIRA MANI
21 002404 PRADEEP KUMAR BHATT
22 003378 KONKI KRISHNA RAO
23 007549 LALIT KUMAR
24 000340 CHANDER SHEKHER
25 006883 PRADEEP RAWAL
26 003849 SANJAY KUMAR
27 003525 NETHI RAJESWARA RAO
28 001447 HEMA ARORA
29 006091 A DEVANANDAN

30 000024 PROMILA DEVNANI
31 006249 MEETU
32 000326 VIJJAPU TRIYAMBAKA RAO
33 000349 KAVITA AGNIHOTRI
34 000164 PREETHA P
35 000975 JITINDER SABHERWAL
36 004015 AZEEZ BAIG
37 002442 MEENA MAHENDRU
38 007544 MANISH TRIKHA
39 000515 JYOTI THAKUR
40 006570 SANGEETA SHARMA
41 005774 SANJAY KUMAR
42 003528 PUNEET PATHAK
43 001792 PRINCY BHARGAVA
44 006414 A SEETHA MAHA LAKSHMI
45 000662 SANJAY NAUTIYAL
46 002727 RAVINDER KUMAR
47 003240 RACHNA VARSHNEY
48 007566 MONIKA VIG
49 001313 RAJESH JOSHI
50 001780 SUMITA BANERJEE
51 006412 RITU MARWAH
52 001470 AVANEESH UPADHYAY
53 002436 MENU SINGHAL
54 005460 M NAGA SUBRAHMANYAM
55 004974 ANAND MOHAN JHA
56 000485 JAY PRAKASH SINGH
57 003233 NARENDER LAL SAINI
58 003693 SATISH CHANDER JOSHI
59 005617 SUBHASH ARORA
60 002888 SANJEEV GANDHI
61 001950 SANJAY KUMAR
62 007709 NAVNEET KUMAR
63 007526 MADHU SAWHNEY
64 003706 RAJEEV KUMAR
65 006889 SURAJ PRAKASH SHARMA
66 003368 RAKESH KUMAR
67 006444 ANIL KUMAR VERMA
68 003877 KIRAN MALIK
69 000179 SAROJ KUMARI
70 004003 BRIJ LAL
71 002081 LAXMI NARAIN
72 005303 MAMTA
73 004803 OM PRAKASH
74 000324 RAJENDER KUMAR
75 002407 RAMESHWARI
76 002406 SARITA
77 000328 MAHIPAL SINGH
78 005768 DEEPAK JILOHA

CATEGORY V
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 002401 SURJEET SINGH
2 006573 YENIGALLA ANIL KUMAR
3 006564 SRIRAM
4 003681 DINESH SINGH RAWAT
5 006281 ANANTHA SUBRAMONIA IYER R
6 000801 RAJEEV KUMAR

CATEGORY VI
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 005441 MUNI RAMA KRISHNA K
2 001158 KAMLA MATHPAL
3 000495 UTPAL BHASKAR

CATEGORY VII
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 003546 VINEETA SHARMA
CONCLUDED

COMB. SO/STENO (GD.B/GD.I) LTD. DEPT. COMPTV. EXAM 2011

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.
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SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

48 004978 SAKTI PADA NANDI
49 007404 K G BALACHANDRAN
50 003861 VINOD KUMAR
51 002575 IFTAKHAR AHMED CHOUDHURY
52 007710 SUDIPTO SEN GUPTA
53 001621 SUMANTO KUMAR BEHERA
54 000490 KALPANA GOEL
55 006272 CHANDER KANTA MALIK
56 003523 V PRABHA
57 006100 SUSHMA SOOD
58 000351 T G GOPIDASSAN
59 002924 MANISHA VERMA
60 004321 N R L SUNDARA RAJAN
61 007219 JAI SHANKAR PRASAD
62 004491 JEEVAN RAMNATH
63 006246 P RAJENDRAN
64 004659 BALAM SINGH MANRAL
65 004822 B SWAMINATHAN
66 001307 TARA ARORA
67 005623 PANKAJ KUMAR
68 004206 KISHAN CHAND
69 004347 PARBODH CHANDER MONGA
70 002426 ANAND SINGH RAWAT
71 003400 ANWAR IMAM
72 007548 PRATIBHA SHARMA
73 007527 NARESH KUMAR GROVER
74 001601 K SRINIVASA RAO
75 001924 KASU NATH SOREN
76 002093 PRADEEP KUMAR JAIN
77 000015 NEELAM UPADHYAYA
78 002591 M SERAN ILANGKEERTHI
79 002265 BINA MANSUKHANI
80 004327 RAJAN GUPTA
81 004686 ADHIR KUMAR
82 002437 BHASKAR CHAKRABARTI
83 003872 HEMANTA KUMAR MUKHERJEE
84 004170 TS MUTHUKRISHNAN
85 002568 AWADHESH KUMAR GUPTA
86 005784 K JAYARAMAN
87 001787 SUMAN KATYAL
88 005610 S RAGOTHAMAN
89 000182 RONITA BHADURY
90 007561 SUNEETA NEGI
91 006911 ALOK ROY CHOWDHURY
92 000330 SAILESWAR PAL
93 002414 PAWAN KUMAR SHARMA
94 006411 RAJENDER PARSHAD DUHAN
95 003235 C K RAJENDRAN
96 005456 KARTHIKEYAN S
97 007243 V K BABU
98 007042 KRISHNA RAWAT
99 000969 MANICK MUKHOPADHYAY
100 001445 VIKRANT VERMA
101 004642 VINOD KUMAR
102 003704 ANIL KUMAR PILLAI
103 001130 V R MUTHU KUMAR
104 002415 SURENDER SWARUP
105 004998 ASHUTOSH KUMAR AGRAWAL
106 006104 ASIT BARAN HOTA
107 006435 RENU SOHAL
108 005939 PRAKASH KUMAR JHA
109 003556 AVINASH CHANDRA SHARMA
110 005783 BINAY KUMAR
111 007694 JASWANT SINGH RAWAT
112 002432 SHEEMA CHAKRABARTY
113 007717 BRAJESH KUMAR SHARMA
114 006741 MRS JESSIE JACOB
115 007213 M J VARGHESE
116 000341 C P JOY
117 005780 SARAT KUMAR DEHURY
118 001472 DHARAM VIR
119 007074 SUNIL BHATIA
120 007528 BHAGWAN SINGH
121 005968 CHANDAN KUMAR VERMA
122 007553 N VENKITA NARASIMHAN
123 007085 VED PARKASH ARYA
124 007065 RAVISH CHANDRA SHARMA
125 005936 GOPALAKRISHNA BHAT P
126 005166 AJOY KUMAR CHAKRABORTY
127 007554 VASANTHA KUMARI NAIR
128 005475 VANDANA SHARMA
129 005941 NIVEDITA ROY CHOUDHURY
130 002261 AKHIL MOHAN DUBE
131 002564 MEENAKSHI BHARDWAJ
132 004507 SANJAY KUMAR
133 006261 M R SATHYANARAYANAN
134 007218 INDIRA SHARMA
135 001609 BEENA TANWAR
136 001808 SATENDER SINGH RAWAT

137 004818 SWADESH CHATTOPADHYAY
138 004830 SHARDA HARISH VILAS
139 007234 SHRI BHAGWAN SAINI
140 004360 JOY SAXENA
141 003858 SANDEEP BEHL
142 003234 PANKAJ JHA
143 007685 RAJENDER SINGH
144 005773 ANAND SINGH RAWAT
145 006433 MANJEET KAUR
146 004652 HARVINDER SINGH
147 001807 VIJAYAN PILLAI P K
148 000181 SUBHASIS CHAKRABORTY
149 006111 A SELVA RETNAM
150 007063 N CHANDRA
151 006106 K VIJAYKUMAR
152 006424 GURCHARAN KAUR
153 007392 SHIBRAM MOTILAL
154 004676 ANTONY XAVIER
155 002730 M D SHARMA
156 005762 V SOMASUNDARAM
157 002914 SURINDER KAUR
158 004672 ANILKUMAR K
159 008001 KRISHNA DAS
160 001630 HEMANT KHULBE
161 000021 SURENDER SINGH
162 000038 SATBIR SINGH DHEER
163 002902 CHANDER PRABHA GULATI
164 002581 MOHAN LAL
165 002563 RAJESH KUMAR
166 006591 RAJIV KUMAR
167 002600 TEJ PAL SINGH
168 004814 SOUMITRA SEN
169 004019 LATHA RAMAN
170 002246 MARYKUTTY ABRAHAM
171 000044 SONIYAMMA PHILIP
172 001769 DAVINDER KUMAR
173 006271 AMITA ABROL
174 006737 PRATAP SINGH RAWAT
175 000674 T SRINIVASAN
176 002268 SUNITA ATTRI
177 001156 DAYANAND
178 005152 SURENDRA KUMAR
179 005481 SUDHERSHAN GARLAPATI
180 002891 GOPI NATH MAHTO
181 004348 SADHU SINGH
182 006749 PALLAB ROY
183 006417 RAM PRASAD
184 007381 JAGMOHAN SINGH NEGI
185 007221 AJIT PRAKASH
186 006118 SUNIL KUMAR VAID
187 006255 RAM RASHIK MANDAL
188 004807 SURESH KUMAR DEWAN
189 002260 JAYANTA CHOUDHRY
190 005921 P BALASUBRAMANIYAN
191 007372 MALA CHAKRABORTY
192 007532 PANCHADIP CHAUDHURI
193 003688 N PRASANNA
194 004048 DALJIT SINGH BEDI
195 004505 URMIL SHARMA
196 002922 K C PAULY
197 001468 RAMADEVI JANAKIRAMAN
198 000683 VIJAY KUMAR
199 000167 UPENDRA NATH PANDEY
200 006413 NARESH KUMAR SHARMA
201 005962 VINESH KUMAR
202 000994 GOUTAM BOSE
203 007558 BHARTI AHUJA
204 003397 RAJIV KUMAR BHATIA
205 002282 E JOTHEESWARAN
206 001138 UTPAL KUMAR BHATTACHARYA
207 004173 RAMESH CHANDRA BELWAL
208 002910 S RAMAN
209 005643 DAVINDER SINGH
210 000207 SANJAY KUMAR
211 005326 DEVENDRA KUMAR
212 003391 SANJAY KUMAR
213 000365 JAIPAL SINGH
214 001483 PREM KUMAR MANI
215 004827 PRADEEP TOPPO
216 003045 SUDHIR
217 000984 RAVINDRAN
218 004808 SAROJ DEVI CHAUHAN
219 000646 RAVINDER KUMAR
220 006090 SURENDER KUMAR
221 007365 MIHIR SEN
222 000995 RAJ KUMARI SINGH
223 004964 T NAVANEETHA KRISHNAN
224 007061 RAKESH KUMAR SAROWA
225 004495 BALWANT SINGH

226 002263 OM PRAKASH
227 002430 MADAN LAL
228 003708 VIJENDRA KUMAR
229 005782 SUBODH CHANDRA ROY
230 007711 PREM PRAKASH SOLANKY
231 003207 OM PARKASH SINGH
232 000483 PREM NATH
233 001790 SATYA PAL SINGH
234 002092 NET RAM JORWAL
235 000339 JIWAN KUMAR
236 007408 RAJINI V CHANDRAN
237 000333 SUSHIL KUMAR
238 001479 LILA KRISHAN
239 004034 PARVEEN VERMA
240 006736 AZAD LAL PASI
241 000007 RASHNA GHILDIYAL

CATEGORY II
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 001124 NADEEM AHMAD KHAN
2 004002 VINOD KUMAR
3 007866 HEMA SHARMA
4 001134 SHIV MOHAN SINGH
5 003521 MADAN GOPAL
6 007550 RAJESH RANJAN
7 002569 AMIT KUMAR GUPTA
8 003700 SITESH KUMAR
9 001125 VIJAY SHANKAR PRASAD
10 001121 RISHI PAL
11 000334 LIMA MATHEW
12 002100 UMA KANT
13 004333 SHIV LAL MEENA

CATEGORY III
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 005641 ANIL KUMAR
2 004045 MANISH HASWANI
3 007235 ASHOK KUMAR
4 000484 MUKESH KUMAR SINHA
5 007362 GAURAV KUMAR KATIYAR
6 004026 JAYASANKAR N V
7 000366 SHARVAN KUMAR ROY
8 001645 E DURGA RAO
9 007244 L JYOTHI
10 000679 NEENA KANDPAL
11 003053 A S BHAVANI
12 007564 RANJINI RAJASEKHARAN
13 007084 RAJEEV MISHRA
14 003048 MAMTA JAIN
15 001311 PAWAN KUMAR
16 005325 V JAYASHREE NAIR
17 001793 MAN MOHAN SINGH BISHT
18 003248 DEBASHISH DATTA GUPTA
19 002273 RAVINDER KUMAR MANN
20 000686 SUMA MUKUNDAN
21 006924 NARENDER KUMAR
22 001774 NAVEEN YADAV
23 002443 NEELAM KAUSHIK
24 005484 MANJU
25 002098 PARWEZ AHMED
26 001791 CHANDRIKA ANAND
27 005927 DHARMENDRA SINGH
28 000680 R SHANTA
29 003711 V KALAIVANAN
30 007079 VINAY DIXIT
31 004968 ASHOK KUMAR
32 005005 RAVI KUMAR VERMA
33 005324 GEETA VERMA
34 003064 BHARATHY GANESAN
35 005302 SADHNA AGGARWAL
36 005479 JAIKISHAN
37 006284 GEETA RANI
38 000812 JAMES KUJUR
39 004032 ANOOP KUMAR

CATEGORY IV
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 000972 ANGARA V S S KALADHAR
2 007378 VELUTURI SRINIVASA RAO
3 000013 HARISH AGGARWAL
4 001789 RESHMA SUKHWANI
5 004663 SHAILENDER SINGH NEGI
6 000516 MANJULA GAUR KANDWAL
7 007848 ZAHID HUSSAIN
8 006726 SAILENDER NEGI
9 007232 SANJEEV KUMAR SRIVASTAVA

Continued on page 44
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SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

10 005631 MEENAKSHI BHANDARI
11 005124 RAKESH RAUSHAN
12 006250 JIJU RAJ
13 000345 SANJAY GAIROLA
14 007699 SHAILJA KUKRETI
15 006266 GURBACHAN SINGH
16 005161 INDU LAKHINA
17 005776 AJAY KUMAR GUPTA
18 004811 MAVURU BALA SRIVALLI
19 005766 RAJNEESH JAIN
20 006567 VIJAY KUMAR RANA
21 004499 ASHOK KUMAR DASH
22 001286 RAJENDER SINGH PANWAR
23 003043 ANJALI MALASI
24 005772 SHUBHASHISH KUMAR BANERJE
25 001633 SAROJ KUMAR MISHRA
26 002405 SUMAN
27 002262 BEENU SINGH

CATEGORY V
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 006401 RAKESH TANWAR
2 002449 V R ASHOK

3 000174 ARJUN DEV
4 007209 VIJAY KUMAR

CATEGORY VII
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 005965 SANTOSH KUMAR
2 007724 URMILA RANI
3 007884 SATYA NARAYAN

CATEGORY VIII
SRL ROLL NAME

NO. NO.

1 003867 KAMLESH JHA
2 004677 RAVINDRA NATH PANDEY
3 007567 SANJAY MEDDIRATTA
4 003361 RAKESH KATARIA
5 000527 SHASHI SHEKHAR KUMAR
6 007556 SANTOSH KUMAR PATHAK
7 007881 DINESH KUMAR RATHI
8 006594 SANJEV LUTHRA
9 004486 SANJEET KUMAR
10 001321 PANKAJ JUYAL
11 000367 DEEPA SHARMA

12 005781 K LAKSHMI NARAYANA
13 007399 MUKESH RANJAN
14 000508 VIJAY KUMAR AZAD
15 006110 V RAMESH
16 006114 RUPESH KUMAR
17 000684 KAUSHALENDRA PRATAP SINGH
18 002599 VINOD KUMAR MALHOTRA
19 000831 BINOD KUMAR
20 003057 ASHOK GUPTA
21 003548 HARENDRA KUMAR JHA
22 000668 RAJAN KARAYI
23 006754 DEVENDRA RASTOGI
24 006896 MUKUND KUMAR SINGH
25 006434 BHARAT BHUSHAN
26 003213 NADAR SHEEBA SELVARANI AR
27 002105 RAJESH SINGH
28 005132 NARESH MALIK
29 006244 VENKATESH R
30 004997 DEEPAK KUMAR
31 004835 NAVIN KUMAR
32 003214 VIJAY BHIWAPURKAR

CONCLUDED

davp 55104/14/0025/1314
EN 19/31
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Ordnance Cable Factory, Chandigarh - 160002
Corrigendum

Ref. advt. no. davp 10201/11/0489/1314.
The following amendment may be noted
FOR :

Name of Post No. of Posts & Age in yrs. Pay Scale

Reservation

Sr. Nurse Gr. II 01 (UR) 18-27 (Relaxable upto 40 years in case of Rs. 9300-34800 plus.
(Female) Govt. Servants) Rs. 4600/- Grade Pay @ 
Group ‘C’

@ Plus usual allowances as admissible to Central Govt. Employees from time to time. 

READ : 

Name of Post No. of Posts & Age in yrs. Pay Scale

Reservation

Sr. Nurse Gr. II** 01 (OBC) 18-30 (Relaxable upto 43 years in case of Rs. 9300-34800 plus.
Group ‘C Govt. Servants) Rs. 4600/- Grade Pay @ 

@ Plus usual allowances as admissible to Central Govt. Employees from time to time. 
All  other terms and conditions remamain unchanged.

davp 10201/11/0985/1314 EN 19/95

EI-D/P&A/1-353/2013

ERNET India
(An Autonomous

Society under Depar-
tment of Electronics

and Information
Technology)

Jeevan Prakash
Building, 10th floor
25, Kasturba Gandhi Marg
New Delhi-110001

CORRIGENDUM
WITH REFERENCE TO THE
ADVERTISEMINT PUBLISHED
IN EMPLOYMENT NEWS 13-19
JULY 2013. THE FOLLOWING
AMENDMENTS ARE BEING
NOTIFIED FOR GENERAL
INFORMATION:
1. In para 1, Department of
Information Technology may be
read as “Department of Electronics
& Information Technology”.
2. In para 3, under post 3, i.e. Jr.
Scientific Officer, line (c) mode of
recruitment may be read as "By
Direct recruitment/ transfer (absorp-
tion)".
3. In para 3, post 4, i.e. Technical
Assistant, line (c) mode of recruit-
ment may be read as "By Direct
recruitment/transfer(absorption)
failing which by deputation".
4. In para 3, sub para (b), under
Heading Non-Technical Posts,
post 1, i.e. Chief Finance Officer,
line (c), mode of recruitment may
be read as "Transfer (absorption)
failing which by direct recruitment
and failing which by deputation".
5. In para 3, sub para (b), under
Heading Non-Technical Posts,
post 3, i.e. Stenographer. The
additions are as follows :
For Transfer (Absorption) /
Deputation: Person working in
analogous post in Govt./PSUs/
Autonomous Bodies on regular
basis. OR Person working    in the
pay scale of Rs.3,050- 4,590/-
(pre-revised) or PB-1, Rs. 5,200-
20,200/- with grade pay of

Notice for the Recruitment of Fire
Fitter (Group 'C') in 270 Coy ASC

(Sup) Type 'A'
1. Applications are invited by Officer Commanding, 270, Coy ASC (Sup)
Type 'A', PIN-905270, C/0 99 APO from eligible Indian male candidates for
filling up the vacancy of Fire Fitter (Group 'C').
2. Details of Post

Ser No. Name of Post Total No. of Vacancies Gen Category

(a) Fire Fitter (Group 'C') 01 (One) 01 (One)
3. Pay Scale and Grade Pay. Pay Band Rs. 5200-20200 with Grade Pay
Rs. 1800/-.
4. Minimum Educational Qualification. Matriculation or equivalent.
5. Technical Qualification. Diploma in Electrical Mechanical from any rec-
ognized IIT/lnstitute.
6. Age Limit for General Category. Age limit 18-25 years as on the last
date of receipt of the application.
7. Likely Areas  of Employment. All India service liability.
8. Selection Procedure. All eligible candidates whose application is found
complete in all respects will undergo the following tests:-
(a) Physical Test. Candidates are required to meet the following physical
standards:-
(i) Height without shoes                       - 165 cm
(ii) Chest (unexpanded)                    -  81.5 cm.
(iii) Chest (on-expansion) - 85 cm.
(iv) Weight - 50 kg (minimum),
(v) Endurance Test.
(aa) 2.4 Km run within 9 minutes (Excellent),
(ab) Clearing 2.7 meters wide ditch landing on both feet (long jumps).
(ac) Climbing 3 meters vertical rope using hands and feet.
(b) Written Test/Interview. Candidates who qualify in physical test will be
called for written test and interview. Written test will be based on General
Knowledge and syllabus upto matriculation or equivalent and technical qual-
ification.
Conditions and Instructions
9. Minimum 35% marks in all subjects. In screening, on the basis of the
number of applications received, minimum percentage may be increased.
Photocopies of following documents duly attested by a Gazetted officer will
be submitted alongwith the duly completed application form:-
(a) Matriculation certificate and Mark sheet.
(b) Diploma in Fitter from any recognized ITI/lnstitute.
(c) Proof of Age.
(d) Caste Certificate.

(e) Character Certificate.
(f) Latest Two coloured passport size photograph (in addition to the photo-
graph pasted on application form).
(g) Two self-addressed envelopes duly affixed with postage stamps of Rs. 25/-
10. Address and Last Date of Receipt of completed Application Form.
Completed application form will be sent to 'Officer Commanding, 270 Coy
ASC (Sup) Type 'A', PIN-905270, C/o 99 APO'. Last date for receipt of
application is 21 days from the date of publishing of this advertisement. No
application will be entertained after closing date. The envelope will be marked
as 'APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF FIRE FITTER (GROUP 'C')'.
11. The tests will be conducted at 270 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'A', PIN-
905270, C/o 99 APO.
NOTE
12. Please note that incomplete applications without affixing photographs or
without enclosing attested copies of educational certificate, showing date of
birth and Character certificate or if found over age on last date of receipt of
application as indicated above will be rejected and candidate will not be
entertained for test.
13. Candidate must ensure that no column is left blank or wrongly filled.
Applications not filled correctly are liable to be rejected and onus of such
rejection would be on the candidate himself. The application format should
be typed on foolscap paper (A-4 size) and forwarded to 'Officer
Commanding, 270 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'A', PIN-905270, C/o 99 APO'.
14. Merely fulfilling the basic criterion does not automatically entitle a person
to be called for test/interview.
15. Selected candidate will be under probation for Two Years.
16. Candidates should be medically fit. A certificate to this effect, issued by
CMO or equivalent, will be submitted at the time of appointment.
17. Candidates will be appointed after detailed verification of character and
antecedents by Police authorities.
18. No TA/DA for the Test/Interview will be paid. Candidates will  make  their
own  boarding/lodging arrangement for test/interview.
19. No application will be accepted in person by hand or through any represen-
tative. The application must be posted to the addressee under Registered
Cover. The unit will not be responsible for any kind of postal delay.
20. Unit will not be responsible to pay any damages in case of injury/details
of candidate during physical test.
21. The recruitment process can be cancelled/suspended/postponed by the
'Officer Commanding, 270 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'A' at any stage and his
decision in this regard will be final and no appeal will be entertained.
22. 270 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'A' reserves the right to withdraw the vacancy
and terminate the appoint during the period of probation without assigning
any reasons.
23. Para 5 & 8 are subject to amendment and the same will be published
whenever occurs/takes place. 
WARNING:-
All the candidates are warned to be careful from the self styled agents
and also requested, to report to the Officer Commanding 270 Coy ASC
(Sup) Type 'A' against any malpractice seen/observed by them.

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF FIRE FITTER (GROUP 'C')

1. Category applied for :     General
2. Name of Applicant (in block letters) :
3. Father's Name :
4. Mother's Maiden Name                  :
5. Date of Birth                              :
6. Present Age (As on last date prescribed 

for receipt of application): _____Years ______ Months ______Days.
7. Educational Qualification : 

(Attach attested photocopies)
8. Technical Qualification :

(Attach attested photocopies)
9. Religion :
10. Caste                  :
11. Permanent Residential Address      :
12. Correspondence Address :
13. Employment Exchange Registration No. (if any)

Declaration:-
I hereby certify that the particulars mentioned in the application form are cor-
rect and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. if particulars mentioned
by me are found false at any stage then my service may be terminated with-
out any notice.
Dated :____________

(Signature of the Applicant)

FOR OFFICAL RECORD ONLY

1.  Received on ____________________________
2. Accepted/Rejected_________________________
3. Reason for rejection   :  Underage / Overage/incomplete documents/Any
other reason to be specified ________________________________
4. Index No. : ________  Date of Test/Interview ________________
davp 10602/11/0043/1314 EN 19/23

Latest coloured
passport size

photograph duly
attested by

Gazetted Officer

Rs. 1,900/- (revised) and having 5
years regular service in the grade
with a shorthand speed of 80 w.p.m.
in English/Hindi.
Desirable: Working knowledge of
computers.
Essential Qualification: Graduate.
6. ERNET India reserves the right to
accept or reject any of the application
or cancel the whole process without

assigning any reason. The location of
posts is indicative only and posting
can be done depending on official
requirements.
All other contents remain the same.
For details please visit our website
http://www.eis.ernet.in/.

(Dinesh Kumar Dixit)
Registrar & CPO

EN 19/103 Tel No. 011-23753984
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Recruitment Notice for the Post of Fireman
313 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'F', C/o 99 APO

1. Applications are invited from eligible Indian National candidates by 313
Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'F' for 3 (Three) posts of Fireman in the Pay Scale of
Rs. 5200 - 20200 + Grade Pay Rs. 1900/- plus allowances. The distribu-
tion of reserved vacancies among various categories is as under :-
(a) Unreserved - 02
(b) Scheduled Tribe - 01
2. Essential qualifications:-
(a) Matriculation.
(b) Physical fitness- Must be physcially fit and capable of performing stren-
uous duties and must have passed the test specified below:-
(i) Height without shoes- 165 cms provided that a concesion of 2.5 cms
height shall be allowed for members of Scheduled Tribes.
(ii) Chest (un-expanded)-81.5 cms and (expansion)-85 cms
(iii) Weight - 50 Kgs (minimum)
(iv) Passing of physical test (Incl carrying a man (fireman lift) of 63.5 Kgs
to a distance of 183 meters within 96 seconds, Clearing 2.7 meters wide
ditche landing on both feet (long jump) and Climbing 4 meters vertical rope
using Hands and feet.
(c) Passing of written test.
3. The age limit, as on the closing date will be as under :-
(a) General -  18 to 25 Years.
(b) Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes  -  18 to 30 Years.
(c) Other Backward Classes -  18 to 28 Years.
4. Candidate fulfilling above conditions may submit their application as per
the format given below and attach the following documents alongwith the
application:-
(a) Affixing two passport size photographs duly attested by Gazetted
Officer - one on right hand corner of the application and another on the
Acknowledgement Card.
(b) Attested copies of the following documents :-
(i) Education Qualification Certificates.
(ii) Birth Certificate issued by Resistrar Birth.
(iii) Caste Certificate where applicable.
5. Candidates will enclose a self addressed envelope, affixing postal
stamps of Rs 22/- required for Registered Cover for return of
Acknowledgement Card so as to reach Deputy Commandant, 313 Coy
ASC (Sup) Type 'F', PIN - 905 313, C/o 99 APO by 1600 hrs within 30
days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News. The covering letter / envelope should be marked with "APPLICA-
TION FOR THE POST OF FIREMAN". No application will be entertained
after closing date i.e. 30 days from the date of publication of the adver-
tisement notice in Employment News.
6. Physical test, written test and Interview will be held at Guwahati on
dates mentioned on Acknowledgement Card for ease, Applicants should
report to 313 Coy ASC (Sup) located at Narangi Cantt, Guwahati (Assam)
on date and time of test / interview as mentioned in the Acknowledgement
Card. No separate letter except Acknowledgement Card will be issued.
7. The individual should be in possession of Acknowledgment Card sent
by this unit and all original documents for verification at the time of inter-
view. Individual who are not in possession of Acknowledgment Card will
not be entertained.
8. The number of candidates to be called for interview will be restricted to
ten times of the number of vacancies. A bench mark percentage will be
fixed for the same depending on the number of applicants. 
NOTE :-
(a) Please note that incomplete application without affixing photograph or
without enclosing attested copies of education certificates, birth certificate
issued by Registrar Birth and caste certificate (as applicable for SC/ST/ &
OBC) or if applicant is found overage on last date of receipt of application
as indicated above will be rejected and candidate will not be entertained
for test.
(b) Candidate must ensure that no column is left blank or wrongly filled.
Applications not filled correctly are liable to be rejected and onus of such
rejection should be on the candidate himself. The application format
should be typed on foolscap paper (A-4 size) and forwarded to Deputy
Commandant, 313 Coy ASC (Sup) Type ‘F’, PIN - 905 313, C/O 99 APO.
(c) No application will be accepted in person by hand or through any rep-
resentative. The application must be posted to the addressee under
Registered Cover. The unit will not be responsible for any kind of postal
delay.
(d) No TA/DA for the Test/Interview will be paid. Candidates will make their
own boarding / lodging arrangement for test / interview.
(e) Unit will not be responsible to pay any damages in case of injury /
details of candidate during physical test.
(f) Merely fulfilling the basic selection criteria does not automatically enti-
tle a person to be called for test / interview.
(g) 313 Coy ASC (Sup) Type 'F' reserves the right to withdraw the vacan-
cies and terminate the appointment during the period of probation without
assigning any reasons.

(Sanjay Gangwar)
Colonel Commandant

APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF FIREMAN IN 313 COY ASC (SUP)
TYPE 'F'

1. Post applied for:
2. Name of the Candidate (in block letters):
3. Father's Name:
4. Date of Birth (DD/MM/YY) : __/__/____

(Attach copy of birth certificate duly attested)
5. Age as on last date prescribed for receipt of  application

Years________Months_____ Days______
6. Address for Correspondence withPIN Code :
7. Permanent Address with PIN Code
8. Caste : Gen/ST (Attach Certificate in case of  ST)
9. Educational Qualification (Attach education certificate duly attested)
10. Any other qualification / Experience (Attach   copy   of   experience

certificate   duly attested)
11. Category for which applied : Gen(UR)/ST

(Attach copy duly attested)
12. Technical Training/Experience
13. Domicile (Attach copy duly attested) :
13. Whether registered with any Yes / No (If yes, mention registration 

Employment Exchange No. and Name of employment 
exchange)

14. I hereby certify that above particulars mentioned in the application are
correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief, if particulars men-
tioned by me are found false at any stage then I shall be liable to be ter-
minated without any notice.
Dated: (Signature of candidate) 

FOR OFFICIAL RECORD ONLY

1. Received on ...................................................
2. Accepted / Rejected ......................................
3. Reason for rejection : Underage/Overage/incomplete documents/any

other reason to be specified ................................
4. Index No: ....................  Date of Test / Interview ............................

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD

1. Name: .........................................................
2. Father's Name : ............................................
3. Address for correspondence : 
(To be filled same as per Column 6 of application form)

House No/Street/Village ................................
Post Office .....................................................
Distt ..................................State ..................... PIN Code .......................

4. Index No.: .................................Date and time of Physical Test, Written
Test and  Interview.........................

5. Venue of Physical Test / Written Test / Interview ..................
(Signature of Controlling Officer) 

davp 10602/11/0041/1314 EN 19/3
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Controllerate of
Quality Assurance

(Ammunition) 
Kirkee, PUNE- 411003 

(MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (DGQA)
DIRECT RECUITMENT : FIREMAN
1. Applications are invited from
Indian National to fill 03 vacancies of
Fireman (Reserved for Other
Backward Classes - 01 and Un-
reserved - 02) at Controllerate of
Quality Assurance, Ammunition,
Kirkee, Pune- 411 003.
2. The qualitative requirement and
other details of the above post are as
given below:-
Educational Qualifications
Required :
(i)  Matriculation (10th class pass)
from any recognized Board.
(ii) General fire fighting course from
Defence Institute of Fire Research,
New Delhi or the Sub Officer course
from National Fire Service College,
Nagpur or its equivalent from a rec-
ognized Institute.
(iii) Must be physically fit and capable of
performing strenuous duties. This
requirement shall be tested as under:-
1.Height without shoes = 165 Cms
2. Chest (unexpanded) = 81.5 Cms
3. Chest (on expansion = 86 Cms
4.Weight (minimum)= 50 Kg
Endurance Test: (a) Carrying a man
(Fireman lift of 63.5 Kg to a distance
of 183 meters within 95 seconds)
(b)  Clearing 2.7 meters wide ditch
landing  on both feet (long jump).
(c)  Climbing 3 meters vertical rope
using hand and feet.
(iv)  Must be familiar with the use and
maintenance of first-aid, fire fighting
appliances and Trailer Fire Pump.
(v) Must know the elementary princi-
ples of fire fighting methods

employed in fighting of different types
of fire.
(vi) Must be conversant with food
and appliance drills and be able to
perform the task allotted to the mem-
ber of a crew.
3. Age : 18-27 years as on 30 JUL
2013. Relaxable by 3 years for OBC
candidates. (Relaxable for depart-
mental candidates in accordance
with instructions or orders issued by
the Central Government). Upper age
relaxation for Ex-Serviceman is as
per existing rules.
4. Scale of pay: Rs. 5200 - 20200
+ Rs.1900 Grade pay
5. The above post is subject to All India
transfer and Field service liability.
6. The candidates fulfilling the above
qualitative requirements may apply to
the Controller, Controllerate of
Quality Assurance (Ammunition)
Kirkee Pune - 411003 in the pre-
scribed format given below. The clos-
ing date of application is 21 days
from date of publication of the adver-
tisement. The applications received
after the stipulated date will not be
considered under any circumstances.
7. The new entrants to the Central
Government Service are governed
under new restructured defined con-
tribution Pension system  replacing
the existing system of defined Benefit
Pension Scheme.
8. The following documents are
required to  be forwarded  along with
the application.
(i)  Two passport size photographs
with candidate's signature (one
should be affixed on the application
and one be enclosed along with
application). The application will not
be considered without photograph.
(ii) Copies of Certificate attested by
Gazetted Officer in support of
Educational Qualification, Date of

Birth, Fire Fighting Course certifi-
cate, Caste certificate (OBC), and
discharge certificate for Ex-
Serviceman should be enclosed
alongwith the application, failing
which application will be rejected.
(iii) Application should include
Name, present and permanent
address  with pin code and mobile
number and telephone number.

Format
To
The Controller
Controllerate
of Quality
A s s u r a n c e ,
Ammunition
Kirkee, Pune-
411003
Name of the post applied for : ------
advertisement No. -------------- dated-
-----------
1. Full Name of the Applicant -------
(in block letters)
2. Date of Birth : ---(in Christian era)
3. Age : ----------(as on 30 Jul 2013)
4.Father’s Name ---------------------
(in block letters)
5. Present Address ---------------------
6. Permanent Address ----------------
7. Nationality ----------------------------
8. Whether belongs to
U R / S C / S T / O B C / P H / E x -
Serviceman------

(Attach necessary certificates
issued from competent
authority/Civil Surgeon)
9. Educational Qualifications
(Starting from Matriculation or equiv-
alent)
(i) Examination Passed (ii) Year of
passing (iii) Board/University (iv)
Grade/Class (v)Percentage of
marks
10. Details of Fire Fighting Course
passed:-
(i) Name of the Institute 
(ii) Period From....To....

11. Mobile No. ----------------------
Telephone No.--------------------------
I solemnly declare that the state-
ment made by me in this form are
correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief. In the event of any infor-
mation being found false or incorrect
my candidature will stand cancelled
and my claim for the recruitment will
stand forfeited.
Place:(Signature of the Applicant)
Date :
davp 10203/11/0042/1314

EN 19/111

Affix your latest
passport size 

photograph duly
signed by the

candidate
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Government of India 

Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal
(Ministry of Water Resources) 

5th Floor, Mohan Singh Place, Baba Kharak Singh Marg 
New Delhi - 110 001

Website: www.wrmin.nic.in

FILLING UP THE POST IN THE VANSADHARA WATER DISPUTES TRIBUNAL ON DEPUTATION / RE-EMPLOYMENT BASIS

The Vansadhra Water Disputes Tribunal, Ministry of Water Resources invites applications for filling up the following
post on deputation/re-employment basis:
Name of Post No. of Post Pay Band Grade Pay

Private Secretary 01 Pay Band - 2 Rs.4,800/-
Rs. 9,300 -34,800

2. The details of the post along with eligibility criteria required for the post is given in Vacancy (available on Ministry of
Water Resources website). The appointment will be made on deputation/re-employment basis as per extant of Rules.

3. The application in prescribed Proforma, (Annexure available on Ministry website) complete in all respects may be
sent to Registrar of the Vansadhara Water Disputes Tribunal at the aforesaid address within 30 days from the date
of publication of the vacancy in the Employment News.

4. The Vacancy Circular along with Annexure can be downloaded from the website of the Ministry of Water
Resources www.wrmin.nic.in

(B.V. Sharma)

Registrar

Tel. Fax No. 23368327

davp 45101/11/0001/1314 EN 19/105

National Culture Fund
(Ministry of Culture) 2nd

Floor, Admn. Wing, NGMA,
Jaipur House, New Delhi - 110 003

National Culture Fund, New
Delhi a Public Charitable Trust
established by the Government of
India under the Ministry of Culture
invites applications for the follow-
ing categories to be filled on purely
contract basis for two year initially
to be extended up to one more
year further depending up on the
performance.
1. Two Senior Managers at consol-
idated pay of Rs.50000/- p.m.
2. One Project Coordinator at con-
solidated pay of Rs.45,000/- p.m.
3. One Manager at consolidated
pay of Rs.35,000/- p.m.

4. One Assistant Accounts and
Administration at consolidated pay:
Rs. 25000 p.m.
5. Three Office Assistants at con-
solidated pay of Rs.20,000/- p.m.
6. One Stenographer cum
Receptionist at consolidated pay of
Rs.20,000/- p.m.
7. One Office Boy (MTS) at consol-
idated pay of Rs.12,000/- p.m.
For details (i.e., essential qualifica-
tions, experience, age limit, Bio-
data proforma etc.) please see our
website www.ncf.nic.in. Last date
for submitting the application form
is 30th August, 2013.

Chief Executive Officer 

National Culture Fund

davp 09101/11/0021/1314
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Government of India 
Ministry of Agriculture

(Department of Animal  Husbandry, Dairying &
Fisheries)

Central Institute of Fisheries
Nautical and Engineering Training

(CIFNET)
Fine Arts Avenue, Kochi-682016

F.No:13-19/2010-Adm. 

Subject: Recruitment to Two posts of Mate (Group 'B' Gazetted, Non-
Ministerial) in the pay band-2 Rs. 9300-34800+Grade pay of Rs. 4600/- in
Central Institute of Fisheries Nautical and Engineering Training, Cochin, a
subordinate office of the Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and
Fisheries, on deputation basis-regarding.
Two posts of Mate (Group 'B' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in the pay band- 2
Rs. 9,300-34,800 Plus Grade pay of Rs. 4,600/- in Central Institute of
Fisheries Nautical and Engineering Training, Cochin is proposed to be filled
up on deputation basis from amongst the Officers of the Central
Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration:-
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre or
Department; or
(ii) with five years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on a regular basis in the scale of Pay of Rs.9300-34800 with Grade Pay of
Rs. 4200 in Pay Band-2 or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and
(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:
Essential:

(i) 10th Standard.
(ii) Certificate of Competency as Skipper for Fishing Vessels issued by the
Mercantile Marine Department; or
Two years practical experience on board fishing vessel after obtaining Mate
Fishing Vessels Competency Certificate issued by Mercantile Marine
Department.
Note: For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service ren-
dered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (the date
from which the revised pay structure based on the Sixth Central Pay
Commission recommendations has been extended) shall be deemed to be
service rendered in the corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended
based on the recommendations of the said Commission except where there
has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade
with a common grade pay or pay scale, and where this benefit will extend
only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal
replacement grade without any up-gradation.
The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputa-
tion.
Similarly, deputationist shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment
by promotion.
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation
shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applica-
tions).
Job description: Assist the Skipper in the navigation and fishing operation of
the fishing vessels. Impart on board practical training to the institutional and
post-institutional trainees of various training programmes. Any other duties
assigned by the superiors.
The place of posting will be either at Kochi, Chennai or Visakhapatanam.
2. The pay of the official selected will be governed by the provisions laid
down in the Department of Personnel and Training's O.M.No.6/8/2009-
estt(pay II) dated 17th June 2010.as amended from time to time.
3. Applications from eligible officers in the given proforma (in duplicate) may
be forwarded through proper channel to the Director, Central Institute of
Fisheries Nautical and Engineering Training, Foreshore Road, Cochin -682
016 within a period of 30 days from the date of publication of this adver-
tisement in the Employment News alongwith copies of upto date ACRs for
the last five years, duly attested by an officer of the level of Under Secretary
or above, vigilance clearance and integrity certificate. Cadre controlling
authority may also kindly ensure that while forwarding the application they
should verify and certify that the particulars furnished by the officer are cor-
rect. It may also be certified that no major or minor penalty was imposed on
the officer during the last 10 years of his service.
4. Applications received after the due date or without ACRs or otherwise
found incomplete will not be considered.

DIRECTOR
PROFORMA

1. Name & Address
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era)
3. Date of entry into Govt. Service
4. Date of Retirement
5. Educational Qualifications:-
Whether educational and other qualification required for the post are satis-
fied. (If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one pre-
scribed in the rules, state the authority for the same).

Qualifications/Experience Qualifications/Experience 
required possessed by the officer

Essential
Desirable
6. Experience & Details of Service:

Office/ Post From To Pay Band/ Nature of apptt. Nature of

Instt/ held Scale i.e. whether duties 
Orgn. of pay regular/ adhoc/ performed

deputation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

7. Name of post held substantively, if any and the pay band/scale of pay
thereof:
8. Present pay and date from which it is drawn (Pay Band in which drawn
also to be indicated.
9. Whether belongs to SC/ST/OBC:

Affix recent 
passport size 
photograph

10. Additional information, if any which you would like to mention in support
of your suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insuf-
ficient.
11. Whether the officer satisfied all the conditions prescribed for the post viz.
qualification, experience and service in analogous posts.
12. Remarks if any.

Date: Signature of the candidate

Countersigned...................... 

Address.........................

(Employer)

CERTIFICATE TO  BE RECORDED BY THE EMPLOYER WHILE 

FORWARDING THE APPLICATION.

Certified  that  the  particulars  filled  by  Shri..........  Designation.............have
been verified and found correct.  It is also certified that no vigilance case is
pending or contemplated against Shri.... and his integrity is beyond doubt.
Character Roll is enclosed.

SIGNATURE OF THE EMPLOYING AUTHORITY

EN 19/18

All India Institute
of Medical
Sciences

ANSARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110029
CORRIGENDUM

REF.:  Advertisement Nos. 01/
2013-(FC) regarding appoint-
ment to the post of Director at
the AIIMS, New Delhi.
It is notified for the public that the
last date for receipt of applica-
tions as well as nominations has
been extended to 14.08.2013 up-
to 05:00 P.M.
Accordingly, the effective date for
determining the eligibility as per
the prescribed qualification, age,
experience etc. for the post shall
be the last date of receipt of appli-
cation, viz 14.08-2013.
EN 19/106 DIRECTOR

Continued on page 49
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No.16(9)/CFSL(H)/2013/

Central Forensic
Science

Laboratory
Directorate of Forensic Science

Services
Ministry of Home Affairs

Government of India
Ramanthapur, Hyderabad  

500 013 
(Phone No.27038741/981/429)

(Fax No.040-27039281)
FILLING UP TWO POSTS OF

CONSTABLES (CENTRAL GOV-
ERNMENT SERVICE GROUP 'C'
NON-GAZETTED, NON-MINISTE-
RIAL) ON DEPUTATION BASIS

It is proposed to fill up two posts of
Constables in the Central Forensic
Science Laboratory, Ramanthapur,
Hyderabad on transfer on deputa-
tion basis, in the Pay Band PB-1,
Rs. 5200-20200 with a grade pay of
Rs. 1800/- .(Group C, Non-
Gazetted, Non-Ministerial). The post
is temporary but likely to continue.
The period of deputation at the initial
stage will be for a period of one year
and may continue on year to year
basis for a maximum of three years
or till a regular arrangements are
made whichever is earlier.
1. The officials holding the post of
Constable or equivalent rank in the
Central Police Organization/State
Police Forces are eligible for the
said post. The maximum age limit
for appointment on deputation shall
not be exceeding 56 years as on
the closing date of receipt of appli-
cations.
2. The pay of officials selected for
appointment on deputation will be
governed in accordance with the
orders/instructions issued in this
regard from time to time by the
Govt. of India.

No. F. 2-15/87-NM

Government of India

Ministry of Culture
National Museum

Subject: Filling up the post of Deputy Curator (Manuscripts) Group 'A'
Gazetted Non -Ministerial in the Pay Band of Rs. 15600 - 39100 + 5400/-
Grade Pay by Deputation (including short - term contract) in the National
Museum, New Delhi,
Applications are invited from the Officers under the Central Government /
State Governments / Union Territories / Universities / Recognized Research
Institutions / Public Sector Undertakings / Semi Government / Statutory or
Autonomous Organizations for appointment to the post of Deputy Curator
(Manuscripts) in PB -3 Rs. 15600 - 39100 + Grade Pay Rs. 5400/- by
Deputation (including short - term contract) in the National Museum, New
Delhi under the Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India.
2. The eligibility conditions, qualifications and experience required for the
post and other details are given in Annexure-I.
3. Applications in duplicate in the Proforma (Annexure - II) of the eligible officers
who can be spared in the event of their selection may be sent through proper
channel within a period of 45 days from the date of publication of this adver-
tisement in the Employment News along with the followings:-
(i) Up-to-date CR dossier of the applicant or clear photocopies of the ACRs
for last five years duly attested by a Group "A" officer.
(ii) A statement showing major or minor penalties, if any, imposed on the offi-
cer during the last 10 years.

(iii) Integrity Certificate.
(iv) Vigilance clearance in respect of the officer.
(v) Cadre clearance in respect of the officer.
4. Applications received after the last date or otherwise found incomplete will
not be considered and officers who apply for the post will not be allowed to
withdraw their nominations subsequently.
5. The applications may be sent to Shri Anand Kumar, Administrative Officer,
National Museum, Janpath, New Delhi -110011.

(Anand Kumar)
Administrative Officer

Tel-23016676
Annexure -I

Particulars of the Post
1. Name of the Post: Deputy Curator (Manuscripts).
2. No. of post: 1 (one).
3. Pay Band: PB-3 Rs. 15600 - 39100 + 5400/- Grade Pay (Pre-revised pay
scale Rs. 8000- 13500/-)
4 Classification: General Central Service Group 'A' Gazetted Non -
Ministerial.
5. Duties and responsibilities of the post: To assist Curator (Manuscripts) in
conducting the specialized work of scholarly study, cataloguing, research, to
contribute to publication, to carry on collecting, safeguarding, exhibiting and
interpreting for education and culture, the material in the field of
Manuscripts.
6. Method of recruitment / source of selection: Deputation (including
short term contract)
Officers under the Central Government / State Governments / Union
Territories / Universities / Recognized Research Institutions / Public Sector
Undertakings / Semi Government / Statutory or Autonomous Organizations:-
(a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre /
Department; or
(ii) with five years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on a regular basis in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 6500-10500 [Pre
revised (revised pay band Rs. 9300-34800 + 4600/- Grade Pay)] or equiva-
lent in the parent cadre or department; or
(iii)With eight years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on a regular basis in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 5500-9000 [Pre revised
(revised pay band Rs. 9300-34800 + 4200/- Grade Pay)] or equivalent in the
parent cadre / department; and
(b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:-
Essential:-
(i)Master's Degree from recognized University or equivalent in
Museology/History of Art; or
Master's Degree in Indian History / Sanskrit / Pali / Prakrit / Persian / Arabic
/Archaeology / Anthropology / Fine Arts with diploma in Museology of a rec-
ognized institution or equivalent;
(ii) Three years experience in a Museum of National / Regional importance
under the control of Central Government / State Governments / Union
Territories.
(iii) One year's Research experience with evidence of published research
work in the field on Manuscripts and Farmans (Royal documents issued by
emperors).
Desirable:-
(i) M. Phil degree or diploma in relevant field from a Recognized
University/Institution or equivalent.
Note 1: The Departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the
direct line of promotion will not be eligible for consideration for appointment
on deputation. Similarly, deputationists shall not be eligible for consideration
for appointment by promotion.
Note 2: Period of deputation (including short - term contract) including the
period of deputation (including short - term contract) in another ex - cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization / department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not
exceed three years.
Note 3: The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including
short - term contract) shall be not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date
of receipt of applications.

ANNEXURE-II

BIO-DATA PROFORMA

1. Name & Address in Block letters : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules. : 
4. Educational Qualifications: 
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satis-
fied. (If any qualifications has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed
in rules, state the authority for the same). : 

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 

Experience  required possessed by the officer

Essential (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Desired   (i) (ii) (iii)
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above,
you meet the requirement of the post.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet
duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/Instt. Post From To Scale of Pay Nature of duties

/Orgn. Held and Basic pay

8. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or temporary or permanent.:
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis,
please state:-
(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization to which you belong.
10. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether work-
ing under :
(a) Central Govt.
(b) State Govt.
(c) Autonomous Organization
(d) Government Undertaking
(e) Universities
11. Are you in Revised Scale of pay? If yes, give the date from which the
revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.:
12.  Total emoluments per month now drawn.:
13. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support
of your suitability for the post. Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insuf-
ficient.
14. Whether belongs to SC/ST :
15. Remarks :

Signature of the Candidate
Address:________________
________________________

Date:- ________________________

Countersigned:
(Employer)

EN 19/75

3. The candidate who applies for
the post will not be allowed to with-
draw their candidature subsequent-
ly.
It is requested that the name of the
suitable candidates who are eligible
and willing and can be spared
immediately may be forwarded
accompanied with the requisite per-
sonal data in the Annexure -I along
with their up to date 5 years ACRs
and vigilance clearance certificate
to the Director Central Forensic
Science Laboratory, Ramanthapur,
Hyderabad 500 013 within 8
weeks from the date of publication
of this advertisement.

(V Venugopal)
Director In-charge

ANNEXURE-I
1. Name of the Candidate : 
2. Date of birth & age : 

3. Educational Qualification :
4. Present post held with date and
scale of pay (Pay Band/Grade pay)
5. Present basic pay (Band Pay /
Grade Pay):
6. Regular posts held from the date
of joining service (Chronologically) :
7. If permanent from what date :
8. Experience (including Driving &
Possessing Driving License):
9. Duties being performed :
10. Whether belongs to SC/ST:

(Signature of the Candidate)
Place. 
Date:

(TO BE FILLED BY THE FOR-
WARDING OFFICE)

No.
Recommendations (if any):

Signature of the competent 
authority

Dated EN 19/61

Continued from page  48
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Government of India (Ministry of Defence)
Department of Defence Production

Ordnance Clothing Factory
Avadi, Chennai-600054 Tamil Nadu

Phone: (044) 26365000, Fax: (044) 26381701 E-mail: ocfav.ofb@nic.in
ADVT NO.:ORDFYS/OCFAV/DAVP/07/13-14/LB/001   

Applications are invited from the Indian Citizens for filling up of the following vacancies in SEMI-
SKILLED grade (Industrial Establishment - Group 'C') at the Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi,
Chennai - 600054, Tamil Nadu. The services are liable to be transferred to any other factory or
office in Ordnance Factories Organization. Applications should be addressed to THE GENERAL

MANAGER, ORDNANCE CLOTHING FACTORY, AVADI, CHENNA! - 600054 TAMIL NADU.

S. Name of the UR OBC SC ST Total PH XSM Physical Post identified
No. Trade/Grade requirment suitable for the

type of disability

1. Tailor 67 33 23 2 125 12 S,ST,F OL, BL, MW, FT

2. Mechanic Sewing - 1 - - 1 - -
Machie (to be desi-
gnated as Line 
Mistry Mechanic)

3. Electrician - 1 - - 1 S, ST, W, L, OL, BL
F

67 35 23 2 127 6 12

(i) Abbreviations stand for UR = Un-Reserved, OBC = Other Backward Classes, SC = 
Scheduled Caste, ST = Scheduled Tribe, PH = Physically Handicapped, XSM = Ex-
Servicemen.

NO- (ii) 6 Posts are reserved for PH persons (BL-03) and 12 posts are reserved for XSM. The 
TE posts reserved for PH & XSM will be adjusted by Horizontal Reservation i.e. the select

ed PH & XSM candidates will be adjusted against the categories of UR/SC/ST/OBC 
to which they belong.

(iii) The categories of PH candidates suitable for the post are Orthopedically Handicapped 
(OH). The Physical requirements and categories of disabled suitable for the post are 
mentioned under General Instructions at 7 (ix).

1. PAY BAND & GRADE PAY:

Rs 5200-20200 with Grade Pay of Rs.1800 plus usual allowances as admissible to Central
Government Employees from time to time.
2. AGE LIMIT:

18 to 32 years as on last date of receipt of application. The following age relaxation in upper age
limit will be given to a candidate if the post for his/her category is available:

(i) For SC/ST : 05 Years. (only in respect of the post reserved for 
SC/ST)

(ii) For OBC (with Non-Creamy Layer) : 03 Years. (only in respect of the post reserved for 
OBC)

(iii) For PH : 10 Years. (SC/ST-15 years, OBC - 13 years)

(iv) For XSM : Period of Military Service + 03 Years

(v) For Ex-TAs of Ordnance Factories : To the extent of period for which they had under-
gone training.

(vi) For Govt. Servant : 40 Years with 3 years of continuous service. (SC/ST
- 45 years. OBC - 43 Years)

3. ESSENTIAL ACADEMIC & TECHNICAL QUALIFICATION:
Matriculation or its equivalent with NCTVT (National Council of Trades for Vocational Training)
Certificate [i.e., National Apprenticeship Certificate (NAC) or National Trade Certificate (NTC)
issued by National Council for Vocational Trades (NCVT)] in the relevant trade failing which by
I.T.I. or equivalent Diploma Certificate Holder.
Note : The ITI candidates and its equivalent Diploma Certificate holders will be considered for
selection only when NCVT Certificate (i.e., NAC or NTC) holders are not available for the post.
4. CLOSING DATE

(i) Closing date for receipt of application will be 21st day (till 1700 Hrs) from the date of publi-
cation of the advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar, excluding the last date
of publication.

(ii) If the closing/last date falls on Sunday or any Holiday, then the next working day will be the
closing date for receipt of applications.

5. PHOTOGRAPHS

a. The candidate should paste his/her recent (not more than three months old) passport size 
photograph on the application form at the prescribed place duly signed by him/her. The candi-
date's signature on the photograph should be in such a way that signature is partly on the appli-
cation form.

b. He/She should ateo enclose two more copies of the same photograph (self signed on front
of photographs. The name and trade/grade applied should be written on the back of the photo-
graphs).

6. APPLICATION FEE
An application fee of Rs.50/- is to be paid in the form of Crossed Indian Postal Order or
Demand Draft drawn on any Nationalized Bank in favour of "The General Manager, Ordnance
Clothing Factory, Avadi, Chennai-600054". The Demand Draft/Indian Postal Order should be
drawn after the date of publication of the advertisement. The issuing date of Postal Order
should be indicated clearly in the application form. The application fee is not refundable.
SC/ST/PH/XSM candidates are exempted from payment of application fee on submission of
attested copy of their SC/ST/PH/XSM certificate.

07. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

(i) Application in the format appended below should be duly typed or neatly handwritten in block 
letters on plain paper (A-4 size) in the prescribed format ONLY. Applications and the attest-

ed photocopies (by a Serving Gazetted Officer) of all the relevant documents i.e. Mark-
Sheet/Certificates of Educational &  Technical qualification, certificate pertaining to SC/ST/ 
OBC/PH/XSM (wherever applicable), age proof, proof regarding experience in the relevant
field and other testimonials, if any, should be addressed to THE GENERAL MANAGER, 
ORDNANCE CLOTHING FACTORY, AVADI, CHENNAI-600054, TAMIL NADU.

(ii) Mere fulfilling the minimum prescribed qualifications will not vest any right upon the candidate
or being called for the test. The factory will not entertain correspondence in this respect and
interim inquiry will not be attended to.

(iii) Persons working in Central/State Government or PSU must apply through proper channel in
time along with original "No Objection Certificate" (no objection in releasing him/her in case of selection)
and "Vigilance Clearance Certificate'' (No Disciplinary Action is pending nor contemplated
against him/her) obtained from their HOD. No action will be taken on advance copy of the appli-
cation received. If a person enters into Central/State Government or PSU service after the
date of application, he/she must produce "NOC" from his/her employer at the time of under going
any of the further processes for recruitment/selection. In case of selection, such person will  have
to produce the "Release Order" from his/her employer before joining the service at the factory.

(iv) New entrants (on or after 01/01/2004) to Central Government Service will be governed by
New Pension Scheme termed as "Defined Contribution Pension Scheme" and the existing
provision of CCS (Pension Rules), 1972 will not be applicable to them. 'GPF’ and 'DCRG' 
schemes are also not admissible to them.

(v) SC/ST candidates will be paid II Class Railway/Bus Fare as per rules for onward and return
journey performed by shortest routes on production of journey details and Tickets provided that

the To and Fro distance traveled is more than 30 KM. However, expenditure, if any, incurred in
reserving seats/Sleeping berth in the train will not be reimbursed. The concession is not admis-
sible to those SC/ST candidates who are already in service in Central/State Government

(vi) Applications received after the closing date will not be accepted for any reason. The factory
shall not be responsible for non receipt of application due to postal delay or any other reason.

(vii) Applications may be submitted as per the given proforma ONLY. Newspaper cutting/
Photocopy of the advertisement published in newspaper should not be used as application
form. Submission of false/incorrect/incomplete information/applications and applications with
overwrting/cutting will be rejected. The total number of documents (photocopies, certificates,
etc) attached/enclosed along with the application form should be mentioned in the application
form. Enclosing dubious/bogus document shall disqualify the candidate.

(viii) SC/ST/OBC certificate must be issued by prescribed Competent Authorities and in the pre-
scribed format applicable in terms of existing Government rules/orders. OBC Certificate must 
specifically include clause regarding "Non-Creamy Layer" and should be updated/valid at the rel-
evant point of time i.e., the last date of receipt of application. (Candidates claiming OBC status
should note that certificate on "Creamy Layer should have been obtained within 3 years before
the closing date). OBC candidates with ''Non-Creamy Layer" clause will not be considered for

giving relaxations applicable to OBC candidates.

(ix) The Physically Handicapped candidates should have minimum 40% disability and should submit 
their application alongwith an attested copy of Disability Certificate which must be issued by
prescribed Competent Medical Authorities and in the prescribed format applicable in terms 
of existing Govt. rules/orders.
The physical requirement for the post reserved for PH candidates are
(i)        S     -   Work performed by Sitting (on bench or chair)
(ii)       ST -   Work performed by standing
(iii)       F     -   Work performed by manipulating with fingers
(iv)      W    -   Work performed by walking
(v)       L -   Work performed by lifting
The categories of disabled suitable for the job (Functional Classification) are
(i) OL - One leg affected
(ii) BL - Both legs affected but not arms
(iii) MW - Muscular Weakness and limited physical endurance
(iv) FT - Limited exercise to tolerance - early fatigue

(x) Ex-Servicemen should submit their application alongwith a copy of Discharge Certificate
(and other relevant documents, if any) duly attested by a Gazetted Officer.

(xi) The envelope containing the application must be superscribed as APPLICATION FOR THE
POST OF----------------------(trade/grade of post for which applying) and CATEGORY-
(whether UR/OBC/SC/ST and PH/XSM) and address of the sender must be written on
the envelope.

(xii) Date of Written Examination/Trade Test etc. will be directly intimated to the shortlisted eligible
candidates later. List of candidates called for the Trade Test will also be published at Website
www.ofbindia.gov.in.

(xiii) It may be noted that bringing any outside, extraneous or political influence for getting 
employment in the factory shall render a candidate ineligible. Canvassing in any form shall
disqualify the candidate.

(xiv) The successful candidates will have to give an Undertaking that they will be willing for re-
designation to any equivalent post as per exigency of Production requirement in the Factory
after induction training in the trade.

(xv) The advertisement is subject to orders, if any, by Hon'ble Courts/Tribunals/Ministry of
Defence/Ordnance Factory Board and any unforeseen circumstances, if any, etc.

(xvi) The Candidate must indicate clearly the medium of examination i.e. Tamil or English or
Hindi. If no medium is opted, the candidate will be treated to have opted for ENGLISH only.

08. MODE OF SELECTION:

(A) The selection will be made strictly on the basis on merit. The selection process will comprise
of Written Test of 100 marks and Trade Test (Practical). All eligible candidates will, be called
for an objective type Written Test. On the basis of merit list based on marks obtained in
Written Test, candidates 1.25 times the number of vacancies shall be called for Trade Test
(Practical). The Trade Test (Practical) shall be only qualifying in nature without any marks.
The final select list shall be based on marks in the Written Test only, the Trade Test 

(Practical) being qualifying in nature.

(B) In case of tie in the selection process, other things being equal i.e., marks being equal.

(i) The trained Ex-Trade Apprentices of OCF Avadi and sister Ordnance Factories shall be
given preference in the order in which they are stated.

(ii) In between the trained Ex-Trade Apprentice of the Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi prefer-
ence shall be given to those who are senior i.e., if two or more Ex-Trade Apprentices secure
the same marks, then preference shall be given on the basis of seniority. Seniority of Ex-

Trade Apprentices of Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi shall be decided on the basis of OFB
Letter No.13/8/03-A/HRD dated 15/17.12.2003.

(iii) Similarly, in between the trained Ex-trade apprentices of the sister Ordnance factories preference
shall be given to those who are senior as mentioned in column b (ii) above.

(iv) Among the ITI candidates, the merit position will be decided based on the marks / percent-
age obtained in the NCTVT Examination and if two or more candidates secure same marks
in NCTVT Exam, the merit will be decided based on the date of birth.

(C) The General Manager, OCF Avadi reserves the right to fix the minimum Qualifying marks for
selection at any stage of the test.

(D) The General Manager reserves the right to increase/decrease the number of vacancies in
the trade/category as per exigency of Production requirement of the factory.

09. GROUNDS FOR REJECTION OF APPLICATIONS:
The application shall be summarily rejected on any of the following grounds:-
If, application is received after the closing date for any reason whatsoever.
If, Signature is not appended in the application form at all the prescribed places.
If, the candidate does not put "Left Hand Thumb impression" on the, application form at the
prescribed columns of the proforma.
If, the age of the candidate exceeds the prescribed age limit as on the closing date. 
If the essential qualification is not possessed by the candidate as on the closing date. 
If photograph (self signed) is not pasted in application form and the signature is not partly on
the photograph and partly on the application form and the application is not accompanied by
two more photographs (self signed on the front of the photograph on the admit card). 
If copies of all supporting documents of qualification/age etc. duly attested by Gazetted
Officer are not enclosed.
If application is not complete in any respect as per the requirement given in the advertise-
ment.
If Newspaper cutting/Photocopy of the advertisement published in newspaper has been
used as Application form. .
If, application is received without Demand Draft/Indian Postal Order.
If demand draft/Indian Postal Order is drawn before the publication of this advertisement in
Employment News/Rozgar Samachar or is not crossed.

10. SHORTLISTING OF APPLICATIONS
The General Manager, Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi- reserves' the right to restrict the num-
ber of candidates to be called for written test. If the number of applications received for the above
post is large and it is not convenient or possible for the factory to call all the eligible candidates
for written test the General Manager may restrict the number of candidates, by shortlisting, to be
called for the written test, to a reasonable limit on the basis of marks obtained in Essential
Academic & Technical qualification.
11. LANGUAGE FOR WRITTEN TEST/TRADE TEST
Tamil/Hindi/English as per choice will be indicated by the candidate in the application form. If no
choice of language is opted by the candidates, it will be treated as if the candidates have opted
for ENGLISH only.

Continued on page 51
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12. CAUTION TO ALL APPLICANTS : The applicants should beware of unscrupulous elements
who assure of procuring appointment through illegal gratifications and promise selection. It is
emphasized and reassured that the selection would be on merit only in a transparent manner and
candidates should not fall prey to such false assurance or exploitation and must not entertain or
encourage such elements in any way. General Manager

Ordnance Clothing Factory, Avadi, Chennai-600054
Application for Recruitment to the post of---------------

Format of Application
To
The General Manager
Ordnance Clothing Facatory
Avadi, Chennai-600054

Sub : Application for the post of---------------------------------
Ref : Employment News Advt. No. -----------Dated ---------

1. Post applied for :

2. Name of applicant (in full Block Letters):

3. Father’s Name (in Block Letters):

4 (a) Date of Birth 4 (b) Age as on last date of
receipt of application

Day Month Year Years Months Days

5. Nationality 6. Gender Male Female
(please put Tick Mark)

7. Category UR OBC SC ST PH XSM
(please put Tick Mark)

(Candidates belong to PH & XSM may also put tick mark against UR/SC/ST/OBC to which they
belong to and attach the supporting required certificates)
8 (a) Details of Ecuational and other qualifications:

Name of Examination Board/University Year of Subject Division and
Passing studied percentage

8 (b) Details of Passing NCTVT/ITI or equivalent examination:

Trade Name of the Training Period Trade AITT Month & Marks Remarks

Ordnance From      To Appr- Batch Year of Obtai- Out % age
Factory/ entice No. Passing ned of of marks
Institution Batch No.

9 Details of Emplyment Exchange Registration No. and Date, if any :

Employment Exchange Registration Number Date

10 Details of Present Employment, if any :

Name of the Temporary/Permanent/on Office/Deptt. Date of Date of Cause of
post Contract Basis Where employed Joining Leaving Leaving

11. (a) Permenent Address (in Block Letters)

11. (b) Present Address for communication (in Block Letters) with contact No.

11. (c) Mobile/Phone Number/E-mail Address.

Mobile

Land Line STD PHONE

E-mail Address:

12. Details of Fees DD/IPO No. Name of Bank/Post Office Date Amount

13. Number of documents enclosed with this application:

14. Language Option for Examination (TAMIL/HINDI/ENGLISH)

15. Nearest Railway Station:

Declaration
I do hereby declare that all statements made in this application are true, complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of any particulars or information furnished by me, found sup-
pressed/false/incorrect /incomplete or ineligibility being detected before or after the Examination/Trade Test, my
candidature for the examination is liable to be rejected or cancelled and in the event  of any statement/information
found false even after appointment, my service are liable to be terminated without any notice.
Place:
Date: Signature of the Candidate

Declaration by OBC Candidates
I---------------son/daughter of Shri--------------Resident of village/town/city ---------District-------, State-----------hereby declare
that I belong to the ---------community which is recognized as Other Backward Class by the Government of India for the
purpose of reservation in service as per orders contained in the Department of Personnel and Training Office
Memorandum No. 36012/22/93-Estt (SCT) dated 08.09.1993. It is also declared that I do not belong to persons/sections
(Creamy Layer) mentioned in column 3 in the schedule to the above referred Office Memorandum dated 08.09.1993.

-------------------------------------
Enclosures : Signature of the Candidate
1. Educational qualification certificates
2. Proof of date of birth (As recorded in Matriculation certificate)
3. NCTVT Pass certificate
4. Two copies of Self Attested Photographs
5. Factory Apprentice Certificate, If any
6. SC/ST/PH/XSM & OBC certificate (with Non- creamy layer in case of OBC)
7. Employment Exchange Registration Card/Letter.
8. Experience Certificate

(Copies of above certificates to be attached (whichever is applicable) as enclosures duly 
attested by Gazetted Officer.)

davp 10201/11/1029/1314 EN 19/96

Left Thumb
Impression

Recent passport
size photograph
(not more than 3
months old) duly
self-attested par-
tially on applica-
tion and partially
on photograph

RECRUITMENT NOTICE FOR THE POST OF GROUP
'C' CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES AT 49 MILITARY VETERI-

NARY HOSPITAL, BANGALORE
1. Applications are invited from eligible candidates of Indian nationality at 49 Military Veterinary
Hospital, Bangalore for 01 (One) posts of Group 'C' Government Civilian employees in 49
Military Veterinary Hospital in under mentioned trades (number of posts likely to change) as per
the Revised pay Rule 2008 admissible plus allowance:-

Ser Name of Number of Posts Total Age limit Pay Scale Grade Qualification
No. the post SC ST OBC Gen (years) Pay band pay required/Educ-

(as per ation qualification
RPR 2008) and experience

(a) Safaiwala - - - 01 01 18-25 5200-20200 1800 Essential
(PB-1) (i) Matriculation
plus Allow- pass or equivalent
ances from recognized

board.
Desirable
(ii) Conversant with
the duties of the
respective trade 
with one year exper-
ence in the trade

Note:-
1. Candidates should be above 18 years and within 25 years of age. Relaxation in age limit is allowed by
5 years for SC/ST candidates, 3 years for OBC candidates against vacancies identified for these cate-
gories. Candidates applying for post reserved for OBC should submit copy of the Non-creamy layer certifi-
cate on the proforma prescribed by the Central Government.
2. Candidates will enclose a self-addressed envelope, affixing postal stamps of Rs. 22/- required for
Registered Cover for return of Acknowledgement card so as to reach. The Commanding Officer, 49 Military
Veterinary Hospital, Bangalore, c/o Army Service Corps Centre and Collage, Agram Post, Bangalore-
560007 by the 1600 hrs within 28 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. The covering let-
ter/envelope should be marked with "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF SAFAIWALA. No application will
be entertained after closing date i.e 21 days from the date of publication of this advertisement notice. The
format of application is published alongside.
3. Written Test, Aptitude Test and Interview will be held at 49 Military Veterinary Hospital, Bangalore on
dates mentioned in Acknowledgement card. Applicants should report to 49 Military Veterinary Hospital,
Bangalore on the date and time of test/interview as mentioned in the Acknowledgment card. No separate
letter except Acknowledgment card will be issued. The individuals should be in possession of the
Acknowledgment card sent by this unit and all original documents for verification at the time of interview.
Individual who are not in possession of Acknowledgment card will not be entertained.
4. To moderate the number of candidates for one category appearing in the written examination, screening of applicants
on the basis of marks obtained in the examination for essential qualification, will be carried out on required basis.
5. It is made clear that merely fulfilling the basic selection criterion does not automatically entitle a person
to be called for test/interview. The recruitment of the above said post will be varied subject to availability of
posts at the time of recruitment. The number of candidates to be called for aptitude test and interview will
be restricted to ten times of the number of vacancies. A bench mark percentage will be fixed for the same
depending on the number of applicants and candidates short-listed as per merit list.

(MS Reen)
Colonel

Commanding Officer
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF SAFAIWALA IN 49 MILITARY VETERINARY

HOSPITAL, BANGALORE-07 (USE ONLY BLUE OR BLACK BALL PEN TO WRITE IN THE BOX)
Refer: Advertisement No ____ dt ____ 
Published in: ____________________
1.   Post applied for
2.  Name of the Candidate (In English) and  Written in capital letters exactly as written in SSC certificate.
3.   Father's Name (Written in capital letters in English).
4.   Mother's Name (Written in capital letters in English).
5.   Date of Birth: ____/____/

(Attach copy of birth certificate duly attested)
6.   Age as on last date prescribed for receript of application Years __ Months__ Days.
7.   Gender (Male/Female) :
8.   Marital Status (Married/Unmarried) :
9.   Address for correspondence :-

House No/Street/Village _________
Post Office____Police Station____
District ______ State ______ Pin code ____

10  Permanent Address :-
House No./Street/Village ___________
Post Office____Police Station________
District ______ State ________ Pin code____

11.  Caste : Gen/OBC/SC/ST
(Attach certificate, in case of SC/ST/OBC)

12.  Category for which applied : Gen (UR)/OBC/SC/ST
(Attach copy duly attested)

13.   Whether name registered with the Employment Exchange and if so furnish the details 
(a) Registration No.
(b) Name of the  Employment Exchange/State
(c) Valid upto

14.  Whether seeking age relaxation? (Yes/No)
15.  Age as on (If Yes on Para 14)    :
16.  Whether belonging to minority communities? : Yes/No (If yes please specify) 
17.  Educational qualification ________________________________

(Attach education certificate duly attested)
18.  Any other qualification/Experience: ________________________________

(Attach copy of experience certificate duly attested)
19.  Technical training/Experience
20.  Domicile : ____________________________

(Attach copy duly attested)
DECLARATION

21.  I hereby certify that above particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true to
the best of my knowledge and belief, if particulars mentioned by me are found false at any stage
then I shall be liable to be terminated without any notice.
Dated: Signature of the Candidate
Place :

Left thumb impression of male
candidate/Right thumb impression

in case of female candidate

For Official Record Only
1. Received on :
2. Accepted/Rejected :
3. Reason for rejection : Underage/Overage/incomplete documents/Any other reason 

to be specified _____________________
4. Index No. : ________ date of test/Interview

Acknowledgement Card
Post:___________(Post for which applied)
1. Name : ________________________
2. Father’s Name : _________________
3. Address for correspondence : (To be filled same as per 

column 9 of application form)
House No./Street/Village _________
Post Office____ Police Station____
District ______ State ______ Pin code ____

4. Index No. ________date and time of written test/interview_______
5. Venue of written test/interview: ____________________________

(Signature of the controlling officer)
Note :- The individuals should be in possession of acknowledgement card sent by this Hospital
and all original documents for verification at the time of interview. Individual who are not in pos-
session of Acknowledgement Card will not be entertained.
davp 10118/11/0006/1314 EN 19/94

Paste your recent photo-
graph duly attested by a

Gazetted officer (one
spare photorgraph)

Continued from page 50
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Recruitment in 368 (I) Sup PI

ASC, C/o 99 APO (Unit under

Ministry of Defence)
POSTAL ADDRESS 368 (1) Sup PI ASC, PIN- 905368, C/o 99 APO
Applications are invited only from  Indian Nationals to fill up the following post:-

Ser Name of No. of post Pay Scale Requisite 

No. post qualification

1. Carpenter 01 (one) Rs. 5200- Matriculation
20200 with 
Grade Pay
Rs. 1800/-

2. Labourer 01 (one) -do- -do-

3. Chowkidar 01 (one) -do- -do-

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1.  Candidates should apply for the post in the format given.

2. A SELF ADDRESS ENVELOPE (size 4" X 10") duly affixed with postage

stamp of Rs. 5/- will be enclosed with the application form. Registered

cover will not be accepted.

3. Last date of receipt of application is 21 days after the publication of adver-

tisement in News papers.

4   Place of work - Supply Depot ASC,  Panagarh with all India/Field Service

Liabilities.

5.  Duration of vacancies -Initially 2 years of probation and then permanent

subject to satisfactory performance.

6. Age limit (As on last date of receipt of application)-18 to 25 years.

7. Incomplete/ illegible application or applications with incorrect qualification

will be deemed invalid and rejected without any intimation to the candi-

dates. Only those candidates whose applications are found correct in all

respect will be called for the physical ability and written examination pro-

vided the self address envelope (as asked at ser 2 above) is found

enclosed with the application form. The decision of the administration will

be final in this regard.

8. The administration will not be responsible for non-receipt or late receipt of

applications due to postal delay or any other reasons.

9. Attested Xerox copies of date of birth, Educational qualifications/ Caste

certificate should be attached with the application. The caste certificate

should have a round seal of the issuing authority and caste cert should be

as per Central Govt. list in Gen category.

10.  Candidates will report on the date of Written Test along with original edu-

cational certificates/ caste certificate,

11. The number of vacancy is subject to change. Further, the administration

has the right to cancel modify this notification without assigning any rea-

son thereof.

12.   Canvassing in any form shall disqualify the candidates. No enquiry or cor-

respondence will be entertained

13. No TA/DA is admissible. Duration of the test can be for 2-3 days

Candidates will make their own arrangements for lodging/boarding during

the physical/written/practical/interview test.

14. The date for determination of age will be the last date of receipt of apoli-

cation.

15.  Syllabus tor written test -General knowledge, English & Math etc. in Matric

standard.

16. Applicant/candidate are required to bring written material like as

Pen/Pencil/clip board etc. for written test

17 The candidate will be performing onward and return journey at his own

risk and expenditure.

Application Form (Format)

To
The Officer Commanding
368 (I) Sup PI ASC
Pin - 905368, C/o 99 APO

Ref:-Notice published on .   .
dt.......................    .
Advertisement No. 
Application for the post of.
...................................................
1.  Name..................................
2. Father's Name .... ........
3.  Permanent home address -
Vill / Mohalla/BId No...................
Post ........................................   
Sub Div.....................................
PS.............................................
Dist ........................................... 
State. ........................................
4.   Address for correspondence 
5.  Caste / Category   ...........
6.  Date of birth . .    ......
7.  Nationality ......   ...

8.  Education qualification 

9. Experience :-

(a) Name of the Employer 
if any............................................

(b)  Designation of the post:
Declaration / Promise

I declare that all information pro-
vided in this application are true
If any information is provided in
application form is found false
then my candidature will be
rejected without any notice

Date.... (Signature of candidate)

Admit Card

(To be filled by applicant)

To
...................................................
...................................................
(Name & address of the appli-
cant for correspondence)
1 Application for the post............
2 Name........................................
3 Father’s Name.........................
4.Category belongs to................
Date...... (Signature of Candidate) 

For Office use only

1- Admit Card No. .....................
2  .Date of Written test................
3.  Reporting time/......................
4.   Location: Supply Depot ASC
Panagarh, (W.B)
Date...........

(Signature of PO)

Photo in
passport
size duly
signed by
applicant

davp 10602/11/0050/1314 EN 19/97 

National Water
Development

Agency
Applications are invited to fill up
one post of Director (Admn.) in the
Pay Band of Rs. 15600-39100/-
and Grade Pay of Rs.7600/- (Pre-
revised pay scale of Rs. 12000-
375-16500/-) in the National Water
Development Agency by promotion/
appointment on deputation (includ-
ing short term contract) from
amongst the suitable and willing
officers under the Departments of
Central Government / State
Governments / Public Sector
Undertakings / Semi Governments /
Statutory / Autonomous
Organizations; holding analogous
post on a regular basis in the parent
cadre / department; or having 5
years of regular service in the
grade rendered after appointment
thereto on a regular basis in the
Pay Band of Rs. 15600-39100/-
and Grade Pay of Rs.6600/- (Pre-
revised pay scale of Rs. 10000-
325-15200/-) or equivalent in the
parent cadre /department and pos-
sessing a Degree from a recog-
nized University or equivalent; and
with at least 5 years experience in
administration, office procedures,
establishment and housekeeping
functions and thorough knowledge
of Central Government rules and
regulations and their applicability.
The departmental Deputy Director
(Admn) with 5 years of regular serv-
ice in the grade will also be consid-
ered and in case, he is selected for
appointment to the post, the same
shall be deemed to have been filled
up by promotion. The maximum
age limit for appointment on depu-
tation (including short term con-
tract) shall not exceed 56 years as
on the closing date for receipt of
applications. The Officer selected
will be posted at New Delhi. The
Organizational setup and other
details can be seen on website
http://www.nwda.gov.in.
It may be noted that appointment
on deputation of the official will be
on Foreign Service terms and con-
ditions for a period of 3 years
including the period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immedi-
ately preceding this appointment in
the same or other department/
organisation. The pay of the officers
selected on deputation will be regu-
lated in accordance with the provi-
sions contained in DOPT O.M.
No.6/08/2009-Estt (Pay-II) dt.

17.6.2010 and as amended from
time to time. The officer selected
will not be eligible for General Pool
Accommodation allotted by the
Government. Officer selected for
appointment to the post will be
exempted from the condition of per-
manent absorption.
Suitable and willing officers, who
fulfill the requisite qualifications and
experience for the post, may send
complete Bio-data in the format
given and forward with their up-to-
date Confidential Report Dossiers
(last 5 years) and Vigilance
Clearance Certificate to the
Director General, National Water
Development Agency, 18-20
Community Centre, Saket, New
Delhi-110017 so as to reach within
a period of 60 days from the date
of publication of the advertisement
in the Employment News for further
action. The incomplete applications
received will not be entertained.

PROFORMA
(To be filled by the person con-

cerned)
Application for the post of _______
1 Name of the Officer
2. Date of Birth
(both figures and words)
3. Date of Superannuation
4. Educational & Professional
Qualifications.
5. (a) Date of commencement of
service
5. (b) Please indicate clearly whether
the official belongs to Central Govt. /
State Govt./Public Sector
Undertaking/Semi Govt./ Statutory/
Autonomous Organization
6. Date of appointment to the post
7. Details of professional experience:
(post held & period of service ren-
dered against each post to be indi-
cated)
8. Details of the appointment held
at present in the parent department
9. a) Name of the post and its Pay
band and Grade pay
b) Date of appointment
c) Date from which held on regular
basis
d) Present pay & allowance and
date from which drawn
10. Earliest date by which the offi-
cial can report for duty, if selected
11. Present address (in full) &
Phone Number
a) Office
b) Residence
12. Permanent Address & Phone
Number
13. Whether belongs to SC/ST/
OBC category
14. Any other information/details

Signature of applicant
EN 19/6

Photo

Applications in the prescribed
proforma (as per annexure of
this advertisement) are invited
from suitable and eligible candi-
dates for filling up of 16 posts of
Accountants on deputation/
absorption basis in the Office of
the Principal Chief Controller of
Accounts, Ministry of External
Affairs as per details given
below:-
1. NAME OF THE POST:
Accountant
2. NO. OF POSTS: 16
3. CLASSIFICATION: General
Central Service, Group 'C' (Non-
Gazetted, Ministerial)
4. PAY BAND AND GRADE
PAY/PAY SCALE: P.B. 1- Rs. 5200-
20200+Grade Pay Rs. 2800/-
5.  PERIOD OF DEPUTATION: The
period of deputation is initially of
one year.
However, the period may be
extended upto three years. The
deputationist will be eligible for
absorption as Accountant in the
Central Civil Accounts Service sub-
ject to fulfilling the eligibility criteria
prescribed by the Controller
General of Accounts.
6.  ELIGIBILITY:
i) Graduation from a recognized
university and
ii) Holding analogous posts on reg-
ular basis, or 
iii) Candidates in the Grade Pay of
Rs. 2400/- and having minimum 2

years service in the grade, or
iv) LDCs in the grade pay of Rs.
1900/- and having minimum 5
years of service in the grade.
7.   EXPERIENCE:
i) 2 years experience in
Administration/Establishment viz.
preparation of pay bills & related
work, calculation of income tax and
maintenance of service books and
handling of personal claims &
advances.
ii)  Well versed with computers.
8. AGE LIMIT: Not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date for
receipt of applications.
9.  HOW TO APPLY: Duly complet-
ed applications should be sent to
the Senior Accounts Officer,
Office of the Principal Chief
Controller of Accounts, 2nd
Floor, A-wing, Jawharlal Nehru
Bhawan, 23-D, Janpath, New
Delhi-110011 in the prescribed pro-
forma alongwith up-to-date attested
copies of ACRs/APARs for the last
three years and vigilance clearance
certificate of the officials, from the
present employer. The applications
should reach this office within 45
days from the date of publication of
this advertisement.

Sr. Accounts Officer (Admn.)
ANNEXURE-I

PROFORMA
(to be made in A4 size sheet) 

1. (i) Name : 
(in Block Letters) 

(ii) Address:
(iii) Mobile No. : 
(iv) E-mail ID:
2. Date of Birth : 
(in Christian era)
3. Date of entry into Govt. service :
4. Educational qualifications :
5. Details of work experience:
6. Present Pay drawn:
7. Name and address of present
employer:
I have carefully gone through the
Advertisement and I am well aware
that the Proforma duly supported by
documents submitted by me will also
be assessed by the Selection
Committee at the time of selection for
the post.
Place:

Date :

Signature of the candidate

CERTIFICATE

(Applicable for candidates already working
in Government Departments / Ministries) 
(TO BE GIVEN BY THE HEAD OF

ORGANISATION / OFFICE)

(i)Certified that the particulars have
been verified and found to be correct. It
is also certified that no disciplinary / vig-
ilance proceedings are either pending
or contemplated against the officer.
Integrity of the officer is also certified.
(ii) The application of Sh./Smt./
Ms...............is recommended.
In case of his/ her selection, the
Department/ organization will relieve
him/ her. (iii) Copies of ACRs/ APARs
for the last three years are also
enclosed.
Date:  Signature of the Head of 
Place : the Office with Office seal

EN 19/59

Paste your
passport size
photo here

Bihar Agricultural University, Sabour
ADVERTISEMENT NO.- 04/2013

Advt. No. 04-2013/Rectt./BAU Sabour 
Applications are invited for the posts
as detailed below on the prescribed
form. The application alongwith all
relevant documents should reach the

Officer-In -Charge (Recruitment),
Bihar Agricultural University,
Sabour-813210 (Bhagalpur) on or
before 31.08.2013 up to 05:00 P.M.
only through registered post/speed

post/courier post. In-service candi-
dates should submit their applica-
tions through proper channel.
However, they must submit an
advance copy with requisite fee
within stipulated time. Details of the
post are as follows:-
1. Registrar (One Post - UR), Pay Scale-
Rs. 37400-67000+AGP Rs. 10000
2. Director Residence Instruction
-cum-Dean (PGs) (One Post - UR), 

Pay Scale- Rs. 37400-67000+AGP

Rs. 10000

3. SMS (Subject Matter Specialist)

for KVKs, Pay Scale- Rs. 15600-

39100+AGP Rs. 5400

Vacancies - 22 Posts (12 UR, 05

SC, 02 BC, 03 ST) in the discipline

of Agronomy, Entomology,

Fisheries, Home Science,

Horticulture, PBG, Plant

Pathology, Soil Science,

Veterinary Science.

Details of the posts advertised, qualifi-
cations, application form alongwith
terms & conditions can be down-
loaded from the university website
www.bausabour.ac. in.

By order of the Vice-Chancellor

Officer- In-Charge, Recruitment

EN 19/108

Government of India
Ministry of External Affairs &

Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs 

Office of the Principal Chief
Controller of Accounts

Jawaharlal Nehru Bhawan Janpath, New Delhi-110011

Advertisement no. Admn/2(19)/Vol XI/2013
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No.5-12/2006-INM
Government of India

Ministry of Agriculture

Department of Agriculture and Cooperation
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi

Subject:   Filling up of a vacant post of Director in the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and
Training Institute, Faridabad by Composite method [Deputation (Including Short Term
Contract ISTC) plus promotion]-regarding.
It is proposed to circulate one vacancy in the grade of Director in the scale of Pay Band 4 Rs.
37,400-67,000 with Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/- (General Central Service, Group 'A', Gazetted, Non-
Ministerial) in the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute, Faridabad, a subordinate
office under the Department of Agriculture & Cooperation for filling up by Composite method
[Deputation (Including Short Term Contract ISTC) plus promotion]. The post is to be filled from
amongst the officers under the Central Government or State Governments or Union Territories or
Recognized Research Institutions or Universities or Public Sector Undertakings or Semi
Government or Autonomous or Statutory Bodies holding analogous posts on regular basis in the
parent cadre or department; or with five years regular service in the grade rendered after appoint-
ment thereto on a regular basis in the posts in Pay Band-3 (Rs. 15600-39,100) with Grade Pay of
Rs. 7600/- or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and possessing the educational qual-
ifications and experience as under:
i) Master's Degree in Chemistry with specialization in Inorganic or Organic or Analytical Chemistry
from University recognized by the Central Government or State Government.

OR
Master's Degree in Agriculture with specialisation in Soil Science or Agricultural Chemistry from a
University recognized by the Central Government or State Government.
ii) Twelve years' experience in the field of soil fertility and fertilizer use including 5 years experi-
ence in quality control of fertilizers.
iii) Five years administrative experience
Nature of duties attached to the post of Director
(i) Overall Incharge of Central Fertilizer Quality Control & Training Institute (CFQC&TI),

Faridabad and Regional Fertilizer Control Laboratories (RFCLs). 
(ii) Responsible for all the technical programmes and financial matters of the Institute. 
(iii) To supervise the analysis of all the chemical fertilizers for quality purpose under Fertilizer

Control Order (FCO), 1985. 
(iv) Monitoring of inspection of imported fertilizers at ports.
(v) To organize the training programmes on Fertilizer Quality Control for the State Fertilizer

Analysis, Fertilizer Inspectors and Fertilizer Dealers.
(vi) To guide the State Fertilizer Quality Control Laboratories on technical matters related to

Quality Control of Fertilizers.
(vii) Development/Standardization of methods of fertilizer analysis for inclusion in FCO. 
(viii) To advise the Central Government on matters related to FCO as and when required.
1. The departmental Joint Director in pay band 3 (Rs. 15,600-39,100) plus grade pay of Rs.

7600 with five years regular service in the grade will also be considered along with outsiders
and if he or she is selected for appointment to the post, the same shall be deemed to have
been filled by promotion.

2. The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall
not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similariy, deputationist shall
not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.

3. The period of deputation(ISTC) including period of deputation (ISTC) in another ex-cadre post
held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
Department of the Central Government shall not ordinarily exceed 5 years.

4. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation(ISTC) shall not be exceeding 56 years
as on the closing date of receipt of application.

5. For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis the service rendered on the regular basis
by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006, (date from which the revised pay structure based on
the Sixth Central Pay Commission Recommendations has been extended), shall be deemed
to be service rendered in the Corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the
recommendations of the Pay Commission except where there has been merger of more than
one pre-revised scale of pay into one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale where this
benefit will extend only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay scale is the normal
replacement grade without any upgradation.

6.     The pay of the officer selected for appointment on deputation basis will be regulated in terms
of DOPT's OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt, (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010, as amended from time to time.

7. The eligibility will be determined with reference to the last date prescribed for receipt of the
application/nominations.

8. It is requested that applications (in triplicate) in the given proforma (Annexure-l and Annexure-
ll), alongwith copies of complete and up to date last five year CR dossiers(2007-08 to 2011-
12), attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary, of the eligible officers who
could be spared in the event of their selection may please be forwarded to the Section Officer
(INM), Room No., 588, Department of Agriculture and Cooperation, Ministry of Agriculture,
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi immediately and in any case within 60 days from the date of pub-
lication of this vacancy in the Employment News.

9. The Advance copies of applications or those received after the prescribed closing date or not
accompanied by required certificates/documents, copies of ACRs/APARs, etc or otherwise
incomplete are liable to be rejected.

10. While forwarding the applications, it may be verified and certified by the sponsoring officer
that the particulars furnished by the officers are correct, that no disciplinary case is either
pending or contemplated against the officers and that no major/minor penalty was imposed
on the officer during the last 10 years. The integrity of the officer may also be certified and
cadre clearance may intimated. The applicant shall not be allowed to withdraw his candida-
ture in the event of his selection to the post of Director, CFQC&Tl, Faridabad.

(Bherav Dutt)
Under Secretary (INM)

ANNEXURE-I
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters): 
2. Date of Birth (In Christian era) 
3. Date of entering in Government Service
4. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules 
5. Educational Qualifications: 
6. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualifi-
cation has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules state the authority for the
same). : 

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  required possessed by the Officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired   (1) (2)
7. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
8. Details of Employment in chronological order till date. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenti-
cated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post From To Scale of Pay Nature of Nature of Details of
Institution Held and Basic Apptt, Whether duties experience 

Pay (Please Adhoc/ (in detail) as prescribed
state clearly Temporary/ for the post
whether the Quasi acquired by
Pay has Permanent or the candidate
been granted Permanent may be 
on account of indicated
ACP/MACP or period wise
regular
promotion.

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis please state

(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization to which you belong
(d) The post substantively held by you and the scale of Pay thereof;
10. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under (indicate
the name of your employer against the relevant column.)
(a) Central Govt.
(b) State Govt.
(c) Autonomous Organization
(d) Government Undertaking
(e) Universities
(f) Others
11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the feeder grade or
feeder to feeder grade
12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale
13.  Total emoluments per month now drawn
14. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the
post. 
(This among other things may provide information with regard to (i) Additional academic qualifica-
tions (ii) professional training and (iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy
Circular/Advertisement) 
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).
15. Whether belongs to SC/ST
16. Remarks (The candidate may indicate information with regard to (i) Research publication and
reports and special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official Appreciation (iii) Affiliation with the pro-
fessional bodies/institutions/societies and (iv) any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the
Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed by the
Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post. It is also confirmed that I shall not with-
draw my candidature later under any circumstances.

Signature of the Candidate
Date: Address:________________

Verification
Certified that the particulars furnished by the candidate are correct and verified from the service
records.

Countersigned
Date: (Employer with Seal)

Note: Application should be forwarded by officer not below the rank of Under Secretary.
ANNEXURE-II

INTEGRITY CERTIFICATE

After scrutinizing Annual Confidential Reports of Shri/Smt./Ms._______________, who has
applied for the post of Director in the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute
(CFQC&TI), Faridabad on deputation basis, it is certified that his/her integrity is beyond doubt.

(to be signed by an Officer not below the rank of 
Deputy Secretary or above) 

Name & Office Seal: __________________ 
Dated :______________________

VIGILANCE CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE

Certified that no vigilance case or disciplinary proceeding or criminal proceeding is either pending
or contemplated against Shri/Smt./Ms. ________________, who has applied for the post of
Director in the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute (CFQC&TI), Faridabad on
deputation basis. [Authorised signatory]

Name & Office Seal:________________
Date:_________________

NO PENALTY CERTIFICATE

Certified that no major/minor penalty has been imposed on Shri/Smt./Ms. _____________ who
has applied for the post of Director in the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute
(CFQC&TI), Faridabad on deputation basis during the last ten years. [Authorised signatory]

Name & Office Seal:________________
Date:_________________

CADRE CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE

This office has no objection to Shri/Smt./Ms. _____________ applying for the post of Director in
the Central Fertilizer Quality Control and Training Institute (CFQC&TI), Faridabad.  In the event of
his/her selection, he/she will be immediately relieved to take charge of the assignment.

[Authorised signatory]
Name & Office Seal:________________

Date:_________________
davp 01101/11/0021/1314 EN 19/77

Chandigarh Administration
Chandigarh Transport Undertaking, Chandigarh

Plot No. 701, Industrial Area, Phase-l, Chandigarh.
Advertisement No. 01/CTU/2013 Website: www.chdctu.gov.in

RECRUITMENT FOR THE POSTS OF BUS CONDUCTORS
Online applications are invited from Indian nationals for the following posts of Bus Conductors
on regular basis:-
Category wise break up of posts (including backlog of OBC-25 posts): -
General Scheduled Other Ex-servicemen Physically Total

Caste Backward General SC OBC Handicapped 
Class (Ortho)

88 32 87 13 05 13 08 246

33% posts in each category will be reserved for female candidates.
1. Pay Scale: Pay Band Rs. 5910 - 20200 + Grade Pay Rs. 2400/- (initial start of Rs. 9880/-) plus
usual allowances as admissible to the Chandigarh Administration employees from time to time.
2. Qualification: (1) 10+2 pass from any recognized board/university and (2) Should hold a valid
Conductor's Licence,
(Special relaxation for women candidates is given to obtain conductor licence within 3
months after the declaration of final result).
3. Age as on 01.01.2013: 18 years - Maximum 25 years, (relaxable by 05 years for SC, 03 years
for OBC, 10 years for Physically Handicapped persons & for Ex-serviceman as per rules).
5. Processing fee (non-refundable): For General and OBC candidates Rs. 400/- and for SC
and Ex-Servicemen candidates Rs. 200/-. No processing fee will be charged from physically
handicapped persons. Processing fee will be deposited in any branch of State Bank of India
through printed challan online.
For detailed information please visit the official website of CTU www.chdctu.gov.in. The
process will start on 25.07.2013 and will close on 26.08.2013 for all purposes.
Place: CHANDIGARH 
Dated: Director Transport
EN 19/58 Union Territory, Chandigarh

Dredging Corporation of India Limited, the
only Public Sector undertaking in the field of
Dredging under the Ministry of Shipping,
Government of India, is desirous to induct
Dredge Cadets & Trainee Marine Engineers
who have passed out from institutions affiliat-
ed to Indian Maritime University. The selected
candidates will be given scholarships.
1. Trainee Cadets

Dredge Cadets

(Qualification: Diploma in Nautical Science)
(DNS)

Trainee Marine Engineers
(Qualification: BE Marine Engineering)
For the above posts only OBC/SC/ST candi-
dates are eligible to apply. The last date of
receipt of application is 31/08/2013. For fur-
ther details and application form log on to DCI
website www.dredge-india.com

EN 19/112

Dredging Corporation of India Limited 
(A Government of India Undertaking)
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Factfile of The New State

The decades' old struggle of the people of Telangana for a sep-
arate state became a reality with the UPA Coordination
Committee agreeing to the division of Andhra Pradesh to create
a new state of Telangana. Telangana, India's 29th state, will
take shape in the coming month. The Congress Working
Committee pronounced a unanimous resolution for this. The
Union Cabinet will approve the decision soon. At the time of the
publishing of the report on 2nd August 2013, the Cabinet had not
met.
 Status: To be the 29th State

of India.
 Telangana means "land of

the Telugus" and it was part
of the erstwhile princely
State of Hyderabad.

 Capital: To share Hyderabad
as capital with Seemandhra
Region for 10 years.

 Lok Sabha: Likely to get 17
of undivided Andhra's 42 LS
seats.

 State Assembly: May get 119
of Andhra's 294 Assembly
seats.

 The predominantly backward region comprises ten districts
including Hyderabad.

 Once a Maoist stronghold, Telangana is bordered by
Maharashtra to the north and north-west, Karnataka to the
west and Chhattisgarh to the north-east.

 The Districts are: Adilabad, Nizamabad, Karimnagar,
Medak (all bordering Maharashtra), Khammam (bordering
Chhattisgarh), Mahabubnagar (bordering Karnataka),
Warangal, Ranga Reddy, Nalgonda and Hyderabad.

 Hyderabad and Warangal are the two largest cities.
 Natural Resources: Accounts for 20 pc of the country's

coal deposits. Huge reserves of Limestone and Bauxite.
The Godavari and Krishna rivers flow through the region.

 Economy: Contributes  over 51 pc of the Gross Sate
Domestic Product (GSDP), a major chunk comes from
Hyderabad.

 5 of the 10 districts qualify for Backward Regions Grant Fund.
 Infant mortality ratio in Telangana is 52, Andhra Pradesh

average is 43 (2011).
Recourses

Coal: Geological Survey of India
(GSI) estimates 22 bn tonnes
reserves in Godavary Valley, 8%
of India's total. Singareni
Collieries Company Ltd. has
8,791 mn tonnes.
Minerals: Bauxite, chromite, pre-
cious stones, iron ore 5 of the 10
districts have been classified by
Mines Ministry among India's 61
high or medium-mineral-potential
districts.
Infrastructure

Airports: International,
Hyderabad. Domestic,

Nizamabad and Karimnagar, to be developed.
Engineering Colleges: 350 (out of 780 in undivided Andhra
Pradesh)
National Highways: 15% of Andhra Pradesh's 4,537 km.
Rail Network: 35% of Andhra Pradesh total.
Companies: 60% of Andhra Pradesh's registered companies.

(Compilation by Editorial Team with inputs from 

newspapers and agencies)
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F.No.A- 12025/01/2012-RS
Government of India

Ministry of Civil Aviation
(Commission of Railway Safety)

Ashok Marg, Lucknow
Applications are invited from eligible and suitable officials for filling up one post of Assistant
Director (Official Language) in the Technical Wing of Commission of Railway Safety at Lucknow
by promotion/transfer on deputation basis. Details of post, eligibility conditions etc. are given in
Annexure-I. The officers selected for appointment on deputation basis will be regulated in terms
of DOPT's OM No. 6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay II) dated 17.06.2010 as amended from time to time.
2. Applications of only such officials/ candidates will be considered those are routed through prop-
er channel and are accompanied by (i) Bio-data (in duplicate) as in the proforma given (Annexure
II), (ii) photocopies of ACRs for the last five years duly attested on each page by an officer not
below the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of India, (iii) Vigilance Clearance Certificate, (iv)
Integrity Certificate (v) A statement giving details of major/minor penalties imposed on the officer,
if any, during the last 10 years. It may also be verified and certified that the particulars furnished
by the applicant are correct.
3. It is requested that the applications of willing and eligible officers may be forwarded to the Office
of Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, Ashok Marg, Lucknow (in duplicated) in the prescribed
proforma (Annexure-II) within 60 days from the date of publication in the Employment News/
Rozgar Samachar.

ANNEXURE-I 
Assistant Director ( Official language)
Post  : Assistant Director (Official Language)
Scale of Pay : ` 15600-39100 with Grade Pay ` 5400/- in PB-3
Eligibility Conditions :
Officers of Central Government -
(a) i) holding analogous post on regular basis or
ii) with 2 years regular service in the posts in the pay band-2 of ` 9300-34800 with GP of ` 4800/-
or equivalent or 
iii) with 3 years regular service in posts in the pay band-2 of ` 9300-34800 with GP ` 4600/- or
equivalent, and 
(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience namely -
i) Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in Hindi with English as a subject at the
degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in English with Hindi as a subject at the
degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in any subject with Hindi Medium and
English as a subject at the degree level; OR
Master's degree of a recognized University or equivalent in any subject with English Medium and
Hindi as a subject at the degree level; and
5 year's experience of terminology work in Hindi and/or Translation work from English to Hindi or
vice-versa, preferably of technical or scientific literature. OR
5 year's experience of teaching, research, writing or journalism in Hindi. 
Note 1: Departmental Junior Hindi Translator with eight years regular service in the Pay Band-2
of ` 9300-34800 with Grade Pay of ` 4200 and possessing above mentioned qualifications will
also be considered along with deputationists and in case he is selected the post shall be deemed
to have been filled by promotion.
Note2: The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in direct line of promotion will not
be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation. Similarly, deputationists shall not be
eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion. Period of deputation including period of
deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or
some other organization/departments of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed
three years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Note 3: For the purpose of computing minimum qualifying service for promotion, the service ren-
dered on a regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006, (the date from which the revised
pay structure based on the 6th Central Pay Commission recommendations has been extended)
shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay/pay scale extended based
on the recommendations of the Commission.
Note 4: For the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on a regular basis
by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (the date from which the revised pay structure based on the
6th Central Pay Commission recommendations has been extended) shall be deemed to be service
rendered in the corresponding grade pay/pay scale extended based on the recommendations of the
Commission except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into
one grade with - common grade pay/pay scale, and where this benefit will extend only for the post(s)
for which grade pay/pay scale in the normal replacement grade without any upgradafion.

ANNEXURE-II
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters) 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) 

3. Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules 
4. Educational Qualifications 
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification
has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, state the authority for the same). 

Qualifications/ Qualifications/Experience 
Experience  required possessed by the Officer

Essential (1) (2) (3)
Desired   (1) (2)
6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the require-
ment of the post.
7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by
your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
Office/ Post From To Scale of Pay and Basic  Pay Nature of duties
Institution Held (in detail)

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent.
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state:-
(a) The date of initial appointment
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
(c) Name of the parent Office/Organization to which you belong.
10. Additional details about present employment. Please state whether working under (indicate
the name of your employer against the relevant column.)
(a) Central Govt. (b) State Govt. (c) Autonomous Organization (d) Government Undertaking
(e) Universities (f) Others
11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the feeder grade or
feeder to feeder grade
12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and
also indicate the pre-revised scale
13.  Total emoluments per month now drawn
14. Additional information, If any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the
post. (This among other things may provide information with regard to (i) Additional academic qual-
ifications (ii) professional training and (iii) Work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy
Circular/Advertisement) (Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).
15. Please state whether you are applying for deputation (ISTC)/Absorption /Re-employment Basis.
(Officers under Central/State Government are only eligible for "Absorption". Candidates of non-
Government Organization are eligible only for Short Term Contract.)
16. Whether belongs to SC/ST
17. Remarks (The candidate may indicate information with regard to (i) Research publications and
reports and special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official Appreciation (iii) Affiliation with the pro-
fessional bodies/institutions/societies and (iv) any other information. (Note: Enclose a separate
sheet, if the space is insufficient).
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the
Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed by the
Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.

(Signature of the Candidate)
Address ________________

Date: ________________
________________

Countersigned

(Employer with Seal)
davp 03101/11/0001/1314 EN 19/113

Government of India

Cabinet Secretariat
CORRIGENDUM

REF:- Recruitment Notice published in Employment News dated 27.07.2013 inviting applica-
tions for the posts of Research Officer and Interpreter in Cabinet Secretariat.
The Educational Qualification mentioned against the post of Research Officer (Tech), post
code 02 may be read as :-
"Honours degree in Physics/ Computer Science/ Computer Application or Degree in
Engineering or equivalent in Computer Science or Engineering degree or diploma in
Printing Technology from a recognized University or Institution." Instead of :-
"Honours degree in Physics/ Computer Science/ Computer Application or Degree in
Engineering or equivalent in Computer Science or Engineering degree in Printing Technology
from a recognized University or Institution."
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Hundred Years of ...
Continued from page 1
However, above revolutionaries were taken
to Singapore. But the Indian spies of the
British government, Bela Singh and Bhag
Singh recognized Mangu Ram at
Singapore.  All of them were caught and
handed over to the authorities. This mission
also failed but party workers were full of
courage.
But before the aforesaid significant and his-
toric events took place, the First World War,
broke out and a formal announcement
about it was made on 4th August 1914. 
Thousands of Indian patriots started donat-
ing their properties and other valuables to
Yugantar Ashram (Ghadr Ashram) and
began migrating to India.  They used to sing
patriotic songs full of rebellion on their way
home in the manner as their companion
Kartar Singh Sarabha used to sing his fol-
lowing song:
Serving ones country is very difficult
It is so easy to talk
Anyone who walked on that path
Must endure millions of calamities.

(Translated from Punjabi)
Role of 'Ghadr' Literature in the Revolution
The poems published in the Ghadr di Goonj
had major impact on Indian patriots.  The
Ghadr (poetry collection) became more
popular than even the Ghadr Party.  The
poems were in traditional folklore style.  The
patriotic zeal and the sharp militant appeal
in these poems stirred the nationalists to the
hilt. These carried the message of freedom
of the country from the foreign yoke and at
the same time conveyed the pitiable condi-
tions of the Indians residing abroad.  
The 'Ghadr di Goonj' apparently preached
unity of Indian workers, patriots, students
and religious personalities through poetry. 
The 'Ghadr di Goonj' (Poetry collection)
issues Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were published
under the banner of 'Voice of the Patriots'.
15,000 copies of the issue No.1 were pub-
lished.  The booklet was published from
Yugantar Asharm and sent free of cost to
foreign countries.  The mailing address from
where its copies could be asked for was:
Editor, Hindustan Ghadr 5,Wood Street,
San Francisco, California, United States of
America.
Ghadr Movement Trial Cases
Leaders of the revolutionary movement and
patriots were being arrested based on con-
cocted reports, false witnesses and spying.
They were tried in courts but no stress was
given to defend them by advocates, through
arguments or going in for appeal.  It would
be pertinent to give details in brief of some
of the famous cases against the revolution-
aries.
15 Ghadrites met with police encounter at
Ghall Kalan, district Ferozpur. Two
Ghadrites were killed on the spot, seven
were arrested subsequently tried and
hanged including Pandit Kanshi Ram.
Mutiny broke out in the army stationed at
Singapore on February 15, 1915. The muti-
neers were influenced by Ghadr Party.
Latterly, they were captured by the British
army. Forty one were publically shot dead. Out
of them some hanged and many awarded dif-
ferent sentence.   
The first, Lahore Ghadr Conspiracy Case
1915, 61 revolutionaries were arrested in

this case.  The tribunal awarded death sen-
tence to 24 revolutionaries and 27 others
were sent to Cellular Jail, Port Blair,
Andamans.  Out of the remaining, 6 were
awarded less quantum of sentences and 4
were let off.  Thereafter, Lord Hardinge him-
self visited Lahore.  Exercising his special
powers, he commuted the death sentence
of 17 revolutionaries to transportation for
life.  Seven revolutionaries including Kartar
Singh Sarabha, Harnam Singh, Jagat Singh
Sur Singhwala and Vishnu Pingle were
hanged till death in Lahore Central Jail on
16th November 1916.
The Second Lahore Conspiracy Case
ended on 30th March 1916.  In this case,
five revolutionaries were awarded death
sentence, 18 life imprisonment and 36 long
and harsh prison terms.  In the third, fourth
and fifth Conspiracy Cases, decided in 1917
death sentences and life terms were
announced.  Properties were also ordered
to be confiscated.  Some more cases were
presented before the same Tribunal in
Lahore Central Jail.  As per the details
available about the criminal cases connect-
ed with the rebellion, 202 revolutionaries
got martyrdom by hanging till death or were
killed facing police bullets, 315 were given
life imprisonment and were sent to Cellular
Jail in Andaman and Nicobar islands.  The
number of those awarded lesser terms was
122.
Another world famous case of Ghadr
Movement was Hindu German Conspiracy
Case 1915.  This was the costliest case of
its times.  Many Germans were involved in
this case along with the Indians.  The case
was tried in the Northern District Court of
California.    As per the case diary and
Department of Justice, Office of United
States Marshal, Western District of
Washington-  Indians, Irish Republican
Brotherhood and Germans jointly acquired
a Annie Larsen ship on rent and sent it to
India which carried 554 cases of rifles about
seven or eight thousands (Carbines with
bayonets), about 3773 cases of cartridges,
making about 3,500,000 rounds, about ten
packages of cartridge belts, about 200 or
300 to the packages and some forty five cal-
iber pistols, and inspirational literature of
the Ghadr Movement.  
As discussed earlier, the patriotic revolu-
tionaries connected with Annie Larsen and
Maverick ships were five. One of them,
Mangu Ram was hanged till death in
Singapore by the government.  According to
the writings of Mangu Ram, he had read this
news in the Manila Times.  In fact, the gov-
ernment to save itself from the humiliation
had hanged someone else whereas he was
staying incognito in hiding with the aborigi-
nals of the Philippines islands.  What is
more astonishing is that on 7th July 1917,
the Northern District Court of California had
issued warrants/summons against Mangu
Ram and directed the Marshal to arrest him
and present him before the Court.  Another
interesting fact was that according to the
C.I.D. file on Mangu Ram, File No. 1273 of
1915, he was staying in the United States till
September 1915.  This file exposes the
lethargy of the government intelligence
department and the cleverness of the secret
activities of the revolutionaries.
Indiscriminate arrests of the Indians and the
Germans began after the United States

joined the British Alliance forces.
Revolutionaries Back to Homeland
Many revolutionaries returned to India by
September 1914.  Among all those revolu-
tionaries who had gone to the United States
and Canada, 90 percent were Sikhs.  They
started returning to homeland in batches.
Thereafter they went to the war front.  There
were many Muslims, Hindus and those
belonging to the so called low castes
among the patriots.
The revolutionaries started preparing for
rebellion in the whole of India, especially in
North India.  Ghadr Sandesha and Elan-e-
Jung were published in thousands and dis-
tributed free in villages, cities and canton-
ments.  The party headquarters was shifted
from Amritsar to Lahore on 6th February
1915.  A house was taken on rent for Bibi
Gulab Kaur. She was responsible for keep-
ing a tab and latest information about party
bases and party activities.
Rebellion Day in India
At long last, it was decided on 12th
February 1915 to mount a revolt on 21st
February.  The programme was to capture
the cantonments of Mianmir and Ferozepur
on that night.  Parmanand, Kartar Singh
Sarabha and Vishnu Ganesh Pingle visited
Ambala, Meerut, Lucknow, Allahabad,
Varanasi, Dinpur and Faizabad. Many more
revolutionaries were involved in this plan-
ning.  Meanwhile, a need was felt to have a
national flag to fight against the British
regime under one banner.
In the United States, blue and saffron
colours were displayed at the Ghadr
Ashram as the symbols of the Muslim and
Hindu religions.  Standing underneath it,
they vowed to sacrifice their lives for getting
freedom for the country.  But later some
changes were made in it.  Through a reso-
lution, it was decided to have red, yellow
and green colours which chronologically
represented Hindu, Sikh and Muslim reli-
gions.  It was a symbol of unity for all.
In short, all the preparations were complete.
But after the plunder in village Chabba on
the night of 2nd February 1915, the entire
planning went fut. Kala Singh who was
arrested during the plunder revealed every-
thing to the police.  It became a talk of the
town that the informer had put a death blow
to the movement.  But there were many
other reasons for the failure of the revolu-
tion such as ill preparation for the attack,
lack of contacts, tattling and many more.
Ghadr Party Foundation Day - 1913
The founder members of Ghadr movement
who instilled a sense of Patriotism and the
zeal for getting the country free were: Baba
Sohan Singh Bhakna, Maulvi Barktulla,
Pandit Kansi Ram,Lala Har Dayal and
Baba Kartar Singh Thathgarh
The Ghadr Movement has a unique, mag-
nificent and significant revolutionary role in
India's independence struggle.  Even
though the timing of its valiant, revolutionary
and nationalist activities was much less but
in the long run it became a solid foundation
and a fountain of inspiration for the com-
plete independence of the country.  This
movement gave many revolutionary brave
persons who embraced the hanging noose
smilingly to throw away the British rule out
of the country.  Martyrs Bhagat Singh,
Rajguru, Sukhdev and many more are living
example of this unparalleled sacrifice.

Founders of the Azad Hind Fauz were from
Ghadr Party. Karam Singh, Daulatpur the
founder of The Babbar Akali Movement was
also a Ghadrite.
Despite all this, the Ghadr Movement has
not received its due place of pride in the
independence struggle so far.  This fact also
cannot be denied that the British govern-
ment has in its archives voluminous files on
the revolutionary Hindustan Ghadr Party
and its revolutionary patriotic warriors.
One thing which is highly satisfying and is of
great pleasure is that we have now acquired
two important documents of the C.I.D.  One
of these is the Ghadr Directory, Punjab
Section Volume IV, 1913-15 (and a
Supplementary directory). It contains the
names, addresses and information about
461 revolutionaries.  The second one is the
Ghadr Directory.  It contains information
about the revolutionaries connected with
the Ghadr from the United States, Europe,
Africa, Afghanistan and India.  It has
detailed information about 766 revolutionar-
ies along with their names and addresses.
Both these are based on true and false
reports.  The first Directory was issued in
Lahore in 1916 and the second one in 1934.
These were later published by Gobind
Sadan, Mehrauli, New Delhi and Punjabi
University, Patiala.
A Patriotic Memorial Desh Bhagat Yadgaar
Kender is situated on the G.T. Road at
Jalandhar in memory of the Ghadr
Movement.  Its large hall room adorns the
photographs of valiant revolutionaries of the
Ghadr along with captions.  Its large library
contains numerous historical books and
documents relating to the Ghadr Movement.
In the United States, some organizations
are engaged in the proper upkeep of the
documents relating to Ghadr Movement.
These are: American Cultural Organization,
California (America), Mother Heritage
Foundation (America), Indo-American
Heritage Forum (Frizino), Indo-American
Patriotic Foundation,  Folklore Institute,
Berkley, California and GOPIO, New York.
The Communications Ministry, Government
of India issued postage stamps in memory
of Lala Hardayal and Bhai Parmanand on
18th March 1987 and 24th February 1979
respectively.  The Prime Minister of India,
Dr. Manmohan Singh released a postage
stamp on 8th January 2013 at Kochi
(Kerala) to commemorate the Centuenry of
the Ghadr Movement. He said that the
Ghadr Memorial in San Francisco will be
upgraded into a "functional museum and
library with a sculpture to honour the heroes
of the great movement." Now a portrait of
Ghadr Hero, Kartar Singh Sarabha has
been displayed in the Consulate General of
Indian, San Francisco, U.S.A Patriots and
historians believe that there is need to
rewrite the history of India's freedom strug-
gle to give its due place of pride to the
Ghadr Movement. This would be a true
compliment to the patriots and the revolu-
tionaries of Ghadr Movement. 

(Concluded)
(The first writer is Researcher of Indian
History and the second witer is Editor, Yojana
(Punjabi),  Publications Division, New Delhi. 
E-mail : bmadhopuri@yahoo.in )

The Union Cabinet has eased the norms for foreign retailers to set up shops in the coun-
try and raised FDI caps in several sectors to boost foreign exchange inflows, revive the
economy and check the rupee’s fall.
The Union Cabinet has decided to keep political parties out of the purview of Right  To
Information Act.
All political parties have agreed to bring legislative measures to counter two recent
Supreme  Court judgments that barred jailed politicians from contesting polls and sought
immediate disqualification of convicted ones. 
India-born Pakistani businessman Mamnoon Hussain has been elected as 12th President
of Pakistan.
Neeta Kumari (13), a tribal girl  of Ranchi district, is one among 18 teenage footballers
from Rukka village who brought laurels to the state and the country by bagging the bronze
medal in the under-14 all-women Gasteiz Cup, a renowned testing ground for teenage
football in Victoria Gastiez, also popular as Europe's 'Green Capital.' 
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